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C E L E B R AT I N G
60 YEARS

Foreword by Lady Enid Ralphs
Their successors were men and
women students in the Emergency
Training College for Teachers, guided
by a distinguished staff. After one
year’s intensive training they emerged
to fill the tragic gaps, left by war, in
our classrooms.
The Founders saw that those same
huts could harness the vitality of youth
and the energy of great teachers into a
unique school with the high standards
which have always been expected
and attained.
A Diamond Jubilee is a milestone,
a viewpoint from which we look
back, take stock of the present
and consider the future.
We are indebted to Shelli Wright, who
compiled this book. It is fascinating
both in format and content. Here we
have a storehouse of history which will
rejuvenate the memories of those who
knew the College’s past. It depicts its
present and points to the future.
The Nissen huts were once a hospital
for American airmen, casualties of the
Second World War who with courage
and sacrifice came to fight beside us,
to defend the freedom we now enjoy.
They are remembered and honoured
in the American Memorial Garden
where we lay our wreaths and plant
poppies after our Armistice service.
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The first pupils became the nucleus of
the Technical School and the Special
Grammar School. In the spirit of
opportunity which is still its hallmark
the school included courses for
suitable pupils to resit the 11+. If then
selected they pursued the same
course as those already in grammar
schools. Moreover for girls and boys
who had left school there were a
year’s commercial course and an
agricultural course respectively.
Past and present mingle in a
continuum. Generations of students
will have seen the Nissen huts
replaced by purpose-built
accommodation – a sign of
permanence. Today only one hut
remains, the Chapel, while building still
goes on. It has been retained, an echo
of the past, reflecting the central part it
has played and still plays in the life of
the College. The values and principles
on which the school was founded are
still fostered today.

Sir Lincoln Ralphs
On 31 March 1974, rather
appropriately, Sir Lincoln Ralphs
chose to spend his last day as
Director of Education for Norfolk at
the College. The editorial of the
magazine that year pays this tribute,

On February 1st the College became
an Academy based on the then
required qualification of being an
outstanding school. It is determined to
rise to the challenge of Academy
status, making the most of the
opportunities and shouldering the
responsibilities of becoming one.
The College has drawn up plans for
the future including further building. It
is determined to continue and
enhance the high standards of the
past enabled by the support of the
Governors, the leadership of the
Principal, the diligence, ability and
dedicated enthusiasm of teachers and
the response of the pupils. Teachers
and pupils are the core of the
enterprise supported by an excellent
administrative staff and their
colleagueship with splendid caterers
and other service providers.
On them all rests the future of a great
school dedicated, as always, to the
pursuit of excellence and determined
to deserve its triumphs and surmount
its adversities.

It was the inspiration and vision
of Sir Lincoln Ralphs that led to a
‘Pilot Course’ in April 1951 for 60
twelve and thirteen-year-olds
who became the first students at
Wymondham College.
As Norfolk’s Chief Education Officer,
Dr Ralphs persuaded the Norfolk
Education Committee under its
Chairman, Alderman Sam Peel, to
buy the site and then to support this
unique venture.
Knighted in 1973 for services to
education, Sir Lincoln Ralphs was
not only the driving force behind the
establishment of the College but
became an ever watchful eye on its
growth and development. The
College Song, his own composition,
reflects the principles that he applied
throughout his career. He composed
the College Prayer and was key in
the design of the boarding houses
that remain today.

“The College will miss Sir Lincoln and
the efforts he has made on its behalf.
It was his imagination that conjured
from a run-down wartime hospital,
the largest co-educational boarding
school in Europe, and we at the
College certainly hope that he will
continue to be a frequent visitor”.
On 16 October 1978, only four years
after his retirement, Sir Lincoln
Ralphs passed away. This is part of
the Principal, Mr Wolsey’s, tribute.

character gave validity to what might
at first appear to be the most
excessive of tributes. Whether we
measure by the power of his intellect,
or his achievements and standing in
education, we are confronted with a
giant. He represented a force for
educational good that we are unlikely
to see again because the days of
giants are over… A towering man, he
saw children in his every move, and
understood that the duty of an
administrator was to support
teachers and staff in schools. We
heard it said of him yesterday: "You
knew that if the chips were down
he'd be there fighting for you."
That is a good enough epitaph for
any man.”

“Sir Lincoln Ralphs was a man of
vision, a diplomat of considerable
skill, who had no time for
administrivia and helped us all to rise
above the frustrations and irritations
in life and see the grand plan.”
In the year of his death, new
buildings were opened at
Wymondham College and the Library
and Resources Centre was named in
his honour.
Wymondham College owes much
to Sir Lincoln Ralphs, and the leader
in the Eastern Daily Press of the
18th October 1978 captures his
lasting impact.
“Sir Lincoln Ralphs was one of those
rare individuals whose life and

At the lunch in Wilkinson Court
during the day of celebrations to
mark his retirement, both Sir Lincoln
and Lady Ralphs were presented by
the head boys and girls with
mementoes of the occasion - bound
copies of the first two volumes of the
College magazine, a College-made
pottery rose bowl and an occasional
table made in the workshops by Bob
Mullenger, one of the original
members of staff.
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Meet some of the Staff
Staff on site numbered 123 Officers
and 392 Enlisted Men

Captain Lucy Ramsdell
nded in the
Wymondham College was fou
War American
buildings of a Second World
in 1943 on the
Army Hospital. This opened
lk Golf Course.
site of the former Mid-Norfo
e a priority
When food production becam
rse was taken
during the War, the golf cou
. Peacock. He
over by a local farmer, Mr G.L
kers and
levelled the tees, filled the bun
son's crop
managed to achieve one sea
ned by the
before the site was requisitio
the location for
Ministry of Works in 1943 as
t nearby bases
a military hospital to suppor
of the US 8th Army Air Force.

Setting the scene
• September 1939 Britain declared war on Germany
• April 1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour brought
America into World War Two

. The fact that
Capt Lucy Ramsdell
The chief nurse was
e in
of tetanus or gangren
there were no cases
pr
r imitive,
would now conside
conditions which we
d hygiene.
ndards of nursing an
sta
h
hig
the
to
e
du
was
, Capt Lucy
wood Gable the CO
Photo shows Col Lin
arriner,
and Lt Col Richard W
Ramsdell, Chief Nurse
Executive Officer.

Colonel Linwood Malone Gable MC
Colonel Gable saw distinguished service in World
War One with the Wessex Field Ambulance in
France, before being wounded on the Somme. He
was later transferred to the American Army
Medical Corps. He was awarded the Silver Star,
Oak Leaf and Purple Heart. In 1917 the Military
Cross was conferred on him by George V. Under
his guidance the hospital was prepared for service
overseas. The story goes that when he first arrived
at the HQ of his new command, he took one look
and said ‘Sergeant, get me a Coke... and three
aspirins!’

• August 1942 Eighth Air Force began operations. No
American Army Hospitals were ready in East Anglia.
The first casualties were cared for by British Emergency
Medical Services Hospitals
• September 1943 77th Station Hospital took over
at Morley
• March 1944 231st Station Hospital replaced the 77th

Some statistics:
flak, 15% from
• 60% of casualties resulted from
rest from
cannon shell fragments and the
crashes and accidents.
18-30 years
• The general age of patients was
sed as severe.
and almost all injuries were clas
upper and
• Almost 80% of wounds involved
d and only a
lower extremities, 15% the hea
omen, due to
small number the chest and abd
jackets worn
the effectiveness of protective flak
by the crew.
pital trains in 1944
• 2099 patients arrived by hos
.
as a result of the D-Day landings
hospital alive had a
• A wounded airman reaching
1940s.
99.6% chance of surviving in the
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From Mid-Norfo
lk
Golf Course to
American Hospit
al
Derek Daniels, a
Morley villager, re
members how it
all started…
‘We heard a rumou
r that the military wa
s going to
commandeer the
land for a hospital.
It
wa
s 1942, the
Eighth Army had be
en driven from the
shores of North
Africa, Tobruk had
fallen and the battl
e
of the Atlantic
continued - and he
re at home a hosp
ital for American
personnel was be
ing built only 200
ya
rds from where I
lived. The firm Gee,
Walker & Slater ha
d the contract and
bricklayers, carpen
ters, welders with
th
eir machinery and
equipment came fro
m many counties
to give this work
priority. Even my Un
cle Tom, a farmer
in
the village
became involved they used his hors
es
an
d carts to
carry bricks and ce
ment. In due cour
se
the hospital was
complete and the
Americans arrived
in
th
e village:
doctors, nurses, or
derlies, cooks, etc.
and life began in
Emergency Ward
10!

Lt Col Platou, chief of surgical service,
led the team who saved so many lives here
Lt Col Richard B Warrin
er

Lt Col Warriner
, the Executive
Officer of the 23
was described
1st,
by the nurses as
a ‘sweet man’.
and Col Gable
He
shared the belie
f that ‘the patie
comes first’. Bef
nt
ore the war he
had worked at
American hosp
the
ital in Paris. In th
e Spring of 1936
was in Berlin an
he
d had been less
than 50 feet fro
Hitler alighting
m
from a train.

“He is a firm believer in good troop morale and
exerts every effort to encourage and care for the
patients and those of us assigned to his hospital. Col
Gable is Southern born, bred and raised in the
traditions of the South. He is genial, courtly and
ahead of his time. It is the sad custom of American
hospitals here to accept ‘sick call patients,’ in order
of arrival, with one exception - black soldiers wait
until all the others have been seen. Col Gable will
have none of it. We accept our patients in order of
their appearances. It is no small degree of pride that
we staff members take in this kind and humane
gentleman who is our commander.”
Virginia Reynolds, American Red Cross

Lt Col Joseph Karow
Lt Col Karow joined the 231st in 1943. He was
admired for his easygoing manner and great skill
as
a dental surgeon. The Dental Service had a very
heavy schedule and had to improvise some
equipment because of shortages. Air Force oxyg
en
tanks were used for compressed air at the denta
l
chairs, with an improvised hand shut-off syringe.
Foot engines used for preparing cavities had been
powered by airplane defroster motors which were
run by 24 volt batteries.
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D-Day, 6 June 1944

Who was the Hospital for?
vy bomber
The hospital was to serve 15 hea
Quartermaster
bases, a fighter group, Engineer,
tely 60,000
and Ordnance troops - approxima
troops in all.
B24 Liberator
Kenneth Carlson, a navigator on a
nged his life. He
Bomber remembers a man who cha
the “Judith
was based near Norwich. His plane,
flak ripped
n
Lynn” was on its eighth mission whe
Ted Himelstein
through his right arm. He says of Dr
of the 231st hospital at Morley:
t arm on 18
“He is the doctor who saved my righ
years later and
March 1944. I met him by chance 27
me pictures on
we became great friends and he left
his death in 1990.”

all Americans and
The patients in the 231st were not
idents and
the hospital also treated everyday acc
ry American
illnesses as well as war wounds. Eve
es called ‘Hitler’s
wanted a bike which were sometim
y a fracture.
Secret Weapon’ as they caused man

At Wymondham Station a 10-year-old
boy, CF Squires,
was standing on the footbridge ove
r the railway from
where he described the scene: “As
I was standing on
the footbridge over the railway, my
attention was
attracted by a large amount of smo
ke coming from the
Attleborough direction and I saw a
train coming in.
There were two massive engines Canadian Pacific I
was told later - pulling 16 to 18 coa
ches with large red
crosses on their roofs. I was dumbfou
nded when they
started to unload all these wounde
d men. When you
saw all that, it felt as if we had lost
the war.”
His sister (now Mrs Beryl Cousins
), had her own
thoughts about what she saw: “Th
is particular
weekend, my brother and I were wal
king through the
station. We had seen all the ambulan
ces queuing up in
Cemetery Lane and I was standing
on the station
platform. As the train pulled in, I was
flabbergasted
when they began to unload all the
wounded men
swathed in bandages and some with
what appeared
to be burned faces. I was 16 years
old and I knew
there was a war on, but for the first
time it was brought
home to me what war was all abo
ut.”

Carlson ends
with these words:
“The care I
received from Dr
Himelstein and the
nurses of the 231st
was something I will
remember with great

Anxiously waiting for the return
of a mission at a local airbase

Group Chaplain…

‘My mind goes back to
the interrogation room
after a
mission. You look for fac
es and they are not the
re.
They did not come back
.
The men who returned
have looked at the big
hole
next to the cockpit wh
ere the shrapnel that gra
zed
the pilot’s shoulder hit
the instrument panel an
d
the
ugly hole next to the co
-pilot, through which the
y had
removed his body.
I see men’s faces when
they walk off alone. I sta
nd
by a man’s side. I sit wit
h him in the barracks wit
hout
saying a word. A sad da
y ends. I go back to ch
ap
el. I
don’t eat supper.’
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There was a fierce battle for Norman
dy and the
Americans and British both operate
d trains picking up
the wounded, taking them to the Cha
nnel coast, then
transferring them to ships for south
coast ports of
England, from where they were take
n to hospitals like
the 231st.
A train arriving at Wymondham on
12 July had 227
casualties, of whom 65 were walking
wounded. The
train arrived at 4.00am and had bee
n unloaded by 50
staff from the hospital by 5.40am.

fondness”.

Thoughts of a Bomb

On 29 May 1944, the staff had rece
ived a phonecall to
say that the hospital would have to
expand from 834
beds to 1,254. The Orthopaedic war
d, seen here, soon
filled up and large ward tents had
to be erected
between the Nissen huts.

What these young people witness
ed was the arrival of
one of the hospital trains which eva
cuated battle
casualties to the 231st Station Hos
pital. In the spring
of 1944 the Allies decided to open
a second front
against the Nazis in Western Euro
pe, but the date and
place was a closely guarded secret.
Eventually on 6
June, five assault groups landed on
the Normandy
beaches. Some staff from the 65th
at Diss, the 231st
at Morley and other station hospita
ls went in the
landing crafts with the troops.

Staff from the hospital had boarded
the train at
Cambridge and allocated the casualt
ies to wards. On
arrival the hospital stretcher bearers
only paused a
moment for the field medical reco
rds to be passed to a
team of typists and for
the American Red
Cross to give their
patients a parcel of
comfort articles.

The hospital
trains had racks
to take stretchers
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It wasn’t all hard work
ertainment such
The staff produced their own ent
skit of the Andrews
as ‘The 231st on Parade’ and a
rer’s Face’ was
Sisters. A ballet called ‘Der Fuh
ets and
performed in long underwear, helm
field jackets.
tors, played for dances
The hospital band, The Gable Gai
very popular and
on and off the hospital. They were
Forces Network.
were also broadcast over the British
almost every night if
They could have played somewhere
nightlife and the
the musicians could have stood the
ed to the crowds in
daily work of the hospital. They play
Red Cross Club on
Piccadilly from the Rainbow Cromer
viously they had
the eve of VE Day, 7 May 1945. Pre
nn Miller’s band.
shared programmes there with Gle

The film star, James Cagney, who sang
and danced numbers from the film
‘Yankee Doodle Dandy’
The Gable Gaitors

Letters home
s to his parents.
John Rex, Military Policeman, wrote over 300 letter
er in 1945.
These are extracts from letters written to his moth
t it - they don’t
‘Halloween came and went without any ‘do’ abou
observe it here.’
eggs and cook them
‘Where you got the notion that I have to buy
eggs from the farm and we
for my meals, I wouldn’t know. We buy fresh
dance or a show.
fry them ourselves when we come in from a
have to do it to live.’
It’s just that we like fresh eggs but we don’t

John Rex MP

eon.
Major Meyer Schindler, Ear, Nose and Throat Surg
and children:
The following are extracts from letters to his wife
d in the
Years Eve in London....There was a small crow
‘You are probably wondering how I spent New
met a
Circus with very few drinks in either place. I
street around Trafalgar Square to Piccadilly
Year
d Palace. But I had a lot of fun exchanging New
few Americans in the Tea Room at the Stran
was only
Corps Officers. They were very jovial... and it
greetings with a group of South African Air
fortunate enough to get a bottle of beer....’
through my South African friends that I was
have all met
Major Schindler gets to hear that the doctors’ wives
and when they saw
up with Walt (one of his colleagues) in America
husbands.
him, were concerned for the welfare of their own

Major Schindler at
work in the clinic. The
nurse is Miss Fitzgerald.

Most of us are just
Schindler’s reply was: ‘Well you mustn’t fear.
the added exercise and
as healthy as when we left home. Indeed with
so forth, we are even more robust.’
After a visit to Derby he tells his wife that:
envious when I told them
‘some of our surgeons in Derby were a little
hospital (Morley). In a
all the work that is being done at this station
get
typical surgeon’s mental outlook, they love to
.....As I
their hands into some fresh battle casualties
I find I
am getting into the swing of things over here
on a
enjoy it more and more. Last night I operated
case from 1am to 3am.’

The sign from the door
of the ENT department
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Bell tents and compound of POW camp

Au Revoir
The hospital was officially closed at midnight on 8 June
1945. On the 9th and 10th, 474 patients were moved
to the 65th General Hospital, Suffolk and the 163rd
General Hospital in Cambridgeshire with the help of all
the available ambulances for twenty miles around.
All medical supply items were packed and shipped in
three days (this was thought to be a record). Training
was begun for service in the Pacific. However because
of the course of events they never went there and
sailed back to the United States in January 1946 on
the aircraft carrier USS Lake Champlain.
They came back
Many patients and
staff have returned
to visit, including:
Buddy Mazzara of
the 1st Infantry
Division who was
wounded in the
arm and came on
a hospital train to
Wymondham. In the hospital he met, by chance,
his brother George from the American Army Air Force,
who was in for appendicitis. George returned in 1990.

German POWs,
taken from the
Ortho Ward
window

AJ Dovey’s aircraft crashed near the Norfolk coast
and he was admitted to
the hospital. He
returned in
the 1980s.

After VE Day, when the hospital was preparing to
transfer to the Far East, the prisoners could not be
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Derek Daniels, a local boy
“The first Christmas after the hospital open
ed, the Yanks
held a party for us kids. We were collected
from our
homes in ambulances and taken back to the
hospital
where we all had a great time. We saw a film
show and
were given toys and sweets galore. In Morl
ey at the
time, as elsewhere, we were allowed two ounc
es a
week due to rationing. But not here, there was
CANDY
as the Yanks called it and GUM by the yard
. Some of
the toys were fun and had been made by wou
nded
men while convalescing. We had an enormou
s feed to
end the party - fish, chips, meat, pickles, minc
e pies,
Christmas pudding, crackers and for drink
there was
Coca Cola or cocoa. At home we were on
rations but
here we were in Canaan as it were, for it was
certainly ‘a
place which flowed with milk and honey’. But
oh what
happy memories of those days; the Christmas
parties
continued until the war ended and many happ
y
friendships were made between the locals
and the GIs.”
John Rex was a member of the 937th Milita
ry Police
Company, Detachment 'B', stationed at the
hospital. He
calls himself "... one of those Yanks who fell
in love with
Norfolk... I met many wonderful people ... From
my
experience, I am proud to say that the relati
onship
between the American servicemen and the
local people
was, as you say in Norfolk, 'top of the shop
”.

John Rex
returned more
than once to
see his friend
Nancy.

The POW Camp
Every American hospital had a detachment of
prisoners of war on the site. The 200 prisoners
worked as janitors and also in the kitchen and
grounds. Despite the language barrier, enough
German words were known to ensure the prisoners
knew what jobs were to be done and the men who
guarded them seemed to enjoy their duties.

Memories

used to help as it was a Sunday and the Geneva
Convention said they should not work.
James Perry, a patient, says: “I do remember Morley
hospital being peaceful in quiet, beautiful grounds. I
remember that some of the staff helpers were German
prisoners of war. The POWs would serve us our food
in the Mess Hall. It was a procedure that many of the
‘Yanks’ did not appreciate then and it fuelled several
‘incidents’ while I was a patient there.”

President Roosevelt
died in April
1945. Here planes
return to base at
Deopham Green
where the flag is at
half mast

Part of a message from President
Roosevelt ‘We would not cheapen your
heroism by wishing you a merry Christmas, but
we wish you to know that we are with you in
spirit, in comradeship and in faith.’
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Productions
Productions put on by the Training
College Dramatic Society included:
Macbeth, William Shakespeare
The Shadow of a Gunman, Sean O’Casey
Murder in the Cathedral, TS Eliot
The Government Inspector,Nicolai Gogol
The Man in the Bowler Hat, AA Milne
The Shadow of the Glen, JM Synge

Emergency Training College
shortage at the
Faced with a national teacher
ernment
end of World War Two, the Gov
y Training
inaugurated some 50 Emergenc
. Entry to these
Colleges throughout the country
ently released
was open to men and women rec
by Regional
from the Armed Forces, chosen
e to undergo an
Selection Committees as suitabl
be followed by a
intensive 13 months training, to
period of probation.
an the task of
In 1946 the Ministry of Works beg
st Station Hospital
converting the vacant USAAF 231
work was slow due
site into two training colleges, but
the winter of
to the severe weather conditions in
7 the Wymondham
1946/7. However, on 23 April 194
chers (Men)
Emergency Training College for Tea
h of 252 male
opened and received the first batc
Principal was Mr
students, mostly ex-servicemen. The
A.J. Price (Prinnie).
ures took place, in
The men were housed, and the lect
t of the site, that
a cluster of Nissen huts, to the eas
Wilkinson Court
were referred to as 'Butler Court.'
Kett Halls) was
(between the present Lincoln and
.
used as overspill accommodation

Emergency
On 16th May 1947 the Wymondham
) opened in
Training College for Teachers (Women
. The Principal was
Tomlinson Court with 237 students
es' dormitories
Miss P.H. Whittaker. Most of the ladi
but some lived in
were in the Tomlinson (west) area,
girls' gym and
what later became the boys' and
Binding in the
changing room huts (called 'Much
Marsh' after a popular radio show).
two courses and
The women's college closed after
wing their third
the men took over the buildings, allo
students.
and final course to comprise 400
1950 having
The colleges closed in December
future
0
processed a total of around 150
and education
headmasters, heads of department
advisers.
rs ago were
The friendships formed over 60 yea
; informally by the
sustained through the 20th Century
through the 'Old
ladies and more formally by the men
Wymondians' Association.

Barbara Tomlin sat with her
friends, and a letter from her
personal tutor preparing
her for life onsite

The Crests
The Women's College badge
was designed by Mary Muir
(neéOrchard) and comprises two open books on a
green field above a gold dragon (the gold of
Knowledge). The dragon was the symbol of the
ancient inn at Wymondham thought to have been
a pilgrims' rest for those visiting the Abbey.
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The Men's College badge was
designed by Allen Smith and
includes: a wooden spoon and
butter patter from the Wymondham Arms, the
Book of Knowledge, the Torch of Education and
the Sword - symbolising the fight against
ignorance.
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Grammar School
Badge

Wymondham College had existed for only one
term when this Open Day was held. At that time
there were only 60 students in the school (the
Pilot Technical Course).

School to
move from
thetford

-To Wymondham

Pioneers & Trail Blazers
on a one year
who had already left school. Girls
t it
tha
was
lege
Col
ham
ond
Wym
“My impression of
sed at the College,
Commercial course and boys, hou
e since
hav
I
but
e,
plac
ing
look
k
blac
was a very
Agricultural course.
buildings that make on an
come to realise that it is not the
s, by the end
Watling, pupil, 1951
With Nissen huts as the only building
a place, but the people.” - Betty
and sleeping
of 1951 they were the classrooms
in April
ege
Coll
ham
ond
Wym
at
ed
arriv
ils
ple and an everThe first pup
quarters for about 300 young peo
een
thirt
to
lve
twe
60
of
rse’
1951. This was the ‘pilot cou
expanding staff.
selected to see if a
year-old intrepid children who were
blished on the site.
boarding school could indeed be esta
a small teaching
With Dr JEG Mosby as Warden, and
ondham College,
staff, they were the pioneers of Wym
pigs’.
nicknaming themselves the ‘guinea
ns, and with versatility
With hardiness to difficult conditio
in September 1951,
and spirit, these pioneers returned
schools on the site,
when there were now two fulltime
separate staff. The
with separate Heads and a largely
calfe and the
Technical School led by Mr RV Met
ed by the ‘Thetford
Special Grammar School establish
EJ Tebbutt along
Transferees’ and their Head, Miss
tern Evening News
with two additional forms (see Eas
uniforms, except for
article). The schools had common
e embroidered in
their badges and ties. Badges wer
in silver for the
gold for the Technical School and
were two groups
Grammar School. Also on the site

• Winston Churchill is re-elected Prime Minister; his
foreign minister is Anthony Eden.
• The new United Nations headquarters officially
opens in New York City.
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Eastern Evening News
article from
22/6/1951

The first arrivals, Summer Term
1951. Peter ‘Rumble’ Read and
Brian ‘Levo’ Leverett

College Events
• The Pilot Technical Course
starts for 60 boarding students

Worldwide Events
• The United Kingdom begins an economic boycott
of Iran.

The first Technical High
School Badge

The special grammar sch
ool which has been situate
d at Thetford
for over four years is
to be accommodated at
Wymondham
College, recently taken
over by Norfolk Educatio
n Committee
following the closing of
the emergency teachers’
training college
there.
A new technical school
will join the special gra
mmar school at
Wymondham but both
are to retain their sep
arate
although they will make
joint use of some of the entities
provided at the college.
facilities
The special grammar sch
ool, which at present has
25 scholars in
one course will eventuall
y take about 80 children
from various
parts of Norfolk in three
cou
headmistress of Thetford rses. Miss Joan Tebbutt at present
Sp
charge of the enlarged sch ecial Grammar School, is to take
ool, which will be a board
ing school.
Children now billeted wi
th families at Thetford wi
ll have to leave
their temporary homes. On
Wednesday Thetford peo
ple who have
accommodated the childr
en received a letter from
Dr
Ralphs, Chief Education
Officer for Norfolk, thank . Lincoln
ing them for
their assistance and tel
ling them that the billet
s will not be
required at the end of the
present term.
There are three special
grammar schools in No
rfolk at Kings
Lynn, Sprowston and Th
etford which take children
who have not
gained admittance to the
ord
age but who are considere inary grammar schools at the usual
d to be able to benefit fro
ma
school education. The cou
rse lasts for three years and grammar
of it the pupils will take
at the end
their general certificate
of education in
the normal way.
The first course started at
Thetford four and a half
years ago and
some half dozen pupils
completed it. The secon
d course has
another year to run and
will be continued at the
new boarding
school. There will be ad
vantages such as labora
tories, lecture
rooms and a library not
existing at the Thetford
School.

• The Festival of Britain celebrating regeneration of
inner cities after the War opens. “A tonic for the
nation.”
• King George VI opens London's Royal Festival Hall
as a patron.

• The first Open Day is held
• The first Technical School and
Special Grammar School
students arrive, together with
‘Thetford Transferees’, first
Commercial Course and
‘Agricultural boys’, totalling
approximately 300 pupils.
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College Events

Harry Wymer

The following Clubs and
Societies were started in 1952

the
Harry Wymer, who as driver brought
also
first pupils onto the site. Harry was
buses.
in charge of the College cars and
d of
Joan Sperring (neé Tebbut, first hea
the Grammar School) recalls that:

Worldwide
Events
• King George VI dies.
• Winston Churchill scraps
UK compulsory National
Identity cards.
• The Great Smog - cold air
traps dense coal smoke,
causing a lack of visibility for
four days and leading to
12,000 deaths.
• John Bamford, aged 15
years, rescues victims of a
house fire and subsequently
becomes the youngest
person to have been
awarded the George
Cross to date.

Open Day 1952
On 26th July, 1952, we rose from
our beds at an early hour, to a glor
ious
morning, with the sun streaming
through the windows out of a
cloudless sky.
We were all frightfully excited as it was
our first “Open Day” at Wymondham
College, and some of our parents had
never seen it at all. This thought
determined us to work hard to mak
e everything look bright and nice.
It had been a hectic week, with no
official time-table and girls and boys
running
in all directions, intent upon their own
particular job. Some were making
models, others were painting posters
and maps of the site and some wer
e
painting the programmes for the afte
rnoon’s events. It was all very exciting
and,
rather miraculously, by lunchtime eve
rywhere and everything was spick and
span and ready for critical eyes.
Our parents began to arrive about 1.45
p.m. and we assembled on the gras
s
outside “Admin.” Some of us were
dressed and made-up in preparation
for
the
“Merchant of Venice,” the “Crimson
Coconut” and the Operetta - “Boy
Mozart”
and the “Grand Cham’s Diamond”
which we performed before our pare
nts
during the afternoon.
We showed our parents round the
College, inspecting books, models,
specimens and taking them to the
gymnastic display which was held on
the
gym field.
At four o’clock, tea was served in the
dining hall at a
small cost, and the exhibitions in the
classrooms were
closed at 5.45 p.m. After four o’clock
our parents were
allowed to treat us to tea if they pref
erred.
After our parents had gone (about 7
or 8 o’clock) we
went back to our dormitories to tell
our experiences and
parents’ opinions to our friends. We
then climbed into
bed about 9.30 p.m. very tired, hap
py but noisy girls.
Brenda Broughton (IV) (from the
College
Magazine, The Alliance, 1953)

• Science Society
• Geographical Society
• Technical School Dramatic
Society
• Grammar School Dramatic
Society

“The College was very isolated then
and there were not many staff with
cars. The College had a bus and two
cars. That was really amazing as one
gs
of them, you had to do certain thin
ry
to in order to get it to drive. Har
Wymer, in charge of cars would
come out to you and say very
quietly what you had to do. You
were honoured if he told you how

• Debating Society (Grammar
School)
• Art Club
• Choir (Technical School,
started late 1951)
• The Madrigal Group
• Embroidery Club

to start it.”

ool
‘assistant' in 1952 with the first sch
Here we see a young Harry and his
re
whe
ch stood halfway between
bus, outside the original garage, whi
Lincoln and Peel Halls are now.

• Girls Gymnastic Club (boys
started 1951)
• Photographic Group
• Handicraft Club
• Dance Club
• Bird Watchers Club

On the death of King George VI
“You must be aware that 1952 was just seven years
after the end of the war and the King was just
another person who died. He died overnight at
Sandringham and I remember being rather shocked when
told at breakfast. The Nissen hut dining room was two
Nissen huts at right-angles to each other but joined at
the apex where the head table for teachers and
selected prefects was situated. It might well have been
Dr J Mosby who announced the death and conducted
prayers during which we stood for a moments silence.
There were two official telephones on the College site
at the time and there was no TV, clothing was still
rationed and there were few facilities for transportation
therefore little opportunity for manifestation of such mass
hysteria as might be stoked by the media today. Such
news was dealt with respectfully and quickly and then it
was back to work. It really was a case of business as
usual as far as I can remember.”

Classroom
Hut 38
Plan
Plan drawn
from memory
by Maurice
Jackson

David Spinks (1951-1955)

The senior football
team pose for a
group shot

A Wymondham College health certificate
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Flood and Fire

Staff Houses and
Tennis Courts

College Events
• Lancashire Fire Brigade
(Volunteers) billeted at the
College while clearing up after
the East Coast floods.

Fire Brigades from all ov
er the country helped to
pump out
damaged properties an
d the College was tempo
rar
y home
for a Section of the Lanc
ashire Fire Brigade.
Joan Sperring (neé Tebbu
tt) recalls that these fireme
n had
come down to help pump
out water. Dr Ralphs wa
s
the
emergency officer for the
county and had offered
to put them
up in the College to live
while they went out to var
iou
s
venues on the coast du
ring the day to pump. “Th
ey
ca
me
back to eat and recoup
for the next day. On the
nig
ht they
arrived having come ov
er the Pennines in a bliz
zar
d,
they
drove onto the High Str
eet ringing their bells at
ab
out one
o’clock in the morning.
They were promptly told
to
‘shut up’
by the staff who were up
, as there were four or five
hundred
children asleep who nobo
dy wanted disturbed.”

• The House system (North,
South, East and West) is
introduced in time for the
Athletics season.
• First publication of The
Alliance - the school magazine
for both the Technical and
Grammar Schools.

Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II, 2 June 1953
e long by today's
“...the main school holidays were quit
, the other two,
standards; two months in the summer
But this was at
Easter and Christmas, a month each.
ays (from 3pm
the expense of very short half-term holid
the following
on the Friday afternoon until midday
on the occasion of the
Tuesday). One exception was made
an extra day,
Queen's Coronation. We were granted
would you believe?…
.wcremembered.co.uk
Written by Maurice Jackson on www
d to all pupils to
A New Testament Bible was presente
en Elizabeth II. With
commemorate the Coronation of Que
r
ld have seen it in Norfolk on TV othe
students at home, only a very few wou
far
d a very misty picture from some
than those who would have watche
having a strong feeling about the
flung transmitter. David Spinks recalls
a
(May 1951) also. “They both offered
Coronation and the Festival of Britain
and TV (where you could get it), it
brighter future and in spite of B&W Film
seemed to be a future in colour.”
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On the evening of 31st
January and the
morning of 1st Februa
ry 1953, the East Coas
t of
Britain suffered one of
its worst tragedies wh
en
a disastrous flood ca
used death and destr
uction.
The combination of gale
force northerly winds an
d tides 2.5
metres above high sprin
g tide level caused havo
c from
Yorkshire through to Ke
nt. When it subsided, hu
nd
reds were
dead (65 in Hunstanton
alone), approximately 30
,000 people
had been evacuated an
d around 24,500 houses
had been
damaged.

Lancashire Fire Brigade
at the College

The students,
according to
Joan, took the new visito
rs in their stride for the
weeks they were there,
as they did with everythin
g
else. They would only wo
rry about there being
enough food!
At the end of their stay, the
firemen did a wonderful
display of
pumping out the College
pond and filling it up again
.
They also
gave the gift of a firemen’s
bell, which is now in Cavel
l Hall.

Worldwide
Events

The New
Testament
Bible presented
to all pupils

• Floods on the coast of East
Anglia cause the death of
300 people.
• Frances Crick and James
Watson of Cambridge
University discover the
structure of DNA.

Tickets and
programme for
1953’s
open day

• Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II on 2 June.
• Sir Edmund Hillary and
Tenzing Norgay become the
first men to reach the summit
of Mount Everest.
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Two Pioneers

College Events

John Mosby

• Mr Mosby retires. Mr Metcalfe
is his successor.

Dr. JEG Mosby DSO was first the
Deputy Principal and then the
Principal of the Men’s Emergenc
y
Teachers’ Training College. He
then became the Head of the
Technical College, steering the
course through the early days
from 1951 to 1954.

Two Pioneers

Worldwide Events

Joan Tebbutt

• Roger Bannister, a medical student, becomes the
first man to run a mile in under four minutes.

butt came to the College
Mrs Joan Sperring, neé Teb
es’ in charge of the
with the ‘Thetford Transfere
ich developed over the
grammar school course, wh
College.
years into an integral part of
fortunate to already be familiar
Joan remembers that she felt
ands of the
with the layout and physical dem
a matron for two years at
place as her mother had been
g College which
the Emergency Teachers Trainin
preceded the school.
students who had been at
Joan brought one group of 25
were two additional groups of
Thetford for two years. There
that on the Grammar School
25 to 30 students added on to
side Joan recalls.
leave in 1956, the following
On Miss Tebbutt’s decision to
ine: “Our congratulations to
appeared in the College magaz
ment as Headmistress of
Miss E. J. Tebbutt on her appoint
ary Modern School for Girls,
Downham Market new Second
ing to say goodbye to her.
are tempered with regret at hav
in 1951 from Thetford
Miss Tebbutt came to the College
ool Course, of which she was
with the Special Grammar Sch
ing part in many of the
in charge, and has taken a lead
activities of the College.
mes, and was herself a
She was responsible for girls’ga
key field. The College library
vigorous performer on the hoc
guiding spirit behind many
was in her care and she was the
s, for which her extensive
successful dramatic production
ays made available. She
wardrobe of costumes was alw
eral holiday parties to the Lake
organised and conducted sev
country.
District and other parts of the
happiness in her new post”.
We wish her every success and
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• Meat rationing ends in the United Kingdom; meat
had been the last remaining ration after the
Second World War.
• The Union of European Football Associations
(UEFA) is formed in Basel, Switzerland.
• A four kilogram piece of the ‘Hodges Meteorite’
crashes through the roof of a house in Sylacauga,
Alabama, and badly bruises a napping woman. It
is the first documented case of an object from
outer space hitting a person.

Miss Tebbutt was Head of the Grammar School.
She arrived in September 1951 with the
'Thetford Transferees' and left in 1956 when
the Grammar and Technical Schools were
merged under Mr Metcalfe as Warden.

• A state of quarantine due to a
case of polio at the College
affects sports fixtures.
• School Orchestra established.
• First Lower 6th Form
established.

• Rugby Union introduced for 4th
In the 1954 College magazine, Mr
form and below.
Metcalfe wrote a tribute to him,
extracts of which appear here: “It is
with great regret that we record the
departure of Dr. Mosby from
Wymondham College; he will be grea
tly missed by
both staff and pupils. During his thre
e years as
Warden, from 1951-54, he has given
invaluable service
to the establishment of a new College
.... His task
was not an easy one, and he showed
particular
skill in the way in which he so ably con
trived the
adaptation of buildings, and the man
y
improvisations necessitated by a so-r
apidly
In July 1954 seventeen
increasing community. His wise experien
ce and his boys and ten girls from the
deep interest in all problems connec
ted with youth, Technical and Grammar Schools set off by train to
were of great help in the general orga
nisation of
Newhaven, Sussex where a Ferry to Dieppe and train
the College, and he was always part
rn
icularly
through Northern France would take them to a war-to
interested in the welfare and well-bei
of
ng of the
château just south of Orly Airport, Paris at the suburb
children...
Viry Chatillon. The group were in the charge of Dave
...One of his greatest interests and one
Goman accompanied by his wife, Cyril Hughes and Philip
which has
had a profound effect on the commun
Bailey. Each student was issued the appropriate group
al life of this
V
school is centred round his own relig
passport documentation signed by the Headmaster R
ious
convictions; he has done his utmost
Metcalfe.
to make the
Chapel the real centre of College life,
and we all fully
France still bore the ravages of war. The château in which
appreciate his unsparing effort to fost
and
er a real spirit
the students stayed showed signs of the occupation
of Christian fellowship in this commun
s
ity...
the building still bore witness to the removal of all metal
re
furnitu
w
windo
...We shall remember him, too, for mor
such as copper and brass on door and
e personal
reasons’ for his deep understanding
etc. which was used to satisfy the demand for such
of children and
his great kindness to them. He has alwa
ys been most metal for the war effort.
ready to help them, and he showed
a great kindliness
The students slept on mattresses on the floor in two large
and sympathy towards those in real
need. Those who
rooms. The hostess was a charming French lady who
experienced his help in time of trouble
know how
provided all food and delivered the most delicious bread
much they gained from him. The staff
, too,
and coffee for breakfasts. The coffee would be drunk
appreciated his friendly and courteous
manner and his from large bowls. The cost of the holiday was £18 and it
willingness to give help where it was
needed. His
lasted three weeks!
scrupulous fairness gained their resp
ect as well as his
readiness to listen to their points of view
Words and pictures from David Spinks on
and give them
due consideration”.
www.wcremembered.co.uk

J.E.G. Mosby

Paris Trip
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College Events
• Start of first academic year
with a complete school from
1st Form to Upper VIth.
• RV Metcalfe assumes position
of Warden.
• Technical High School
and Grammar School
amalgamation begins, leading
to a unified Wymondham
College.

Worldwide
Events
• Anthony Eden becomes
Prime Minister following the
resignation of Sir Winston
Churchill.

Shown here is
a souvenir
prospectus
and an
English
exam paper

• Ruth Ellis (b.1926) is hanged
for murder in London. She is
the last woman to be
executed in the United
Kingdom.
• Lego hits the shops!
Designed by a Danish
carpenter who takes the
name from the Danish, leg
godt - to play well.
• Albert Einstein, German-born
physicist and Nobel Prize
laureate (b.1879) dies.

Larking about on the High Street
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garden which was
View from the water tower, over the
the site of the
worked by the students. This is now
is courts. The fruit
sports hall, swimming pool and tenn
th of the east side of
and vegetable garden ran the leng
er and the southern
the College, between the water tow
was an important
end of the tennis hard-courts. This
well as being the
source of produce for the school as
nce students.
centre of learning for agricultural scie

• Foundation stone of Peel Hall,
by Alderman Sam Peel
(Chairman of Norfolk
Education Commitee).
• Adoption of new College
Badge, designed by Mr David
Freeman, Art teacher.

• Stirling Moss becomes the
first British Driver to win the
British Grand Prix.
• The first edition of the
Guinness Book of World
Records is published in
London.

Food for thought?

The straight 440

Foundation of Peel Hall
s
l, the first of six permanent hall
The foundation stone of Peel Hal
1955 by Alderman Sam Peel,
of residence was laid on 16 July
ion Committee. The stone
Chairman of the Norfolk Educat
e
it “is witness of the faith and hop
contains in its inscription that
Wymondham College.”
this county has in the future of
lege
dation stone, Mrs L Bushell, the Col
To celebrate the laying of the foun
ge
decorated with the new College bad
caterer, made a 40lb cake. It was
y
Dail
e of marzipan. The Eastern
and carried a ‘foundation stone’ mad
the
mented that “it was quite a day for
Press (Monday, 18 July 1955) com
men
feeding the 600 pupils and over 70
College catering staff. Apart from
0 teas.”
on a course, they served nearly 200

• First public singing of College
Song - words and music by
Lincoln Ralphs.
• First all-ages rugby season,
and Association Football’s last
season.

The first athletics track
was laid out on sloping
ground to the south
of the present tennis co
urts. The upwards and
do
wnwards slopes
did cancel each other
out, however it was tho
ught that the
optimum performance
could only be achieved
on a level track. So
when, in 1955, the Co
llege hosted the County
Sports meeting, the
visiting teams were aston
ished to find a quarter
of a mile of straight
track! Timing had to be
achieved by triggering
stopwatches at the
puff of smoke from the
starting pistol; by the tim
e the bang was
heard, the runners were
already well on their wa
y.

• Thorpe Grammar School (day)
pupils begin tuition at the
College while their school is
being built.

The old-style Grammar School badge appeared on the front cover of
The Rover comic number 1574 on 27th August 1955
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Interior plans of
the staff chalets

A map sketched by Mrs Anne
Hoare of the site in 1956

Chalet dwellers

College Events
Chalets 108-113 (back row) and 117-120 (front row) in
the north east corner of the grounds.
John Wilson, History teacher and later Head of
Humanities (1964 - 1981) recalls that the chalets were
wood with canvas stretched over. They were painted
endlessly in the hope they would become waterproof.

In the 1950s and 1960s, married members of
staff and their families were accommodated in a
collection of small huts that were built originally
to house the Officers and Senior Ranks of the
USAAF Hospital.
These 'chalets' were of flimsy plasterboard
construction, of a size comparable to a caravan, yet
they were permanent homes for dozens of families
throughout the year (including the Norfolk winters). The
photo above, taken from the water tower, shows
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Mrs Celia Rutherford, Needlework teacher and Deputy
Housemistress (1956 - 1993) arrived at the College
one week after her marriage on 6th January 1956 and
remembers, “We arrived in the dark on the train. We
were met by Harry Wymer......we were both from
Leeds and we couldn’t understand a word he said...”
She talks of family life at the College then: “We all lived
in chalets. Our children were all young at the same time
and we went to the clinic together...oh yes, and the
general boiler room. All the mums went to gossip
whilst hanging out their washing! We were very
close......”

• Miss Joan Tebbutt leaves to join
Downham Market new Secondary
Modern School for Girls as
Headmistress.

Lake District trip 8 - 16 August
Worldwide Events
• The House of Lords defeats the abolition of the
death penalty.
• The United Kingdom and France begin to bomb
Egypt in an attempt to force the re-opening of the
Suez Canal. British and French troops leave the
region by the end of the year.
• The Royal Air Force retires its last Lancaster
bomber.

• Jim Laker sets an extraordinary record at Old
Trafford in the fourth Test match of the 1956 Ashes
series when he becomes the first cricketer to take
all ten wickets in a single innings and also takes a
record total of 19 wickets in the match. Laker’s final
figures are an incredible 19 for 90. No other player
has taken more than 17 wickets in a match.
• The first hard disc drive is made by IBM.
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An admissions letter for a new
student in 1957. A milestone
in the life of the College was
reached this year as among those
leaving that July were the first
pupils to complete a seven-year
course extending from admission
to the College up to the
Advanced Level of the General
Certificate of Education.

Peel Hall
In September 1957, the
first girls, from North
and South House, mo
ved into their new
boarding house - Pe
el Hall. One term later,
East and West House
girls were similarly
housed in Lincoln Ha
ll.
‘As far as the girls in pa
rticular are concerned,
their
move into the new board
ing houses will
undoubtedly stand out
in their memory. The mo
ve
from temporary to perm
anent buildings cannot
fail
to make an impression
upon pupils in a board
ing
school. For the boys, too
, the present year will be
a
memorable one. With mo
re accommodation
available, it has been fou
nd possible to reorganis
e
them on a house basis
, and for the first time ea
ch
house now has its own
common room and
preparation room.’
‘At Christmas the girls
entertained the boys in
Peel
Hall. This was a most su
ccessful evening and we
hope this was the first
step towards greater co
operation between the
two sides of the House.’
Taken from the 1958
Alliance Magazine

Worldwide Events
• The Queen broadcasts the first Christmas
message on television.
• Harold MacMillan becomes Prime Minister,
on the resignation of Anthony Eden.

Sporting activities

• Egypt re-opens the Suez Canal.
• The Treaty of Rome establishes the European
Economic Community (EEC).

The land available to the College for sporting activities
originally formed part of the Mid-Norfolk Golf Club. It
was covered with several mature trees and many,
many stones. For the first pitches and playing fields
to be laid out these needed to be removed. ‘Stone
picking duty’ is remembered by many students of the
time, and a good proportion of the trees also had to
be removed. The largest trees were dealt with by
lopping off all branches, then felling and, finally, the
roots were blown up. Too much explosive was used
for the stumps and large chunks of debris landed
close to the spectators (Margaret Norton having the

• The Soviet Union launches ‘Sputnik 1‘, the first
artificial satellite to orbit the earth.

College Events
• North and South House girls move into Peel Hall.
• Use of the original Chapel ceases. Butler Hall is
used as an interim facility until the new Chapel (Hut
35) is ready.

closest escape).
"I recall tree stumps being blown up in 1957 or so
when they were making the sports fields bigger and
better. We were kept away but the 'booms' were
good." John Chapman from
www.wcremembered.co.uk

• School Orchestra formed, starting with violins.

All of the refectory tables and
benches were designed by Mr
Mullenger , Head of Boys’
Crafts, and were made, from
oak, in the School Workshops
by staff and students. He is seen
here on the left with Dave
Goman and Andy Seeley in
1952. The three were known as

Alan Sidell sitting on
the huge chunk of wood

"At the time of the explosion I (and many others) were
standing up by the woods and a very large chunk of
wood landed only a few yards in front of us."
Alan Sidell from www.wcremembered.co.uk

the Engineering Trio.
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The Morley St Peter

Hoard

The Anglo-Saxon Pe

riod AD410-AD1066

Speech Day
The Morley St Peter Kiln
In 1958, workmen digging foundation trenches for Fry Hall came
across two Romano-British pottery kilns. These two kilns were
excavated at the time. During the excavation the side of a third
kiln, which ran under a concrete path was exposed.
Unfortunately the path was in general use at that time and
could not be removed.

The College's first forma
l Speech
Day took place in St An
drew's Hall,
Norwich on the 21st of
October
1958. The Guest of Ho
nour was Mr
Dean Acheson, former
US
Secretary of State (1949
- 1953),
who had performed the
official
opening of Lincoln Hall
earlier that
day. His presence reflec
ted the
historical links between
the College
and America, captured
in the
opening verse of the Sc
hool Song.

Early in 925 one of the
former inhabitants of No
rfolk
wanted to hide his wealt
h. He dug a small round
hole
and buried in it a pot co
ntaining his treasure. Bu
t he
never recovered it. Over
a thousand years later,
on
Friday, 24 January, 1958
, two workmen dug a tre
nch
to carry pipes to the firs
t two staff houses then
be
ing
built at Wymondham Co
llege. Unwittingly they ha
d
cut through the side of
the hole dug 1033 years
earlier.... One started to
shovel the earth, and a
shower of shining silvery
discs 'like mineral water
bottle caps' suddenly ca
me to light.
The curator of the Castl
e Museum in Norwich
and his
team of archeologists,
helped by two College
Sixth
Formers, Lionel Kett an
d Peter Guildford, both

members of the Norfolk
Research Committee,
sieved the earth and in
all 883 coins were found
and
studied in the British Mu
seum. The rarest were
retained there. Most we
re returned to the Castl
e
Museum, Norwich, wh
ere they are normally to
be
seen, with the pot, in a
showcase in the Anglo
-S
axon
and Viking Gallery. Exce
ptionally, it was decided
to
present six to the Colleg
e.
The two workmen who
were named as joint fin
ders
shared £2,700, the deter
mined market value of
the
coins, as reward. One
of them, who had been
living
with his family in a carav
an, was able to buy a ho
use.
Partly taken from the 19

70 College Magazine.

College Events
• East and West House girls
move into Lincoln Hall.
• The 'Morley Hoard' of 885
Saxon silver pennies is found by
workmen digging drains for
new staff quarters.

path
In the summer of 1962 permission was given for the removal of the
and a team of amateur archaeologists from the College set to work.
the
Work proceeded quickly and efficiently, and within the first week of
d.
recorde
holidays the whole of Kiln III was exposed and
The late Mr. R. Rainbird Clarke, Curator of Norwich Museum, was then
working at Hockwold and he called in on his way home on most
l.
evenings to offer advice and help, for which we were all very gratefu
On the second Saturday of the holiday the trench was filled in record
for
time and a message was placed in a bottle at the bottom of the kiln
the guidance or possibly confusion of future generations. RomanoBritish pottery kilns containing 20th Century glass are not often found!
Taken from the 1963 College Magazine.
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• Thorpe Grammar School pupils
depart for their new school.
• Construction of Fry Hall begins.
• Roman pottery kilns (end of 1st
Century AD) discovered next to
Tomlinson Hall.
• Hut 35 becomes second
location of the Chapel.
• First Speech Day and Lincoln
Hall opened officially by Dean
Acheson (American Secretary
of State 1949-53).
• First General Inspection of
the College.

Worldwide Events
• 23 people are killed in the Munich air disaster, including eight Manchester
United football players.
• Demonstrators demand that nuclear weapons are banned in the first protest
march for the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. The march begins in
Hyde Park and finishes in Aldermaston, Berkshire.
• The first parking meters are installed in Britain.
• The first life peerage is created in Britain.
• Subscriber Trunk Dialling (STD) is inaugurated in the UK by the Queen, when
she dials a call from Bristol to Edinburgh and speaks to the Lord Provost.
• Gatwick Airport opens.

This photo was taken by Dave Turner
from a vantage point up a tree on the
edge of the woods. The Chapel (then in
35) is on the left and Peel Hall is in the
distance over to the right. Note the
immaculate gardens (which also covered
the area now occupied by the Gym).
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The Cricket Pavilion

cted
use of pre-war days ere
new pavilion, the golf ho
of
still needs another coat
on the lane, although it
opening next year. Our
paint before the official
y,
ff, particularly Mr. Seele
thanks are due to the sta
s
thi
de
voluntary effort ma
and the boys, who by
of
helped with the laying
possible and in addition
"
the new cricket square.

a to give the old MidIt was Mr. Metcalfe's ide
se of
ouse building a new lea
Norfolk Golf Club Clubh
the
. This was done using
life as a cricket pavilion
things
s - the usual pattern of
school's own resource
n
ee
dership was split betw
in those days. Staff lea
n,
Seeley and Dave Goma
Bob Mullenger, Andrew
r
ou
hool utilised as their lab
with the boys of the sc
rnest after exams in the
force. Work began in ea
summer of 1958.
by the College's
A brick plinth was built
and
the winter of 1958/59)
maintenance staff (over
on it,
ouse were assembled
the sections of the clubh
metry
extra room to give sym
with the addition of an
hed
Four benches, embellis
to the pavilion design.
ps.
ho
rks
were built in the wo
with the College crest,

Hut at left is 17 (shortened to
make room for the new building).
Construction of Fry Hall is almost complete.

Junior girls playing rounders

Elizabeth Fry Hall
Elizabeth Fry Hall was completed
in 1959 and opened officially by
Mrs
Janet Whitney, an American biog
rapher of Elizabeth Fry, on Tuesda
y
29th September, 1959. Mrs Whitne
y said that although Elizabeth was
known for her work in the prisons
, her primary interest was in
education and “had she been her
e she would have been pleased
with
what she saw. The whole empha
sis of her life makes it so right tha
t
you should use her name to ded
icate your Hall.”

Science lesson in the
large Nissen Huts

In September 1959 East and
West girls moved into Fry Hall
from Lincoln, being replaced by
North and South boys, with the
excess boys forming an annexe in
the old North hutted
accommodation. The most
exciting aspect for many of the
Lincoln boys was the close
proximity to the girls in Peel! There
was much ogling and posing.

1959
Day report in November
Mr Metcalfe's Speech
ven was able to use the
included "The Cricket ele

Worldwide Events
• British Empire Day is renamed
Commonwealth Day.
• Fidel Castro becomes Premier of Cuba.
• The Barbie doll, created
by U.S. businesswoman Ruth Handler,
debuts at the American International Toy Fair.
• Two monkeys, Able and Miss Baker, are
the first living beings to successfully return
to earth from space aboard the flight
Jupiter AM-18.

The first team photograph taken in front of
the pavilion was that of the 1959 1st XI.
The tuck shop
The School bus (aka the
'Red Devil') is parked ou
tside the
Tuck Shop. The latter vita
l facility was managed
by
two dear
ladies, Miss Nichol and
Miss Edwards, widely kn
own as 'Shot
and Javelin' because of
their relative statures. A
ce
rtain York
sixth-former would buy
in stocks of chocolate
bars during the
week and then sell the
m, at a considerable pro
fit, to starving
juniors returning from Su
nday walks.

College Events
• The first County Grammar
School (day) pupils arrive.
• Elizabeth Fry Hall opened by
Miss Janet Whitney.

Orchestra rehearsal
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50 years ago, Dave Turner
sat in Butler 26 and
sketched the layout of his
surroundings. His notebook
has survived, so we're able to
reproduce the drawing here as
an authentic record of where
our first students lived.

Life in the Nissen huts
ld have been
It is hard to imagine what life wou
Nissen hut
like for staff and students in the
1950s. The
dormitories and classrooms of the
ity, for those
memories remain, with great clar
who experienced it.
House. First,
Two huts end-on end constituted a
one, with a matron
second and third forms would be in
s’. In the other
plus about four prefects in ‘side room
sixths, with
hut would be the fourths, fifths and
itory, and with
prefects sleeping in the big main dorm
having a sitting
two members of teaching staff each
n dormitory there
room and a bedroom. In the big, mai
four on each side.
were 30 beds arranged in blocks of
er beds in a
The senior hut had about eight furth
r ones had a
smaller room at the far end; the junio
e not allowed
common room there. The seniors wer
ings until 8.30
back to the hut after prep in the even
time in another
and were supposed to spend their free
ished and
hut, the Common Room, sparsely furn
in separate ones.
poorly lit. Girls and boys obviously
water pipe
All huts were heated by a single hotof the rooms,
running the whole length of each side
boiler houses. In
supplied from one of two coke-fired
and some pupils
the middle of winter, they were cold
other clothes on
resorted to piling dressing gowns and
they were hot and
their beds. In the height of summer
with all the
it was difficult getting to sleep, even
was still up.
windows open, when the evening sun

There were at
least three diff
erent bed
designs, in cast
iron, painted bl
ack or gr

ey.

drawers were wartime
Wardrobes and chests of
green.
utility issue, painted in pale

Each bed had a tiny bedside mat and the floor
was brown linoleum.

Interior walls were made of cellular
conventional bricks.

breeze blocks or

Counterpanes were ex-Royal Navy with an
anchor design in faded blue and white.

s were slightly
The layout of the girls’ and boys’ dorm
the girls each
different - perhaps to accommodate
boys had one
having their own wardrobe, whilst the
wardrobe between two boys.

I have one strong memory of the winter of 1965
when as a second year boy I had to sleep in a
Nissen hut (the 'Annexe') as overspill from the
Halls. When the weather got colder, rats migrated
into the spaces between the plaster board and the
outer tin shell and we could hear them scrambling
over the top of the hut during the night. The
occasional rat-hole would appear down at floor
level but nothing was done until it became clear
that the rats were also running about on the beds
whilst we slept. Most of us threw our dressing
gowns over the bed-clothes because it was so
cold, but the rats would jump up and nibble holes
in the dressing gown pockets; presumably after
biscuit crumbs and the like. After that they blocked
up the rat holes and put down poison, but there
was never any question of us moving out until the
little buggers were got rid of.
John Ord (Norwich House 64-70) from
www.wcremembered.co.uk
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Dance numbers from
the first half of the
1960s list supplied
by Kevin Kennedy
Quicksteps
Hello Mary Lou - Ricky Nelson
Hard-headed Woman - Elvis
You're Sixteen - Johnny Burnette
Stairway to Heaven - Pat Boone
When - The Kalin Twins

Bright Lights
& Harsh Music

Move It - Cliff Richard
Dynamite - Cliff Richard
Twists
The Twist - Chubby Checker
Let's Twist Again - Chubby Checker
Twisting The Night away - Sam Cooke
Smooches
Always It’s You - Everley Brothers
Love Me Tender- Elvis
Come Softly to Me - The Fleetwoods
Moon River - Johnny Mathis
When the Girl in Your Arms - Cliff Richard

Johnny Postle with his
girlfriend Wendy Baker

Kett Hall under construction
This photo was taken by Tony Allison from Lincoln Hall,
then occupied by North House boys. In the foreground is
Wilkinson Court, used at that time for weekend
conferences and courses by external organisations. Staff
chalets and maintenance buildings are over on the left,
together with a short Nissen hut garage.

Worldwide Events
• Michael Woodruff performs the first successful
kidney transplant in the United Kingdom, at the
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary.
• The first episode of the long-running drama
Coronation Street airs on ITV. It was originally
planned to be a 16 part drama, but became such a
success that it is still running today, with highly
impressive ratings.

End of term dance

• Penguin Books is found not guilty of obscenity in
the 'Lady Chatterley's Lover’ case.
• CERN particle accelerator is inaugurated in
Geneva, Switzerland.
• The Sharpeville Massacre occurred on 21 March
1960, when South African police began shooting
on a crowd of black protesters.

7-64)
Kevin Kennedy (North/York 195

Interior of Dorm 29
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• The first Easter Concert
was held, in later years
becoming a competitive event:
the Mair Cup.

Jives
Rock Around the Clock - Bill Haley
Jailhouse Rock - Elvis
Wear My Ring - Elvis
Gotta Lot o' Living To Do - Elvis
Teddy Bear - Elvis
Summertime Blues - Eddie Cochran
Be-Bop a Lula - Gene Vincent

atmosphere,
The College Dance, with its own
ns, has become an
peculiarities, and even traditio
lege life, and I
important and integral part of Col
Hall has been
feel sure that long after Butler
ded classroom
replaced by a new and much-nee
of the games
block, and long after memories
sed, many
field and lessons have been era
mondham College will cherish
hundreds of past students of Wy
old
which slipped quickly by in an
memories of pleasant evenings
r.
tin hut, with a pitted concrete floo
to
, though it can prove embarrassing
Members of staff are always welcome
for
in
whose prep you forgot to hand
find yourself dancing with the person
. Clive Catchpole the third and fatal consecutive time
ine
excerpt from 1962 College Magaz

to be allowed in first, so
We were all 'escorted' to the Hall in House groups. All the girls had
wait at a 'safe' distance in
if a boys' group arrived before all the girls had, then they had to
cured quiffs out of shape!!
the enclosed covered way with the wind blowing the carefully mani
a seat for you . For those
The girls all grabbed the seats - if you had a "steady" she would save
tiations carried out by third
without a "steady" the week before was often a whole series of nego
Otherwise it was stand in an
parties and 'notes passed' to see if "Miss X " would save you a seat.
a dance in the hope of
uncomfortable group and wait to ask some unattached female for
getting an invite for a 'seat' and maybe more!
there would be just
When it was all over the groups were escorted back to Houses and
passing etc.
another six days and 22 hours of lessons, rugby training, prep, notebefore it all started all over again. Ah - happy days!!!

College Events

• Cassius Clay, later Muhammad Ali, wins his first
professional fight in Louisville, Kentucky.
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Houses

Time Out
Worldwide Events
• The farthing, used since the 13th century, ceases
to be legal tender in the United Kingdom.
• Construction of the Berlin Wall begins, restricting
movement between East Berlin and West Berlin
and forming a clear boundary between East
Germany and West Germany.
• The Vietnam War officially begins, as the first
American helicopters arrive in Saigon along with
400 United States personnel.

In the 1950s and 1960
s,
pupils were allowed to
visit Attleborough and
Wymondham for shop
ping on Saturday aftern
oons
once per half-term (sport
ing activities permitting
).
Girls and boys were as
signed different towns,
so that
(for example) boys could
visit Wymondham in the
first
half-term, while girls we
re able to go to Attleboro
ug
h. In
the second half-term, the
towns were reversed.
'Passes' were required
, in the form of Exeat slip
s. No
transport was laid on,
so options were walkin
g,
hitching
or using the bus!

• Barack Obama, later to become the 44th US
President, is born.

“I was one of the lucky on
es spending a term and
a bit ...
down near the gym befor
e Durham was fully opera
tional.
We spent the last night be
fore Christmas doing all
sorts of
things we regretted later
when the new building fail
ed to be
ready.” Colin Grant on
www.wcremembered
.co.uk

• Fidel Castro declares Cuba a nationalist state.
• Ham the chimp, a 37 pound male, is rocketed
into space aboard Mercury-Redstone 2, in a test
of the Project Mercury Capsule, designed to carry
US astronauts into space.

Cavell Hall
Looking down on Cavell
Hall in the Summer of
1961 from the platform
above the boiler house.
Behind, further down the
High Street, is Fry Hall.
The hut between the
two halls was half-size
and in line with
Tomlinson. It was
originally the Hospital dental centre,
't receive a College number. Mr
numbered 6 by the USAAF, and didn
their house was built at the northand Mrs Metcalfe lived there before
n by William Johnson.
west corner of the site. Photo take
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During a reappraisal of
the House system, Mr
s
In September 1961 the
Rutherford (Deputy Ho
Houses were
usemistress and Need
lew
ork
renamed officially and oc
teacher 1956 - 1993) ha
cupied as below:
d the idea to use the na
mes of
cathedral cities for the
new boarding regime
which
Lincoln Hall - Boys
was adopted at the be
ginning of the 1961/62
sc
ho
ol
■ Two-thirds of North
year. Six boys' Houses
House formed York Ho
and four girls' Houses
use
we
re
■ Two-thirds of South
created. Each Hall wa
House formed Glouces
s split into two Houses
ter House
,
wh
ich
were kept completely
separate from each oth
er.
Kett Hall - Boys
■ Two-thirds of East Ho
There was a dividing door
use became Salisbury
between the two and An
House
ne
■ Two-thirds of West
Brand (Housemistress an
House became Canterbu
d teacher 1966 - 1971 an
ry
d 1981
House
- 1990) recalls that only
the Housemistress / Hous
emaster
or matrons ever went thr
ough the dividing doors.
Several
Peel Hall - Boys
groups of friends were sp
lit up by this process - bu
t
this
■ Remaining third of No
figured little in the grand
rth House and remaining
scheme of things.
third of South House be
came Durham House
■ Remaining third of Ea
Norwich House and Durha
st
House and West Hous
m House remained in an
e
annexe
for a term until they could
became Norwich Hous
e
move into Peel. This could
on
ly
happen when Cavell Hall
was ready for occupation
by
the
Cavell Hall - Girls
girls of Winchester and Wo
rcester Houses. During tha
t
■ South House became
term, at least some of the
Winchester House
Durham boys had a dorm
at the
■ North House forme
southern end of the Tom
d Worcester House
linson area.

Here’s an Exeat slip
example from 1952

There were delays in comp
letion of Cavell, but in Ja
nuary
1962 it was ready to be
occupied by Worcester
an
d
Winchester, even though
the dining hall couldn't be
used
until May and the girls ha
d to make do with the ma
in
dining
hall in the interim.

Fry Hall - Girls
■ East House became
Wells House
■ West House formed
Westminster House
Note: Coloured squares

indicate the house colou

rs.

Panoramic picture
from the boiler house

College Events
• The College celebrates its tenth
anniversary.
• Construction of the new gym
begins, destroying half of the
garden, including the orchard.
• The new House system comes
into force; six for boys and four
for girls. The names of
Cathedral cities are all used for
the new House names.
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Arms and the Man

College Events
• Foundation of the College’s Army Cadet Force, the first
stage in the establishment of a combined Cadet Force.
• Clock Tower installed on Cricket Pavilion.
• Cavell Hall ready for occupation.

Cool Dudes
continued
…
n
io
il
v
a
P
t
e
k
c
ri
C
The
ilt
Waterworks Company bu
When the City of Norwich
,
05
19
in
t
mises in Surrey Stree
themselves fine new pre
ction
to the office block, a se
they included, in addition
bridge
ter-testing rooms, a weigh
comprising stables, me
, the
e clock was weight driven
and a tall clock tower. Th
s
ning on a series of pulley
weight on a long wire run
premises
week. The waterworks
being wound up once a
were all
ich Union in 1938. They
were acquired by Norw
s, and
make way for new office
swept away in 1959 to
r, no
storage. A few years late
the old clock went into
Union
ich
rw
found for it on No
suitable use having been
ndham
agreed to give it to Wymo
premises, the executive
ay from
et pavilion was so far aw
College where the crick
ic
dern synchronous electr
mains electricity that a mo
the
in
ed
e clock was refurbish
clock was impractical. Th

sign
e being installed to the de
College workshops befor
the
the handicraft master at
of Bob Mullenger. Then
clock
special turret to take the
College, he designed a
new home.
and it was installed in its

Fashion
In the 60s, we girls used
to cut each other's hair,
go to sleep with
heads full of painful plastic
and pins, sellotape curls
to the sides of
our faces, and roll up ou
r hair ends in cotton wo
ol to achieve trendy
'flick-ups'. It's a wonder
we're not all bald now! Su
e Harper
www.wcremebered.c
o.uk

Brian Perry, Michael 'Waz' Arnup and John Wood sporting
quiffs and turned up collars that were fashionable and
'cool' at the time. There's something very Cliff Richard-ish
about Brian's smile - the kind of thing that we'd spend
ages perfecting in front of the mirror!

Army Cadet Force

Worldwide
Events
• The Nobel prize for
Physiology or Medicine goes
to Francis Crick and James
Watson for describing the
double helix structure of DNA,
while in Cambridge.

et
The Wymondham College Army Cad
1962 by
Force (ACF) was founded in June
initial
Mr. K.G. Swann (Science) and an
had
contingent of 100 boys. Mr Swann
bers
bom
been a navigator in Lancaster
crash
during WW2 and once suffered a
wife
his
landing, when, at that moment,
woke up with a premonition that
umed
something had happened. He ass
soon
the rank of 2nd Lieutenant and was
phy
Joined by Major Staveley (Geogra
teacher).

On Friday the 1st of Ju
ne, 1962, at Wymondha
m
College, it was possibl
e to see a most unusua
l sight.
The tarmacadam tennis
courts were covered,
not
with elegant girls in ten
nis attire, but with rathe
r
ungainly boys dressed
in grey flannels and bla
zers,
being shouted at by tw
o male members of the
College Teaching Staff.
This was the first occasio
n on which the majority
of the
boys had ever had caus
e to do any ARMY DRILL
, and
they were doing it here,
at school, voluntarily, and
apparently enjoying it. All
this unusual activity had
been
brought about by the for
mation of an Army Cade
t Force
Unit, and at the outset ov
er 100 boys obtained the
ir
parents’ permission to join
.
The activities of the Cade
ts, as they are now know
n, will
include Foot Drill, Arms
Drill, Field Crafts, Map Re
ad
ing,
Army Organisation, Shoo
ting, Camping, etc. Thirty
of
the
boys will be going to ca
mp at Leek in Staffords
hir
e from
5th to 12th August, and
they will have a much wid
er view
of army life when they ret
urn. It is hoped to constru
ct an
Assault Course in the Co
llege grounds, and the ca
de
ts will
build this themselves.

After September, it will be
possible for those boys
in the
Third Forms to become
members, and we hope
as
many
as wish to do so will be
given permission by the
ir parents.
I hope the next article, un
like this one, will contain
more
achievements than proph
ecies.
Reproduced from the
1962 College Magazin
e

Paul and Pete Rogers on a Cadet
camp in Bodney near Thetford

• Dr No, the first James Bond
film is released.
• The ‘Big Freeze’ occurs over
the winter of 1962-63.
• The Cuban Missile Crisis erupts
after photos are taken of Soviet
nuclear weapons being installed.
A stand-off ensues the next day,
between the United States and
the Soviet Union, threatening
the world with nuclear war.
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A souvenir
brochure from
the opening of
Kett and Edith
Cavell Halls

Worldwide
Events
• The University of East Anglia is
established in Norwich.
• The Great Train Robbery
of 1963 takes place in
Buckinghamshire. £2.6 million
is stolen. Thirteen men are
later convicted and jailed for
the crime.
• The first episode of the BBC
television series Dr Who is
broadcast
• Martin Luther King, Jr. delivers
"I Have a Dream" speech.
• John F Kennedy is assassinated
in Texas.

College Events
• The College is hit by an influenza
epidemic.
• New gym, games hall and
swimming pool come into use.
• Kett Hall and Edith Cavell Hall
officially opened.
• First advertisements in College
magazine.

Skating into Spring

Ice Hockey
on the pond Boys versus
Masters

are lucky enough to
I know that many Wymondians
e, but of those who
celebrate their birthdays at hom
how many
spend them at school I wonder
humiliating
remember the uncomfortable and
ind Hut 38 and
experience of being ` bumped' beh
es of the orchard
then thrown into the sharp spin
to be anyone's
hedge? Of course, it didn't have
often ignored in
birthday, and this provision was
crowded around
the excitement of those boys who
the hedge to watch and cheer.
rise for those who
…It must have been a pleasant surp
1 to see, instead of
returned for the Summer Term in 196
British work-men
one lone gardener, a horde of burly
barrows and mixing
wielding picks and shovels, pushing
new gymnasium…
concrete for the foundations of our
on the orchard,
Inevitably, the foundations encroached
s, another irregular
and, with the felling of the apple tree
rs, ceased, very
custom, that of the after-dark scrumpe
recourse to the
reluctantly, and with it the autumnal
magnesia bottle.

The Spring Term of 1963
was fraught with difficultie
s.
The long period of cold
weather was succeede
d
by
an
influenza epidemic, the
snow and ice prevented
eith
er
rugby or hockey from be
ing played after Christma
s
(1962) and the athletics
track was not fit until jus
t
be
fore
Sports Day. Those lucky
enough to have skates
had
plenty of opportunity to
use them, but for the res
t
there
was long distance runnin
g. A ballroom club was
established and the ath
letics track was marked
out
down the High Street an
d around the school.
There was many a snow
ball fight and the pond
was crowded with sliders
and skaters, some of
whom had made their ow
n skates in the metal
workshops.
The pond was frozen ov
er for weeks.
The metalwork club enjoy
ed its greatest
popularity ever due to the
numbers wanting to
make skates. Andrew Se
eley had a dual part
in all this, not only supe
rvising skate
manufacturers but also
being frequently
asked to test the thickne
ss of the ice!
Extract from an articl
e by Sheila Payne
in the 1963 College Ma
gazine
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College Gymnasium
old gym with its
No one can be sorry to have left the
are now
inconvenience and discomfort. We
nificent Games Hall,
immeasurably better off, with a mag
ming pool for
a well-equipped gymnasium, the swim
the recreation room.
which we have all been waiting, and
in the school. Its
We have all felt the need for this room
and girls to meet and
congenial purpose is to allow boys
sip, or perhaps to
mix at ease; to sit over tea and gos
of the future.
gaze out of the windows and dream
Rice
From 1963 College magazine - ME

Did you know:
Hall was one of the
• The Wymondham College Sports
The sports block
first school sports halls in the country.
accommodate four
measures 110 feet by 60 feet. It can
etball court, a tennis
badminton courts, or a basketball/n
It has a gallery
court, or a five-a-side soccer arena.
can seat almost
running the length of one side, which
100 spectators.
Saturday of the
• Only a year or so after it opened, the
rnament was so
finals of the Norfolk County Tennis Tou
had a member of
wet that it would have been rained off
not realised that the
the College PE staff, who was there,
problems. A quick
College indoor court could solve their
was arranged.
telephone call to the Warden and all
ing itself unable to
• The Norwich City Football Club find
and snow travelled
have training sessions because of ice
As a result, from
to the College to use the sports hall.
of outdated
being thought of only as a collection
d of repair because
temporary buildings in constant nee
ege was found to
of leaks in the fabric, Wymondham Coll
a time when such a
have its own in-built leisure centre at
world.
thing was unknown in this part of the

The new Gymnasium
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Worldwide Events
• The House of Commons votes to abolish the death
penalty for murder in Britain.
• The Labour Party wins the parliamentary elections,
ending 13 years of Conservative Party rule.
• BBC Two begins broadcasting in the United
Kingdom.
• Nelson Mandela and seven other men are
sentenced to life imprisonment in South Africa,
and sent to Robben Island prison.
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b
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College Events
• Alderman Sam Peel dies on
18 May.
• Swimming and basketball
established as new sports.
• First year of Railway Society.
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Transport slips
Film guide for
the spring term
Roger's Early Bath
Roger Lincoln of Canterbury House grabs a photo
opportunity at the East side of the High Street,
next to Hut 7. Cavell Hall is off to the right. The
corner of the Main Dining Hall is just visible and
the boiler house is in the distance, at left.

At the beginning and end of each term, a fleet of coaches
was used to collect and distribute students at nominated
points across the Norfolk countryside. The winding
journeys seemed interminable. We were each given a
standard form that identified pick-up and drop-off points
and timings. It was such a relief to get a 'one-way ticket'
in 1964 that I kept it as a souvenir! Herb Atkins from
www.wcremembered.co.uk

Wymondham Colleg
e
Weather Station

Catherine McAvoy’s from fourth
form shares her opinions of the year
Cavell Hall
Photo taken from the covered way in front of
Butler Hall. Courting couples in evidence…
there must be a staff meeting…

The weather station ca
me into being during the
Summer Term of 1964
, largely as a result of the
efforts of Lower 6F. Th
e old Stevenson Scree
n, dating
from the early days of Wy
mondham College, wa
s
removed from the back
of the Main Dining Hall,
and
renovated in the works
hops with the help of Mr
Mullenger. It was then
re-erected in a new po
sition
adjacent to High Stree
t, and fitted out with a
ful
l range
of new equipment.
The station is put to go
od use by the members
of the
Lower Sixth Geography
Groups, who are keep
ing full
weather records. At the
moment, we have only
the
essential instruments,
but we hope to expand
the
range of data recorded
in due course. Howeve
r, the
station forms a perman
ent monument to the eff
orts of
Lower 6F; we hope it wil
l help us to be remembe
red in
other ways.
Kathleen Stevens, Co

llege Magazine 1964
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lls
ing in the Ha

Din

The Festival of Educ

ation

Anthea Woods and Elizabeth
Welton whiling away the time

On June the 2nd, 3rd
and 4th a Festival of
Education was
held at the College, sp
onsored and organis
ed by the
Norfolk Education Au
thority. It was a displa
y of all aspects
of education within the
county and was prim
arily aimed at
educators to show the
m what other educato
rs are doing.
The normal working of
the College was surprisin
gly little
affected, though two ma
rquees, a mobile class
roo
m and a
certain amount of renov
ating of neglected areas
did bring an
atmosphere of bustle for
several days before ha
lf-t
erm. The
highlight for most of the
College, of course, wa
s the fact that two
days were tacked on to
the beginning of half-term
, and there has
consequently been a po
pular movement for ma
king the Festival
an annual event.
C.C.H.W. - from the Co
llege magazine 1965
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Worldwide
Events
• The state funeral of Sir Winston
Churchill takes place with the
largest assembly of statesmen
in the world until the 2005
funeral of Pope John Paul II.
• A 70 miles per hour speed limit
is imposed on British roads.
• The Beatles perform the first
stadium concert in the history of
rock, playing at Shea Stadium in
New York.
• The Sound of Music is released.

Canterbury (Kett) dining
hall in the 60’s
Winkles & Drains

A Trip to International
Computers and Tabulators

Members of the Biological
Society help the Wild Life
Preservation Trust in the clearing
of an area at Calthorpe Broad.

er
us from school, Mr. Goman, Jill Wak
During the Easter holiday, three of
a
building at Putney Bridge to find out
and myself, visited the large I.C.T.
s,
n a short talk, illustrated with slide
little about computers. We were give
it
ch is just about everything you tell
about what a computer can do, whi
ducted tour of the building, during
to do. This was followed by a con
in action.
which we saw several computers

College Events
• RAF Section of the CCF is formed.
• 'Festival of Education' is held at the College.
• Considerable reorganisation of
accommodation for classes and staff was
caused by the demolition of Huts 38 and 39
to make way for the building of a new
boarding block - New Hall.
• Construction of first squash courts begins
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A very impressive array
of equipment has been
assembled in one
of the physics labs, bu
t it's not quite what it se
em
s. Trevor Dodd
(rear centre) explains, “A
ll this brand new gear arr
ived in boxes
and we set it all up. Sig
ns were made for each
‘pr
oject’ exhibit.
We all got white coats
and were told to be ab
le to talk
knowledgeably about wh
atever ‘project’ we were
assigned to.
Then after the Festival
everything was boxed
up and sent back”.
Taken from www.wcrem
embered.co.uk

,
when the computers were working
There was not a great deal to see
t pains to explain all they could
however, but our guides went to grea
to their careful explanations I think
about what was happening. Thanks
re,
e about computers than we had befo
we all left understanding a lot mor
le and well worth while.
which made our trip both enjoyab

John Elflett of the Upper 6th
prepares to board the bus at the
start of a new term in 1965;
demonstrating a fine set of
winkle-picker
shoes,
drainpipe
trousers and
a 'slim'
College tie.
Quiffs were
still around in
1965, but
were being
displaced
steadily by
Beatles
mops.

5)

ALLEN. (College Magazine, 196
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College Events
• Mair Cup competition established.
• Sixth formers given their own ties
and don’t have to wear caps and
berets.

Radio Club
on
The Radio Club occupied a side room
radio
D
the left of Hut 30, where lots of ex-W
and radar stuff was gathered and
health
experimented with. There was no
of it was
and safety in those days, so most
absolutely lethal.

Miss Elizabeth Mair

Hut 30 Radio Club with (arrowed)
a home-made VHF TV aerial

Miss Elizabeth Mair (later Elizabeth McBeath) arrived
at Wymondham College in 1962, serving as
Housemistress and Senior Mistress until her marriage
in December 1966. On her departure she presented a
trophy - the Mair Cup - to be awarded annually to the
house presenting the best musical entertainment.
When asked why she presented the trophy to the
College, Mrs McBeath tells that she was “...aware that
pupils in the College were very limited in their
entertainment. There was no television set, no radio and
they had to make their own amusement. And many did.
I tried to introduce some other things, particularly for
Sunday night activities. We had great fun with the aim
being to get people out of
House. We had a
rollerskating disco, a
Halloween party - where
the sixth form made
models of witches in
black all around the
dining hall. We had a
Guy Fawkes night on the
park and it was pouring
with rain. I had ordered hot
dogs for everyone. What do
you do with them all when
raining? I collected them with a
minivan to deliver which was fine
until somebody slipped and sat on

Army Cadet Force
An Army Cadet Force (ACF) was
established at the College in
1962; Naval and Air Force
sections being added later. Here
we see S/Lt Millington presenting
a platoon for inspection to R.V.
Metcalfe, accompanied by Mr
Staveley. Chinstays are down,
indicating more than a slight
breeze.

I tried to come up with something which could be looked
forward to and would be worth taking time and effort. I
felt it should be interhouse to keep it going.”
The Mair Cup was given and Mrs McBeath explained
what she would like to be done with it. The first Mair Cup
Competition was held on Sunday, 12 March 1967. A list
of all winners can be found on page 150.

Five years later, when Mr McBeath was appointed
Director of Music, Mrs McBeath returned to the challenge
in her former role as Senior Mistress. During her 25 years
at Wymondham College Mrs McBeath served with three
Headmasters. Whatever her title in the organisation at the
time - Assistant Warden, Senior Mistress, Head of Main
them!
School, or Vice Principal - Mrs McBeath's commitment to
and her concern for those students in her
These events were all good the College
care were second to none. In 2011 she returned to the
fun but they were difficult
College again as a judge for the Mair Cup competition.
to organise and February
nights could be very long.
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Worldwide
Events
• The opening of Parliament of
the United Kingdom is
televised for the first time.
• England beats West Germany
4-2 to win the 1966 FIFA
World Cup.
• Regular hovercraft service
begins over the English
Channel. It runs until 2000
and is then discontinued due
to the emergence of the
Channel Tunnel.
• Lotus Cars moves to Hethel,
Norfolk.

This cartoon is from a series of drawings done by
student Susan Hannant in the 60s and presented to
Mrs McBeath on her departure from the College.
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Andrea Underwood, Kay George
and Lesley Hammond

Liz Everitt painstakingly transcribed and edited most of her diary for
1967 which is published on www.wcremembered.com. Extracts appear here:
Monday January 9th
Back to school. – Ugh!!! New
girl in form [4B] seems nice.
Derek has mod haircut. Everyone
gone Monkee mad. Revised Bio.
In same dorm.

Wednesday January 18th
Had a new RE master – quite
nice really – very young –
sounds like he is straight from
Oxford. Needlework exam Ugh
had to do a gathered dart!
Tuesday January 24th
Got a heavy cold. Got parcel
from Mum: Ritz, crab paste etc
Mmm! Had Art, Arcy said it
was good - Joke! Wearing
Pauline’s blue dress for the
dance.

Thursday February 2nd
Went on a run – had numbers,
started as 24 – got to 16. Quite
good really! Jane put us in the
landing from 20 past 9 till half
past 10 - Ugh old bag!
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Saturday February 4th
Little Corrigan wants to go
with me – he’s nice but – Film,
Ice Cold in Alex quite good.
Went on exeat to Attleborough.
Bought the Stone’s record
Ruby Tuesday. We went by
bus and walked back. Saw
Monkees L.P. in a shop, it
looked fab. In Physics Mr.
Hibbert made people’s hair
stand on end.

Wednesday March 1st
I wanted to be in detention as
Derek was, but Miss Batty
didn’t put me in - blast her!
Sunday March 12th
Went to communion with Pat
and Maggie [Johnson] Skived
with Pat behind Pauline’s bed –
not caught. Had music contest
in sport’s hall. Durham won.
Norwich and Gloucester were
best – had group – fab!

Saturday July 1st
Gwenda’s birthday. Watched
tennis, lots of old girls came
back. Midnight landing feast –
strawberry flan and savouries –
loverly. The school water
pumps conked out so we are
on water rationing.- Ugh! We
have running water for five mins
every hour – Ugh!
Tuesday July 4th
Had manaquin parade – me with
Barbara Harvey. – awful MCC
playing the first cricket team.
Thursday July 6th

Hemlines
Anne Brand (neé Howard, Housemistress and teacher
66-71) recalls that there were very strict rules about
hemlines. If a girl kneeled down, her skirt had to be less
that four inches from the floor. Miss Howard, only 23
when a Housemistress, so barely older than her eldest
pupils, had a slightly different rule. The girls had to bend
down in front of a mirror on the stairs and look over their
shoulder into the mirror. If they could not see the tops of
their stockings, the skirt length was deemed appropriate!

Worldwide Events
• The first UK colour television broadcasts begin on
BBC2. The first one is from the tennis championship
at Wimbledon.

A bird’s eye view
This picture shows, clo
ckwise from the top, Ca
vell
Hall, Fry Hall, Peel Hall,
Lincoln Hall and Kett Ha
ll.
Wilkinson Court is the
collection of huts betw
een
Lincoln and Kett Halls
at the bottom of the pic
ture
and was used as acco
mmodation for visitors.
The small plaster huts
at the lower right includ
e the
one used by the infamou
s barber, the purveyor
of the
dreaded haircuts. The
Sickbay is the hut on the
extreme right next to the
boiler house and the
Annexe, home to a selec
t few, usually 2nd year
boys,
is the closest of the ne
xt pair of huts beyond
the
Sickbay.

Bowerin found out who I like.
At night the leavers put bog
roll on trees and woke us up
by singing Old Lang Syne down
High Street at three o’clock.

• BBC Radio 1, BBC Radio 2, BBC Radio 3 and BBC
Radio 4 are all launched.

• The first automatic voucher-based cash machine is
installed, in the office of the Barclays Bank in Enfield.

College Events

Friday July 7th

• The Concorde is unveiled in Toulouse, France.

Said goodbye to Miss Watson
and Mrs Mickey [Michelbrink].
Am going into new house –
Wakefield after holiday Pat
also – Good.

• Che Guevara is executed.

• A third of the girls from each of the existing Houses
were selected to form Wakefield and Washington and
they occupied what was later to become New Hall.

• The first North Sea gas is pumped ashore at
Easington, East Riding of Yorkshire.

• Walt Disney’s 19th full length animated feature The
Jungle Book, the last animated film personally
supervised by Disney, is released.
• Christian Barnard carries out the world’s first heart
transplant.

• Mair Cup competition is started.
• New clothing introduced: Boys' mac, 6th Form girls'
cape and Upper 6th umbrellas.
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WC Paper (Roll 1)
WC Paper (Roll 1) wa
s published on the las
t day
of term, allowing the
main culprits (Upper
6th
leavers) to escape. Th
e Introduction is
reproduced here - wi
th the full magazine
on
wcremembered.co.uk

y

Junior Cross-countr

Nick Crane
Seen here is Nick Crane (wearing
glasses) who attended the College
from 1967 - 1972. He is a
geographer and a journalist, best
known for his regular writing for The
Daily Telegraph and The Sunday
Telegraph, the nine books he has
written, for presenting The Map Man
and Coast for BBC Two and for
undertaking a 10,000 kilometre
mountain walk across Europe, from
the Atlantic to the Black Sea.

ners have just
t after the start. The run
This photo was taken jus
rural surroundings
rley Hall. The College's
Mo
to
ve
dri
the
ed
ss
cro
rd' routes,
and a number of 'standa
s
run
try
un
-co
ss
cro
were ideal for
over the last few
ed. During the final spurt
us
re
we
s,
gth
len
ng
ryi
of va
the old gym
ad, with the turning to
Ro
ks
Lin
lf
Go
ng
alo
hundred yards
runners would get
and lungs about to burst
y
jell
like
s
leg
h
wit
ht
in sig
ll. They were then
pe in front of Morley Ha
to the bottom of the slo
mit defeat and
approaches - either ad
ve
ati
ern
alt
o
tw
h
wit
faced
attempt a clean jump.
plunge into the mud, or

• Prime Minister Harold Wilson
endorses the 'I'm Backing
Britain' campaign for working an
additional half hour each day
without pay.

In the notes last year mention was made of the attempts to trace
the Habberton family who were the original owners of the Chapel
Bible. Enquiries at Somerset House took us to Burnham
Westgate, 35 miles away, where we discovered that the family
provided the village with harness- makers and a tee total
landlord in days gone by. 2B, who were providing the energy for
the research, discovered the headstones of William and Mary in
the churchyard. Our letters to the family living in other parts of
the country brought a rich reward by way of further information
culminating with a visit to the School Chapel of Mr. and Mrs.
John Habberton from Coventry. The list of names in the Bible
had come to life. The College film unit has recorded some of this
story on film.
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But seriously folks, we
wish to destroy the mo
nopoly
Wymondham is an educ
of the School Mag by pro
ational establishment (co
viding the kind of mater
ial
educational in fact, if yo
which you want to read,
u hadn't forgotten). WE
and at the nominal price
are
of a
scholars as well as sport
few coppers - undercu
smen. Why should our
tting our rival by about
12
00
%.
magazine concern itself
Our aim is to prove tha
with 11 year old rugby
t you, the discerning rea
der,
players? We would pre
wishes to nourish his mi
fer
to have an 11 year old
nd with more palatable
fare
writing imaginatively ab
than the insignificant trip
ou
t
the game, rather than a
e of 'De Personis Rebu
sque
mass of meaningless fac
Scholastis,' or the meat
ts, figures and names.
cobbler of games
achievements, which are
indiscriminately dished
up
The end of the school
every year. Like Radio
year is an appropriate
Caroline, we wish to pro
time to
ve
that
re-examine the value of
there is a vast potentia
various aspects of scho
l audience for the mater
ol life.
ial that
Our magazine contains
we provide. The B.B.C
a fair proportion of critic
. succumbed to the 'pi
ism
s
rat
es'
of what we, the students
influence. Why shouldn
, dislike. We would like
't the dull School Mag
to
be
stress however that all
enlightened by our comp
characters are entirely
aratively shining example
of
fictitious. Any resembla
brilliant wit and sparkling
nce to persons living or
initiative?
leaving
is entirely coincidental.

Worldwide
Events

The Chapel Bible

From the 1969 College magazine

The appearance of this
magazine is based upon
the
assumption that People
Prefer soft W.C. paper
thi
s
W.C. paper is softer tha
n most.

• Martin Luther King, Jr is shot
dead at the Lorraine Motel in
Memphis, Tennessee.
• Yale University announces it is
going to admit women.

The flyleaf from the
Habberton Bible in the chapel

We think that
the School
Mag should
be more than
a log-book.
Chapel Notes are just no
t where it's at. There sh
ould
be space for original co
ntributions, for comic rel
ief, to
alleviate the boredom of
Chess Club chatter an
d
Girl
Guide gossip.

We hope that you enjoy
reading this magazine
as
much as we enjoyed pro
ducing it. We also hope
that
it is accepted as the ha
rmless fun which we int
en
ded
it to be. Who said the Six
th Form lacked initiative
?

College Events
• Much tree planting (including an avenue of limes in the Park).
• 'Flu epidemic & cases of meningitis. To combat the 'flu, it is understood that
the school was fumigated and half-term was extended to two weeks. The
term was lengthened by one week to recover lost time.

• Saddam Hussein becomes Vice
Chairman of the Revolutionary
Council in Iraq after a coup
d'état.

• Mr Mullenger and John Hinchliffe start work on the electronic cricket
scoreboard (to be ready 1969). Brick foundations are laid by a professional
bricklayer, aided by post-exam 5th and Upper 6th formers.

• Hot Wheels toy cars are
introduced.

• Radio Club moves into 'new premises behind the workshops' - the old Club
common room.

• Televisions appear as permanent features in the Houses.
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The Electro-Mechanical
Cricket Scoreboard
, cricket scores were displayed
In the 1960s, throughout England
hanical arrangements, or just
customarily by means of simple mec
s
the summer of 1969, cricket team
numbered tiles hung on a board. In
us
rmo
eno
an
flabbergasted to see
visiting Wymondham College were
t
tal displays - the like of which mos
structure, replete with electronic digi
had never seen before!

Rain, rain and more

rain

months the excessive
During the last twelve
e in
caused a reported ris
rainfall in Norfolk has
had
s
t and a half. This ha
the water table of a foo
me.
our sporting program
unfortunate effects on
ic sports had to be
To start with the athlet
ginning of the summer
postponed until the be
t as
t competitors were no
term, which meant tha
1st XI
l. But even worse, the
well prepared as usua
m,
yable at the start of ter
pitch was quite unpla
ed
nc
rie
normally expe
and the drying process
failed to take place.
during the first weeks
ly a
concrete road was literal
From the square to the
d no
ter
obvious that the wa ha
quagmire, and it became
t the
no
Mr. Seeley, however, is
intention of getting away.
sfortune, especially where
man to lie down under mi
d not
d after mole-drainage ha
cricket is concerned, an
men
all
of
became a question
proved fully successful it
0
rally. A drainage ditch 12
to the pumps-almost lite

hand through
yards long was dug by
workshops
this squelchy mess-the
an ingenious
designed and produced
one
push/pull metal scoop in
d with the
morning's hectic work-an
many willing
aid of two of these and
rked off
hands (Smith-Evans wo
pickaxe on
some inhibitions with a
ter finally
the concrete road) the wa
m the pitch.
started to flow away fro
embered.co.uk
Taken from www.wcrem

Extract from 1970 College Magazine
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er
ntation of a complete design, rath
The course itself required docume
on, so additional resources were
than full development and producti
er
Mr Goman, Mr Seeley, Mr Mulleng
assembled under the direction of
as
bers
final article. Radio Club mem
and Mr Moore, to manufacture the
build the final working structure.
well as many others set to work to
e
Wednesday afternoons even som
There was such enthusiasm that on
the
on
k
wor
to
the pitches in order
very keen rugby players deserted
was declared operational at the
cricket scoreboard. The scoreboard
mer Term.
commencement of the 1969 Sum
What about electricity?
to have a mains cable laid down,
Permission was somehow obtained
a
opening. So the College now had
and it was installed in time for the
that time only a few cricket grounds
luxury piece of equipment which at
e any school. Andrew Seely
in the country possessed, let alon
e,
only a Headmaster like Mr Metcalf
commented with a wry smile that
have given the backing for such a
with a passion for the game, would
1960s, years before computers and
scheme... Remember this was the
ome part of our every day life.
other electronic wizardry were to bec

Alarm Bells
"During the summer holiday (so that would be
summer 69) the halls of residence were fitted with
new fire doors, emergency lights and a siren warning
system. For a time these innovations brought an
element of farce into College life, for the very sensitive
push switches for these alarms protruded at shoulder
height where a light touch could set them off. As a
result there were so many false alarms during the first
week that the system had to be switched off except
for the hours of sleep. This temporary expedient at
least cut down the spectacle of groups of ill-clad and
ill-tempered pupils parading before the houses at all
hours. A final solution to the problem was devised in
the workshops, where about 200 wooden washers
were made so that the top plates of the switches
were raised flush with the buttons. Since then, the
sirens have been much muted."

'A'
result of the introduction of a new
The scoreboard came about as a
hliffe
ring Design.' John C. Hinc
Level subject - 'Elements of Enginee
ard for his core project and, after
decided on an electronic scorebo
t Bridge, developed a design that
examining a similar structure at Tren
in
components of the type employed
was based on electromechanical
t
Pos
ges. At that time, the General
older automatic telephone exchan
) was replacing this 'Strowger'
Office (GPO) (later British Telecom
nology, so surplus switches, relays
equipment with more modern tech
cult to come by.
and uniselectors were not too diffi

This cartoon is from a series of drawings
done by student Susan Hannant in the
60s and presented to Mrs McBeath on her
departure from the College.

Colin Farrington remembers,
mer term in the sixth form were
“My Wednesday mornings in the sum
ard attempting to fix the broken
normally spent down in the scorebo
I
rnoon. I remember one Wednesday
boxes ready for the match that afte
that you can never find. I was just
had one of those intermittent faults
a
fiddling and checking, when I saw
...
it
of
loose earth wire, so I got hold
er
then started shaking! The fuse hold
e
was broken, making the chassis plat
d
ecte
onn
disc
live and someone had
s!
the earth wire to stop it blowing fuse
v.
I was sitting there taking the full 240
that
It was the only time I was grateful
from
t
the box had been buil
chipboard which was acting as a
damn good insulator!”

Worldwide
Events
• The lunar module Eagle lands
on the lunar surface and Neil
Armstrong takes his historic first
steps on the Moon.
• The halfpenny ceases to be
legal tender in the UK.
• Robin Knox-Johnston becomes
the first person to sail around
the world on his own without
stopping.
• Regular colour television
broadcasts begin on BBC One
and ITV.

College Events
• The pond is frozen for the first
time since 1963.
• The new electronic cricket
scoreboard was unable to be
used until after half-term due to
wet weather and drainage
problems.
• Leisure wear for tea is 'an
innovation' this term.
• O and A Level students allowed
to go home after exams
(significant that 'idle hands'
produced WC Paper Roll 1 the
year before)!
• Berets and caps become
optional.
• Library lengthened to make a
paperback bookshop.
• Visiting on Sundays between
boys’ and girls’ houses allowed.
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Lincoln Hall

The College
Houses
Peel Hall
A milestone was reached in 1955 when the foundation
stone of the first permanent boarding house was laid
by Alderman Sam Peel OBE JP, with a silver trowel
made at the College.
The hall was named after Alderman Peel, Chairman of
the Norfolk Education Committee, who played a pivotal
role in the decision to buy the empty American Army
Hospital, at a time when some wondered if this was a

a Grammar school and a Technical school specialising

in the teaching of science and practical arts - a type of
education already available in Norwich and the larger
Norfolk towns.
Dr Ralphs and Alderman Peel had the vision to see
that while fine buildings may be important, staff and
pupils can do excellent work without them.

wise purchase.
He and Dr Lincoln Ralphs, Chief Education Officer,
embarked on a ‘unique venture in the field of
education’. They aimed to deliver the curriculum laid
down in the 1944 Education Act, to Norfolk children
living in isolated, rural environments, through the
educational and social opportunities of a boarding

In 1963, Sir Edward Boyle praised the far-sightedness
of the Education committee under the devoted
leadership of Dr Ralphs and said that Wymondham
College was not only a justifiable experiment but an
unqualified success.

The plaque commemorating the
opening of Lincoln Hall, the second
permanent boarding house, was
unveiled by Mr Dean Acheson, former
American Secretary of State, in
October 1958.
The Chairman of the Governors, Rear
Admiral Taylor, said the new house was
dedicated to the Lincoln Family. The
father of Abraham Lincoln emigrated from
Hingham in Norfolk to Hingham,
Massachusetts in 1637.

g
The Rear Admiral hoped the College, bein
in
once an American Hospital, would rema
as a link with our friends across the
Atlantic.
Abraham Lincoln was the American
President from 1861 until his assassination
in April 1865. He successfully led the
,
country through its greatest internal crisis
the
d
the American Civil War, preserve
Union, and ended slavery.
g
He was a great orator and when dedicatin
in
rg
the military cemetery at Gettysbu
1863, said, “that we here highly resolve
that these dead shall not have died in
vain...that this nation under God, shall have

school.
In 1951 the boarding school consisted of two schools,

a new birth of freedom....and that
government of the people, by the people,
for the people, shall not perish from the
earth”.

After the war he sought to quickly reunite
the nation, “With malice toward none; with
charity for all, ...let us strive on to finish the
work we are in; to bind up the nation’s

The Warden, RV Metcalfe, Mr Dean
Acheson, Lady Ralphs, Dr F Lincoln Ralphs
and Rear-Admiral Hugh Taylor walk towards
Lincoln Hall where Mr Acheson unveiled the
commemorative plaque.
New Hall
The sixth boarding house was opened in 1967.
It was
not given a special name; the pupils just moved in and
began to enjoy life in New Hall.
Although New Hall did not bear the name of an illustri
ous
figure from history, it could claim to have hosted one
of the
more famous visitors to College, the Minister of Educa
tion, a
certain Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, who toured New Hall
as
part of her visit on Friday 11th January 1974.

wounds....”
Mr Acheson said the opening of the new
building seemed to him to represent a
resurrection and renewal of the human
spirit, a turning over to the College; an
opportunity to carry on what was done and
to take it even further.

Alderman Sam Peel
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The opening of Lincoln Hall was recorded
on 16mm cine film by Mr Staveley and was
shown occasionally during film nights for
several years afterwards.
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Elizabeth Fry Hall

Drawing of the
pond and Kett
Hall by Richard
Younger from the
1969 College
Magazine

Elizabeth Fry Hall completed in 1959 was the third
boarding house to be opened. It was named after
Elizabeth Fry, a wealthy lady born into the Gurney
family (of Barclays banking fame) in Magdalene
Street in Norwich but with a country estate at
Earlham Hall.
She was very well connected in society and
developed an interest in prison reform after visiting
Newgate Prison in London. She was known for
developing a new approach to prisoner care and was a
frequent visitor. Horrified by the conditions she had seen in
Newgate Prison, in 1817 she organised a group to help
female prisoners and their children there. She asked ‘Is
there not something we can do for these innocent little
children?’ Some time after she started a prison school.
By her example Elizabeth Fry inspired other women to play
a fuller role in society at a time when it was unusual for
women to have a voice outside the home.
The link with America was reinforced at the opening, by
Miss Janet Whitney, Fry’s American biographer. Miss
Whitney said that Elizabeth Fry’s primary interest was in
education which she believed could open people’s minds
and hearts and had she been here, she would have been
pleased with what she saw.
We are not sure whether the name Elizabeth Fry was
chosen because of her connection with education, her large
family or her interest in reforming prisons. We don’t think it is
the latter.

Kett Hall
Kett Hall was named after Robert Kett, a
Wymondham man who became a Norfolk
hero. The House was opened in October
1963 by Sir Edward Boyle.
Robert Kett, a yeoman farmer and tanner, was
the inspirational leader of the Norfolk Rising in
1549, a great protest against enclosure of
common land by the Norfolk gentry, which
caused great hardship to the poor. One of the
early events in the story began in Morley, when
peasants pulled down fences which had been put
around the common land in the village.
Kett and his allies set up a peaceful, orderly camp
on Mousehold Heath outside Norwich where
some 15,000 gathered. They petitioned the King
to intervene and redress their grievances. When
the royal herald offered a pardon and ordered the
camp to disperse Kett refused, saying ‘Kings and
princes are wont to pardon wicked persons not
innocent and just men....We have deserved
nothing and are guilty of no crime. I trust I have
done nothing but what belongs to the duty of a
true subject.’
After six weeks the rebels were defeated by a
huge royal army - over 3,000 were killed. Kett
was hanged in chains from Norwich Castle as a
traitor. Kett had fought for those without a voice in
Tudor England and for a fairer society in Norfolk.
He appears to have been a genuinely good and
decent man who was fighting for what he
believed to be right, with no thought for his
personal gain. A good example to follow!
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Edith Cavell Hall
Edith Cavell Hall was op
ened by Sir Edward Boyle
,
Minister of Education, in
October 1963. it was
named after a local and
national heroine, daughte
r
of the vicar of Swardest
on.
When Germany invaded Be
lgium at the start of the Firs
t
World War, Edith Cavell wa
s serving in the nursing tra
ining
school she had founded in
Brussels.
Escaping British prisoners
of war trying to get to Hollan
d
and then onto England fou
nd their way to Edith’s door.
Over 200 soldiers had bee
n helped to freedom before
the
Germans arrested members
of the escape committee
including Edith. She was trie
d by military court and
sentenced to death. Short
ly before her execution she
said ‘I know now that patriot
ism is not enough, I must
have no hatred and no bitt
erness towards anyone’.
Despite protests from severa
l embassies in Belgium, Ed
ith
Cavell was executed by firin
g squad at dawn on 12th
October 1915. There was
world-wide outrage.
On the third anniversary of
her execution in 1918, a
memorial to Edith Cavell on
Tombland was unveiled. Aft
er
the war her remains were bro
ught back to England, first
to Westminster Abbey for a
service in May 1919, and
then by special train to No
rwich, where thousands line
d
the route and followed the
gun-carriage to the cathed
ral
where she was finally laid to
rest in a simple grave at the
eastern end of the cathedral
at Life’s Green.
There are many memorials
throughout the world testify
ing
to the respect in which she
was held.
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6th
formers

Worldwide Events
• Teenagers in the United Kingdom vote for the first
time, in a by-election in Bridgwater.
• Concorde makes its first supersonic flight.
• The Conservative Party wins the 1970 general
election and Edward Heath becomes Prime Minister.
• The Beatles give their final studio performance
before disbanding.

The Guides' Thinking Day Service at Hingham
Parish Church; Susan Slater presents the Colours.

First Headmaster/Warden Retires
From the 1971 Magazine, a tribute to Mr Metc

alfe from Lincoln Ralphs:
....The first head of any institution has a major respo
nsibility to set standards and to establish precedents
.
Norfolk was most fortunate in its choice of Mr Metc
alfe to undertake these responsibilities and especially
in an
environment of Nissen huts and a somewhat remo
te rural setting. Over the years much has been impro
ved,
the boarding houses of quite unusual design, a sport
s centre with first-class facilities has been built and
stands amidst the Nissens whose life must shortly
come to an end. While the new accommodation
is
certainly an improvement it should be said that from
the first and in the most daunting accommodatio
n the
spirit of Wymondham College was established by
the Metcalfes and the first members of the staff and
this
from the outset was of the best.
...It might be difficult to guess what
brings the greatest sense of satisfaction
to Mr and Mrs Metcalfe as they look
back on twenty splendid years of
service at Wymondham College. The
Sports Hall - the green playing fields
reaching away in the distance - made
more level as a result of his territorial
advances - the noisy activities of the
workshops in which the pupils
themselves contributed to the
amenities of the College - the many
things which Wymondham College
has done for many other schools - all
of these must be a source of
satisfaction. But behind all of this
worthy achievement I believe that
the Metcalfes derive most
satisfaction from the letters which I
know they receive from those who
have increasingly come to
appreciate what they have received
from the College, and for some it
had not always seemed so
valuable at the time...
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Aerial photo
of the College

The Senior Chess
Team 1970/71;
Winners of the Norfolk
Schools Chess League.

College Events
• R.V. Metcalfe retires.
• College switches to mains water;
borehole is no longer used.
• Blue check blouses are
introduced for girls as an
alternative to the summer dress.
• Parents are invited to attend
Sports Day for the first time.
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U16 Girls
100 yards

Afternoon tea
A brave change - mixed
boarding houses!
led to a number
County Grammar School
Integrating the College and
ups. Each of
re rearranged into six gro
we
s
use
Ho
e
Th
es.
ng
cha
of
(or a mixed
and a girls’ boarding house
ys’
bo
a
of
up
de
ma
s
wa
these
the day houses.
house) and half of one of
together in
d to introduce boys and girls
Mr Wolsey recalls: “We decide
anxiety and
ch
with lunch. This caused mu
boarding houses. We started
. That proved the
as they were so embarrassed
often pupils didn’t eat lunch
ntually I was asked
rather than once a week. Eve
need to me to make it twice
d them every
on two days - the pupils wante
s
che
lun
ed
mix
had
y
onl
we
why
le, we
cerns to overcome. For examp
day. There were practical con
the boys had
sit on separate chairs whilst
discovered that girls used to
. The girls had
ted out. Also, the size of dishes
benches. That had to be sor
said that boys
boys’ houses. Eventually we
the
n
tha
hes
dis
g
kin
coo
r
smalle
introduced this
e houses. In the first year we
and girls could live in the sam
oduced two more
was so pleasant that we intr
into two boarding houses. It
reason was that
Why not the whole lot? The
the following year to go co-ed.
lly
that each house had staff tota
we had to build up staffing so
ke
ma
all the staff were happy to
sympathetic to the idea. Not
these changes.”

The Warden presents an
athletics cup to Paulette
Cross, captain of the
Washington House team,
with Michael Greenwood,
captain of the successful
Gloucester House team,
looking on.

Worldwide Events
• BBC Open University begins
in the United Kingdom
• The first ever One Day
International cricket
match is played
between Australia
and England at the
Melbourne Cricket
Ground.
• The United Kingdom and
Ireland both switch to a
decimal currency.
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The Phil Bailey Award (1971)
Christine Denyer and Michelle Obey (perhaps the first girls
to do the Engineering Design course) with their tutors
Dave Goman and Mr Handley. The cup was presented to
the girls by the Norwich Engineering Society for the 'best
engineering project of the year.' They carried out research
into the effects of hair preparations and their success was
covered in the press and on radio.
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Two into One
Wymondham College had provided
accommodation
on site to the County Grammar Sch
ool. The school
was to stay until a site was found and
new buildings
completed. In 1966, the College and
the Grammar
School were sharing staff, library, wor
kshops and
playing fields. By 1970 there was still
no site for the
Grammar School, so in 1971 the two
schools were
merged. There were 1,351 pupils, 659
day and 692
boarders with 249 in the 6th Form. The
re was,
eventually, Saturday morning school
for all and
transport home at 5.30 pm so that day
pupils could
take part in after-school activities, so
important in the
life of the College.

The York Washing
Machine
Bob Mullenger or someone else
decided it would be a
good idea for York to own a wa
shing machine to wash
the house sports kit (everyone’s
individual kit that is).
One was duly purchased and
installed in the staff flat.
It was not sophisticated, but one
where you put the
clothes in the top.
A rota was drawn up and one
sixth former would
supervise the operation, one fifth
and one fourth
former would wash the clothe
s and a number of
juniors would hang them out on
lines behind
Gloucester House and get the
m back in and distribute
them when they were dry, by
leaving them on people’s
beds. I do not know what hap
pened when it rained.
Washing always took place on
a Sunday morning first
thing and the matron, Mrs Sau
nders, would make sure
people were up early to do this
.
Once, for a joke, the sixth form
ers removed the
washing machine and hid it in
the boiler house under
the kitchens, so a later start wa
s made that day (and
the sixth former supervising cou
ld get a lie-in).
By Norman Faircloth on www.w
cremembered.co.uk

College Events
• Mr R. Wolsey takes over as Warden.
• At the remarkably low cost to the College of £60, a
gallery was built on to the squash court by the
handicraft and maintenance staff, with the help of
some boys, under the general guidance of Mr Seeley.
This made spectating and coaching possible.
• Soccer reintroduced for first time since the 1950s.
• Boys and girls started having lunch together.
• Exeat system enlarged to allow full House prefects to
go into Norwich twice a term, and juniors to go to
Wymondham each half-term under the supervision of
senior boys.
• Kett and New Hall housed both boys and girls. This
involved the movement of Washington, Westminster,
Durham and Salisbury Houses.
• Wymondham College and the County Grammar
School merge.
• The College moves to gas heating - so no more
shattered night time peace by the scraping of shovels
at the old boiler houses.
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Worldwide Events
• Rose Heilbron becomes the first
woman judge at the Old Bailey
in London.
• The British government declares
a state of emergency over a
miners' strike.
• US President Richard Nixon and
White House chief of staff HR
Halderman are taped talking
about using the CIA to obstruct
the break-in investigation into
the Watergate break-ins.

The Wymondham
College ParentStaff Association

• Eleven Israeli athletes are
murdered at the 1972 Summer
Olympics in Munich after eight
members of the Arab terrorist
group ‘Black September’
invade the Olympic Village;
five guerrillas and one
policeman are also killed in a
failed hostage rescue.

900 parents attended a meeting
to consider the
introduction of a Parent Staff Ass
ociation. This
Association was inaugurated on
13th November
1972, less than two months later.
The draft
constitution was formally adopte
d on 7 May,
1973 at the first Annual General
Meeting.
Primarily the object of the Association
is to advance
the education of pupils, by providing
and assisting in
the provision of facilities not normally
provided by the
Local Education Authority. In furtheran
ce of this object,
the Association intends to foster exte
nded
relationships between staff, parents
and others
associated with the College, and orga
nise fundraising
activities. All parents and guardians
of College pupils
are eligible for membership. The Ass
ociation remains
active to this day.

Unstable explosives!

Taken from the 1972 magazine

From the editorial of the 1972 magazine Amalgam. An appropriate name for a magazine
that represents the joining together of two large
schools into one complex
establishment.

Pavilion after the fire

Pavilion before the fire
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Cricket pavilion…
continued again
On the first day of the Autumn Term in
1972 the pavilion burned down,
almost certainly as a result of arson.
The culprit was never found.
Phil Robinson relates on
www.wcremembered.co.uk that "The
1st XV rugby squad were 'prime
suspects' for a while, as we had been
back 2/3 days before the return of
school for 'pre-season training,' i.e.
most evenings spent in the pub on the
old A11 (now a house) or at the
cinema in Wymondham."

College Events
• The gym was gutted by fire in the small hours and the
whole school was fingerprinted following this.
• College Magazine was entitled 'Amalgam’, being the
first one following the merging of the County Grammar
School into the College.
• The new academic year was not more than two hours
old when the cricket pavilion was gutted by fire.

On 1st December we found
the laboratories and
the area around Tomlinson
wired off and declared
out of bounds to all. A chemic
al kept in the two
labs had been reported pos
sibly unstable and
potentially explosive. A dispos
al firm could not
dispose of it for another 18
days, so Mr
Rutherford, with the ambig
uous words, “At least
we’ll have it all in one place”
, carried one bottle of
the stuff from the school lab
s to join the others in
the County lab in Hut 19. Mr
Rutherford’s
determination to pursue his
Chemistry teaching
was not unnoted by his pup
ils, nor was his
disregard for his own safety
unapplauded by the
staff, who voted unanimous
ly that the College Lion
be awarded - posthumousl
y if necessary - for
devotion to duty. Full colour
s could only be
awarded if it was felt he wo
uld continue this
activity at a high standard afte
r leaving the College.
Taken from Mr Wolsey’s
address in
1973 magazine

• The Parent-Staff Association was inaugurated.
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A group at the
Attleborough
Gateway Club

This year a small, but dedicated group of 6th
formers, under the guidance of Mr. Moss and Mr.
Wood, spent the half-term holiday in the autumn
term studying the Midland Canals and their role in
modern life. Mr. Wood decided that the only way to
appreciate 'canal life' was to participate; so a 50 foot
barge was was duly hired, and we set off with some
misgivings from our base on the Oxford canal....

Social Service
College social service groups visited elde
rly or
handicapped local people in their own hom
es.
Others befriended and entertained adults
at the
Lord Kitchener home in Besthorpe and
Attleborough Gateway Club for the mentally
handicapped. Another group visited Helle
sdon
Psychiatric Hospital to chat to patients.
Students
had to walk miles to make these visits, until
,
through money raised mainly within Hou
ses,
bicycles were bought to make the visits
not only
easier, but more frequent.
The following are extracts from the 1973 Colle
ge
Magazine:

Hellesdon Hospital
There are over 750 patients at Hellesdon Hosp
ital.
Many have friends and relatives in the near vicini
ty yet
few have any visitors. The general excuses are
“They
live too far away’ or ‘ They are too busy’....
..Many staff and pupils wonder what we do at
Hellesdon. The answer is: talk to people. It seem
s so
little - yet it can mean so much...

Local Visiting
After a good response to visiting at the begin
ning of
the year, we have succeeded in bringing help
and
friendship to some of the old people in Morle
y and the
surrounding areas.
Those we visited seemed genuinely to enjoy
and
appreciate our visits, where we did anything
from
chatting and making tea to gardening and interi
or
decorating...

Kett’s Lodge - Wymondham
Being old is being lonely...Our aim in the Socia
l Service
Group in Kett’s Lodge is to bring light and more
important - life, into the hearts of the old peop
le.
Chatting about everyday occurrences and local
news
makes the job seem really worthwhile when you
see
the change in the atmosphere. It is far more
cheering
to see a smiling face, rather than a desponde
nt one.

Worldwide Events

College Events

• The United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland and
Denmark enter the European Economic Community,
which later becomes the European Union.

• BBC TV cameras covered the first day of term and
scenes/interviews appeared on 'Look East.'

• The World Trade Centre officially opens in New York
City with a ribbon-cutting ceremony.

• All boarding houses now mixed.

• The Bosphorus Bridge is completed in Istanbul,
Turkey. It connects the continents of Europe and Asia
over the Bosphorus for the first time in history.

• Day pupils have lunch in the Houses.
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The Canal Preservation Society Annual
Industrial Trip - The ‘Official’ Story

• A strong gale caused damage to trees in the Park.

• Knighthood bestowed on Dr Lincoln Ralphs.

• First Summer Fayre.

...Although we found little of industrial importance (the
),
voyage taking us through remote Oxfordshire countryside
their
the canals themselves were extremely interesting, with
many locks (one can only truly appreciate the number of
locks when one has to open them all), their tiny lockkeepers' cottages, and the hinged wooden road bridges
which were lifted by hand to allow the canal traffic to
pass beneath...

The Canal Preservation
Society Annual
Industrial Trip The ‘Unofficial’ Story

....The trip itself was extremely varied; pastimes ranging
in
from playing 'conkers' on the 'ship's bridge' and football
neighbouring pastures, to trips to deserted villages, a
detailed study of the architecture of Banbury and
discussions in the evenings on entropy and high energy
physics. The operation of the locks and maintenance of
our ship (Ra III) were full time jobs in themselves, but in the
dull moments we amused ourselves guessing at what the
meals were supposed to be.

In all, the trip was a highly educational and gratifying
experience, and if, as a result, we know little of Midland
Industry, at least we can all manipulate 50 feet of barge,
operate locks as if we had spent our lives at it, and can
pinpoint with alarming accuracy every public house
between Oxford and Banbury! ...
Taken from the 1973 College magazine

Mike Evans hauling Jacky
Green out of the water.

What really happened, by Mike Evans.
The 'Canal Preservation Society' never really
existed,
and as such could not organise an 'annual
trip,'
industrial or otherwise, but the write-up for
the
magazine was a tongue-in-cheek parody
of the
general club and society blurb... I still won
der how the
editorial committee let it pass ....
On looking back, the whole escapade was
a tribute to
the wonderful teachers we had then, and
the
opportunities which could be found to side
-step the
rules and relate as people - sixth formers
coming to
the end of their 'time' and young teachers
, happy to
relax in a different setting...
Extracts from www.wcremembered.co.u
k

Ruth Pearson, having crashed us into a sandbank,meant that drastic measures
were called for and great sacrifice. Mike Evans, in heroic posture, is saving
the crew from death by boredom. Note that instead of standing by with life
buoys, ropes etc., the entire crew were poised with cameras 'just in case'.
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Clubs and Societies
in 1974

Visit to the
College of the
Minister of State

Kett 2nd Years - Summer 1974
A photo of our dormitory from 1974, Kett Hall. This was our second
year, the photo being taken in the summer term. Note - The plaque
records the fact that Kett Hall was opened in 1963 by the then Minister of
Education, Sir Edward Boyle.
Kevin Howell on www.wcremembered.co.uk

This account appeared in the 1974
College Magazine:
Almost immediately after the start of the
Spring Term, on Friday 11th January, Mrs.
Margaret Thatcher, the then Minister of
State for the Department of Education and
Science, paid a visit to the College. After
her arrival at 11.45 she made a guided
tour of New Hall, the Chapel, the science
laboratories, the main dining hall and the
games block. At 12.30 there was a
reception in the recreation room, where
other educationalists for different parts of
Norfolk were given the opportunity of
meeting her. She was presented with a
s
brass tray made in the College workshop
e
drov
then
as a memento of her visit, and
to Morley Hall for lunch, while most of the
other visitors had lunch in New Hall. On
the whole the emphasis of the visit as far
as the College was concerned was upon
the fabric of the buildings rather than the
inhabitants, and the normal working of the
school day was little interrupted except for
certain areas being roped off as out-ofbounds for a short time.
An interesting sequel was that a tentative
arrangement was made a week or two
later for Mr. Heath to visit the College in
March of this year, but the result of the
General Election disrupted this plan,
and we must wait a little longer for
a Prime Ministerial visit.
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Worldwide Events
• The general election results in an almost dead-heat. The Labour
Party wins despite receiving fewer votes than the Conservatives.
Harold Wilson becomes Prime Minister for the second time
following his break from office.
• Ceefax, one of the first public service information systems, is
started by the BBC.

College Events
• Sir Lincoln Ralphs' last visit as
Director of Education for Norfolk.

• Charles de Gaulle Airport opens in Paris.

• Margaret Thatcher (Minister of
Education) visits the school.

• Richard M. Nixon becomes the first President of the United States
to resign from office, which he does to avoid being removed by
impeachment in response to his role in the Watergate scandal.
Vice President Gerald R. Ford becomes the 38th President, taking
the oath of office in the East Room of the White House.

• First Board of Governors
replaces the Sub-Committee of
Norfolk Education Committee
which had been the
governing body.

Domestic Science Class
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The Educated Man
Up at seven,
Out for a walk,

Reads his ‘Daily Telegraph’:
Prepares his talk.
The Intellectual
First-class commuter

The Blast Freeze
Complex
lding at Wymondham
Rumours surround any new bui
ment been such a
College, but rarely has a develop
as the new freezer
mystery to the mass of people
complex...
the large complex (now
...Started on 1 October 1975
£135,000 , is expected
the Tom Eaton Centre), costing
ust, in time for the new
to be finished by the end of Aug
meals the building will
school year. By supplying 3,000
e in the future as a huge
provide for Wymondham Colleg
sport food to the school
refrigerator. The plan is to tran
tioned and stored in a
which can then be cooked, por
en needed....
frozen state to be distributed wh
are obvious. Wastage
...The advantages of the system
ly by the provision of
will be cut down immensely; first
wider choice), and also by
more varied menus (offering a
the refreezing of unused food...
m to be overcome in
...An interesting technical proble
e is that the penetration
any large scale freezing schem
the winter) could
of the freezer into the ground (in
er the building,
produce a huge ice-block und
and the foundations. This
endangering the water supply
spun glass insulation
will be avoided by laying 3” of
placing in a 2” layer of
under the 3” ground floor, and
heated wires to provide
cement beneath the electrically
further insulation.
ine

From 1976 College Magaz

College Events
• Entry of last students selected
for Grammar School education.
• Cook-freeze method of catering
comes into force
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Worldwide Events
• Margaret Thatcher defeats Edward Heath for the leadership of the
Conservative Party.
• Bill Gates founded Microsoft in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
• The Irish Republican Army is outlawed in the United Kingdom.
• Dutch elm disease destroys more than three million elm trees in the UK.
• Motorola obtains patent for the first portable mobile phone.

Gets his lecture topics
Fresh from Reuter.
Eight Ordinary, five Advanced,
Good at his classes Exams were his only
Kind of passes.

The bowler hat lecturer
Smart as a pin,
Careful with his health,

Neither too fat nor too thin.
He’s been to Venice,
To Gay Paree
He’s widened his horizons,
While clients pay the fee.
He keeps a spare
Pair of spectacles,

And an ‘Old Moore’s Almanac’
To fill his footer pools.
They are his sole joy
Hope and fun,

He wonders if at fifty
Life has just begun.
The intellectual Five-eight tall.

His muscle building course
Does him no good at all.
He eats the proper protein
The right calories too -

I call him educated,
The question is - do you?

Pulling for the Summer Fayre 1975

Wymondham College Parent
Staff Association
An excerpt from the 1976 College Magazine on a substantial achievement
by the Parent Staff Association (PSA).
“The officers of the Association acted upon the resolution of last years
AGM. Letters were sent to individual members of the County Council,
Local Education Committee, all Norfolk MPs and the Department of
Education and Science; together with negotiations with the elected
representatives of the County Council, Local Education Committee, and
their Chief Officers. As a result the Association has been successful in
obtaining an allocation of £250,000 to be spent on urgently needed
classrooms, etc. at the College.
This is no mean achievement when it is realised that this sum is in addition
to the £20m of the 1976/77 Building Allocation set aside for Schools reorganisation schemes by the DES for the whole country.
Although very much more money is needed for permanent buildings, this
is a encouraging start.
The House-based activities are flourishing...attendance figures have
exceeded 200 at several of the events; which proves the popularity and
success of the activities arranged. In addition, last year’s programme
included the following: Paté and Plonk evening
Computer Evening
Summer Fayre
Annual Supper and Dance”

Susan Muir (Year 5) from the
1976 College Magazine
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Dig those flares Fry Hall Gang

Unforgettable
Prep moments...
perhaps simple
I don't know what started it,
finished our work early.
boredom, both of us having
started to snigger. The
We looked at each other and
w into one of those
sniggering continued and gre
otions become so
moments where hysterical em
lost. In our case, the
heightened that all control is
er was suppressed
desire to scream with laught
pulled out his famous
somehow, but only until CJ
cially made by him in
metal pencil cricket rollers, spe
the batsman, one for
the metal workshops. One for
e between the Martian
the bowler. We started a gam
the best side in the
XI and the West Indies, then
England (it was
world who had just hammered
shing: I, as
1976). The scores were astoni
lding, bowled Zug for
Ho
l
hae
"Whispering Death" Mic
not out!! It was
a duck but Zooob scored 547
with hilarity and getting
hilarious, and CJ's face, red
d me with a mirth I
worse with each moment, fille
ore. Constant glances in
really hadn't known ever bef
see if she had noticed,
Mrs McBeath's direction to
, and the sniggering
merely made matters worse
ible cackles and
began to break out into aud
re yelled at once but
uncontrolled laughter. We we
e the Martian XI got to
could not stop, especially onc
making what he
1,000 for about 6. CJ started
and in the end both
imagined to be Martian noises
ring down our faces,
of us just sat there, tears pou
stop, not
shoulders heaving, unable to
By this time of
daring to look at each other.
could be
course the ripples of laughter
m;
roo
ing
heard throughout the din
been
had
everyone had noticed. Prep
thoroughly subverted!

Storm Damage
...On Friday 2 January the BBC Weather Forecasting
Office predicted a ‘night of fairly high winds with
perhaps a little light rain’ for East Anglia. Mercifully
we were spared the rain, but as the evening wore on
it became apparent that the prediction of wind had
been somewhat optimistic, since by about 11.00pm
the gale had risen in strength to such an extent that
it could shatter a large pane of glass on the first
floor of New Hall and create inside one of the corner
dormitories a whirlwind of tiny glass fragments
potentially so dangerous that the room could not be
safely approached till morning...
...On the Saturday morning the devastation on the site
had to be seen to be believed. Trees in the woods, and
around the Warden’s house, many of which had been
marked as dangerous for years and were destined to be
felled, were finally brought down, and with them a number
of healthy trees. Many condemned ones are still standing,
however. A Nissen hut garage behind the sports block
had been raised vertically above the caravans it housed,
and turned 90 degrees through the air before being
returned to the ground.

Library and Resources Centre
In June 1976 the County Architect was briefed by the
Education Department to prepare a development plan
for Wymondham
College...
...The first phase is
dominated by the
Library and
Resources Centre
with its pyramid
roof, topped by a
lantern light, and
contrasted with
the mono pitched
roofs on the
English and Social
Science Blocks.

An illustration of the construction
of the Library and Resources Centre,
by student, Stuart Turner.
Demonstrating the Archimedes
Principle, WyColl style

…However, the principal damage was the destruction of
the electricity transformer on the site, so it was soon clear
that the school could not open the next day as planned. A
problem immediately presented itself - how were 1600
pupils (many living abroad) and the staff to be warned not
to return?
The Warden, the Bursar and some clerical staff arranged
to contact all but a handful of staff and pupils through the
media, and thanks must go to the BBC, ITV and the local
press for their immediate co-operation. Fortunately, New
Hall was unaffected by the electricity failure and became a
refugee centre for resident staff and the few pupils who
had not heard the news that the start of term had been
delayed for a week…
Extracts from article written by
WMG in College Magazine 1976
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Storm
damage to
Nissen hut

Worldwide Events

College Events

• The first commercial Concorde flight takes off.

• Very high winds caused
extensive damage to
buildings, delaying the start
of the new term.
• 'Flu epidemic, with over 500
cases.

• Big Ben suffers internal damage and the clock stops
working for over nine months.
• Fidel Castro becomes The President of Cuba.

High Street in the 1970s

• Apple Computer Company is formed by Steve Jobs
and Steve Wozniak.
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1977 Magazine Cover

n
Nissen Hut Demolitio
- making space for
the library
Summer Term of 1977
This photo was taken in the
huts 31 and 29, with
and shows the remains of
molish 27. The
workmen beginning to de
on the site of Butler Hall
photographer is standing
the row to go. At the
(33) which was the first of
the Geography block,29
end of their lives, 31 was
Maths. Butler was
was English and 27 was
serve corrugated iron
dismantled carefully to pre
for repairs.
sheets needed elsewhere

1977 Action Shot 16-year-old Jimmy
Catchpole makes a
delivery.
Summer 1977,
outside the Sports Hall.

College rules relevant this term
Thanks to Lyn Dobson on
www.wcremembered.co.uk

• Jubilee celebrations are held
in the United Kingdom to
celebrate 25 years of the
Queen's reign.
• “Star Wars” opens in cinemas
and subsequently becomes
the then-highest grossing film
of all time.
• World Trade Center in New
York, is completed.
• The last execution by guillotine
in France.

College Events
• The Main Dining Hall was used
for the last time.
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Timetables and routines
for Summer 1977

Worldwide Events

Play equipment , specially made for
handicapped children by students at
Wymondham College with money from
a Whiffler appeal, has attracted the
interest of Her Majesty’s inspectors of
handicapped schools from London and
of commercial representatives...
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Summer
1978
Kett Tree Planting
n’s
Earlier this year, to commemorate the Quee
oak
own
its
Silver Jubilee, Kett Hall planted
tree, and we hope that over the years it will
flourish and thrive like the famous Kett’s Oak
and as Kett Hall has...
Taken from the 1978 College Magazine

Worldwide
Events
• The European Court of Human
Rights finds the United Kingdom
government guilty of mistreating
prisoners in Northern Ireland.
• First Test Tube Baby is born in
England, a girl Louise Brown,
from in vitro fertilization.

College Events
• Death of Sir Lincoln Ralphs.
• Establishment of the 6th Form
boarding houses (Lincoln and
Peel).
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Steve Homewood, seen here
planting the Kett Oak Tree,
and again, holding hands
with his children, Kendal,
Kyla and Kett around the tree,
when visiting the College
in 2009.

• Sweden becomes the first
nation to ban aerosol sprays
that are thought to damage
earth's protective ozone layer.
• Pope Paul VI dies at age of 80.
• John Paul I becomes Pope from
August 26, 1978 and dies just
33 days later on September
28, 1978.

This map and guide were issued to pupils
in 1978. The original map was
drawn by A. Hawes and S. Turner of
Course 63 in 1973.

• Cardinal Karol Wojtyla becomes
Pope John Paul II.
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Competitions - a Success Story

Societies Lion
...an award is now to be
made at the end of the Sp
ring
Term each year “to recog
nise the high standards or
attainment or commitmen
t within College Societies
or in
the organisation of and ge
neral service to College
Societies. A scarf is to be
awarded to those conside
red to
have reached these stand
ards...
The Societies Lion, as it is
to be called, will, we are
sure,
be a much sought after aw
ard. It should certainly
encourage pupils who are
never likely to gain Colou
rs or a
Lion at games, but who are
prepared to give of their
time
and talents in an unstinting
way.

Lincoln Ralphs Library
A cold blustery Friday on the last day of March
marked the official opening of the College’s new
buildings. Quarter to two saw the Housewardens
ushering in the select few who were privileged to be
present - house representatives, orchestra and
choirs, and soon there was a hushed and expectant
atmosphere.
A small repertoire of musical entertainment had
been arranged, which included the East Anglian
Suite, written by Mr Bramhill specially for the
occasion, and conducted by him...
..Down below by this time some senior staff began
to appear, resplendent in hoods of many hues, a
sight we had not witnessed before. Then the guests
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1 Project Respond, organised
by the National Westminster Bank
It was decided that the work being undertaken in
designing and manufacturing specialised equipment for
the mentally and physically handicapped children of the
Kevil-Davies School (see 1977) would be a suitable
entry for this competition. Kevin Rochfort won with this
entry and the College was presented with a cheque for
£350, the major award, at the regional finals. The area
manager of the bank then submitted the entry for the
national finals at the bank’s Head Office in London,
where the College was presented with a further major
award of £750 and a commemorative trophy.
2 Young Engineer for Britain 1979
Michael Gascoyne and Andrew Watts designed and
manufactured a multi-purpose radio controlled model
aircraft in the 16/17 age range and were awarded a
Certificate of Merit by the Department of Industry in the
regional finals.

A mock election was held in 1979
(the Conservatives won, under the
leadership of Bruce Edmonson).

Excerpts from the 1979 magazine on the
opening of the Lincoln Ralphs Library

Members of the College Sixth Form, who are studying
in the Department of Technology are also student
members of the Norwich Engineering Society. At the
1978 annual dinner of the Society the President, Mr
Andrew McKay, suggested that the students should
enter Project Competitions organised by various
bodies. The warden, who was present at the dinner
concurred with this, and it was agreed that the first
three competition brochures that arrived at the
Department of Technology should be acted upon. Here
is the result:

arrived. The musical background seemed to create
an easy and informal atmosphere, though the
musicians themselves were madly counting and
tapping feet anxiously in time to the music in the
fear that a stray note would shatter the dignity of the
occasion.
The formal proceedings began...the classical and
tasteful design of the Library was praised before Mr
Nicholson (Chairman of Norfolk County Council)
pulled the cord to unveil the plaque commemorating
Sir Lincoln...
...It was encouraging for us to hear the College held
in such high esteem and looked to as a model, in
contrast to previous publicity pointing out the
dilapidated state of the huts. This was quite an
occasion in the history of Wymondham College.

finals, winning £50
and subsequently
won the finals of the
Young Engineer for
Britain 1979 at
Wembley, in the
16/17 age group. He
was awarded a silver
trophy by the
Department of
Industry which was
presented by HRH
The Prince of Wales, £100 by the Post Office and a
tour of the European factories by Vickers Ltd.
3 Schools Design Prize 1979
Only one entry per school was allowed in this
competition, in each age range. Michael and Andrew
were entered, again with their multi-purpose
radio-controlled model aircraft. They won through to
the national finals held at the Design Council in London.
There they were judged one of the five joint winners
and attended the Royal Institute as a result where their
project was on exhibition. At the awarding ceremony
Michael and Andrew were each presented with a
cheque for £50 by Lord Nelson of Stafford, Chairman of
GEC Ltd; the College was presented with a cheque for
£100 and on the following day, at a ceremony held at
Buckingham Palace, Prince Philip presented Michael,
Andrew and a representative of the College each with
their winner’s certificates.

Kevin Rochfort also entered the 16/17 age group with
his project designing and manufacturing an electronic
control system for the pelican crossing that the
department of technology were installing at Little
Plumstead Hospital. He went through the regional

Worldwide Events
• The Conservatives win the general election and
Margaret Thatcher becomes the new, and first
female, Prime Minister.
• The first black-led government of Rhodesia in 90
years takes power and the country’s name is
changed to Zimbabwe.
• The Sahara Desert experiences snow for thirty
minutes.

College Events

• Sony introduces the Sony Walkman costing
$200.00.

• Introduction of 'Societies Lions.'
• Formal opening of the Lincoln Ralphs Library.
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Productions
Audiences and participants alike have always gained great
pleasure from the College Dramatic and Musical productions.
Drama is part of the College curriculum many pupils enjoy,
together with drama clubs and minor internal productions. This
extensive and varied list details the productions staged by the
College over the past 60 years!
It should be mentioned that from this impressive list, twelve plays
and eighteen musicals were produced by Mr Roger Garrard
during his 37 years at the College (1952-1989). He also edited
the College Magazine for sixteen years. His contribution to the
artistic life of the College cannot be underestimated.

Year Production
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1960
1961
1962
1963

r
She Stoops to Conque
ctor
The Government Inspe
Toad of Toad Hall
Twelfth Night
Jasper Grasper
VIth Form Revue
eam
A Midsummer Night’s Dr
Down to Earth
Trial by Jury
l
Murder in the Cathedra
Patience
ing
Much Ado About Noth
VIth Form Revue
The Sorcerer
A Man for all Seasons

1964
1965 Iolanthe
1966 Twelfth Night
1967 HMS Pinafore
ave’s Dance
1968 Sergeant Musgr
1969 The Mikado
ave (CGS)
1970 One for the Gr
Caesar and Cleopatra
1971 Patience
Opera
1972 Let’s Make an
e of Being Earnest
1973 The Importanc
Penzance
1974 The Pirates of
1975 The Crucible
1976 The Gondoliers
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Hairspray 2010

Year Production
1977

Waiting for Godot
Zigger Zagger
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
1978 Iolanthe
1979 Maria Marten
Man of Mode
1980 Post-Horn Gallop
1981 Orpheus in the Underworld
The Mikado
1982 Murder at the Vicarage
1983 Salad Days
1984 Kiss me Kate
The Boyfriend
1985 Oklahoma
Waiting for Godot
Lord of the Flies
1986 Measure for Measure
1987 Parasol
1989 Oliver!
1990 Twelfth Night
1991 Joseph
1992 The Thwarting of Baron Bolligre
w
1993 Nicholas Nickleby
Noyes Fludde
1994 Oh, What a Lovely War!
1995 A Midsummer Night’s Dream
1996 Songs from the Shows
1997 Slick
Pirates of Penzance

She Stoops to Conquer - the
Grammar School’s first public
performance in December 1953

Year Production
1998
1999
2000
2002
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Our Country’s Good
Romeo and Juliet
Oliver!
Joseph
Murdered to Death
Daisy Pulls it Off
ing
Much Ado About Noth
We Will Rock You

Musical Medley
eam
A Midsummer Night’s Dr
Hairspray

The Pirates of Penzance,
December 1974

'A very susceptible Chancellor'
& Michael Brand, December
1965
Messrs Garrard and
Berry directing a
rehearsal of Iolanthe,
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EDP 5 July 1980

in
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e
Wymondham Colleg

Worldwide
Events
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Taken from 1981 Colle

View
from
Lincoln
Hall
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• Six Iranian-born terrorists
take over the Iranian
embassy in London. The
SAS retakes the embassy
five days later. One
terrorist survives.
• Zimbabwe gains
independence from the
United Kingdom;
controversial leader
Robert Mugabe becomes
Prime Minister.
• John Lennon is shot and
killed by Mark David
Chapman in New York City.

Sponsored
Weekend

The first weekend
of the summer te
rm
saw probably one
of the most
extensive fundraisi
ng events that th
e
school has ever at
tempted. Over th
is
period, about 400
pupils took part in
a
sponsored run, sp
onsored swim or
sponsored walk,
or all three for thos
e
fitness fanatics, to
raise money for th
e
College’s transpo
rt fund, which ha
s
been hit by educ
ation cuts.The
amount raised was
about £2,000!

Full Marks for Wymondham
College on Radio 1
If you had been listening to Radio
1 between began. It was to be
quite
the hours of 6.30 and 7.30 pm on
23
an eventful evening. Claire
December 1980, you would have
heard the
argued with Stuart
starring school on the programme
Talkabout Henderson, (one of the
- Wymondham College. The school
had now extra guests), who ‘had
a
joined the very select band of peo
ple and
go’ at Helen, who argued
establishments featured on Nationa
l Radio.
with Jim Brand (the other
guest), who argued with
41 pupils, 3 teachers, 1 coach-drive
r, 1
David. Me? I managed to
presenter-cum-star, 5 production
staff, 2
disagree with just about
other guests and 2 commissionaire
s all had
everybody, including, at one point,
Adrian
their place in the studio and were
waiting
Love, the presenter! We as a panel
were very
expectantly for the programme to
start. The
lucky to have an audience that wer
e highly
time was 6.25 p.m. and Peter Pow
ell was
vocal, and not afraid to say what they
thought.
winding up his early evening show;
the
They all entered marvellously into the
second hand on the big BBC cloc
k seemed
Christmas spirit: the singalong at the
end of the
to be moving very slowly, for everybo
dy
show was probably one of the loud
est,
and
except the ‘panelists’! These four
people
most out of tune, ever heard on Briti
sh radio.
(Helen Yorke, Claire Smith, David
Dickerson
and myself), had already been in the
studio
…The last word, however, must go
to the
for an hour sampling great quantiti
es of
Producer of ‘Talkabout’ - David Pric
e. His
Radio 1 hospitality. The results wer
e clearly
comment at the end of the evening
was:
visible. Claire had beautifully red che
eks,
“Smashing! come back again - as soo
n as
David had stripped down to his ‘Iron
Maiden’ you can!”
tee-shirt, Helen was more bouncy
than
normal, and I was distinctly light-he
aded. All
Extracts from article by Richard
Lawson
nerves dispersed as soon as the prog
ramme in 1981 College Magaz
ine

College
Events
• The first year the
College offered an
‘O’ level course
in Computer
Studies for the
VIth form.
• Launch of Duke
of Edinburgh
Scheme
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Cruise on the SS Uganda
n I was in the fifth
This trip was in December 1981, whe
still Yugoslavia in
form. We flew out to Split (which was
the hotel was
those days - I remember the water in
i (you could only
brown), then our first port was Santorin
Geography, so I
go to the volcano if you were doing
d Sea and
missed out). We went to both the Dea

fab but
Jerusalem on Christmas Day (that was
it was also
and
Bethlehem was over-commercialised
age toting guns),
pretty shocking seeing children of our
and finally Malta.
Dikili, Pergamon, Rhodes, Knossos,
Pamela Brooks (Sewell) on
www.wcremembered.co.uk

Winter
Last year’s cold weath
er brought a thin cove
r of frost
to most people’s fac
es and hands as Wymo
ndham
College was attacke
d by snowdrifts and
bli
zz
ards.
The best result was
to create a four-inchthi
ck
covering of ice to the
infamous Wymondha
m
College pond.

Having fun
skating on
the pond

The thickness of the ice
brought out many darin
g
youngsters to show off
their courage as they sh
eepishly
tested the solid surface
. After finding out how
supportive the ice was,
many found that weari
ng down
their Clarks el cheapo
mass produced school
shoes
could be fun!! (and done
within a couple of days)
.
Mr Seeley was a great sp
ort and tried his hand too
. I think the moment,
however, was stolen by
Miss Willatts - the belle
of the ice - who showed
off with great virtuosity an
d gusto her triple salchow
s and lutzes followed
by double toe spins and
many other movements
to perform several
technically complicated
sequences (straight from
he
r Robin Cousins
handbook). She showed
great style, even incorpora
ting periods of
relaxation to make climax
es seem greater.
She drew crowds from
miles
around, from Peel, Fry an
d
even New, to the pond
to
watch her.
Unfortunately it was du
ring
one of these lunchtime
sessions, while attempti
ng
the extremely difficult “lim
bo
dancing on ice”, trying
a
height of one foot, she
slipped and ended up
posterior first on the ice
.
Never mind, Miss Willat
ts, that
entertained the masses
too.
Rosie Best, from
1982 magazine
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College Events

Worldwide Events

• Wymondham College becomes a Comprehensive
School.

• The first London Marathon starts with 7,500
runners.

• The Warden is retitled Headmaster and
Housewardens become Heads of House.

• Lady Diana Spencer marries Charles, Prince of
Wales.

• Leavers’ Services introduced.

• Peter Sutcliffe is found guilty of being the Yorkshire
Ripper. He is sentenced to life imprisonment on
13 counts of murder and seven counts of
attempted murder.

• The College celebrates its 30th anniversary.
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Worldwide
Events
• The Falklands War begins
when Argentina invades the
Falkland Islands.
• Prince William is born at St
Mary’s Hospital in Paddington,
West London.

Science Exhibition
put
of Education and Science (DES)
In March 1982, the Department
.
don
cation’ at their head office in Lon
on an exhibition, ‘Micro in Edu
lt
the College in February and as a resu
A representative of the DES visited
Technology were asked to display
the Department of Engineering and
ool in
ibition. The college was the only sch
examples of their work at this exh
e display stand.
the country to have its own complet

College Events
• Sports Hall electronic
scoreboard manufactured.
• Adrienne Reeve, the first girl
from the College to do so,
receives her D. of. E. Gold
Award from Prince Philip at
Buckingham Palace.
• 17-year-old Elizabeth Hull, a
sergeant in the Wymondham
College Air Cadet Force was
the first girl to be awarded the
Kriegie Trophy for being the
best cadet leader in the
country.

The year of the

disabled

Nadeem Saddiqui
was able to make
a contribution he
ultrasonic remote
re by designing an
control unit to en
ab
le handicapped pe
domestic electric
ople to control an
al appliance from
y
their wheelchair or
into production by
be
d. This was put
PCD Ltd of Farnha
m.

• Sony launches CDP-101, the
first consumer compact disc
player.
• The Mary Rose, flagship of
Henry VIII that sank in 1545, is
raised.
• Channel 4, the fourth terrestrial
television channel, is launched
in England, Scotland and
Northern Ireland. The first
programme broadcast is the
game show ‘Countdown’.

USAAF Memorial
Garden
pital
The Technical Drawing Office (ex-hos
been
morgue) is now demolished and has
garden.
replaced by the USAAF memorial
Simon Bird (1982-1989) writes on
photo
www.wcremembered.co.uk "This
of three
has a mobile on it, actually it is a row
the Art
parallel to (if I remember correctly)
tuck shop
Nissen hut and adjacent to the old
box on
ne
(hatch just visible) which had a pho
the end of it.”

Thought for Food - The great
Tuckshop Poll of 1982
Page 86

Results of sports
day May
1982
Page 87

Worldwide Events
• Seatbelt usage for drivers and passengers becomes
mandatory in the United Kingdom.
• Thirty-eight Irish Republican prisoners, armed with six
handguns, hijack a prison meals lorry and smash their
way out of HMP Maze in the largest prison escape in
British history.
• Apple Inc. releases the Apple Lisa personal computer.
• Sally Ride becomes the first American woman in
space, on the Space Shuttle Challenger.

Peel Hall towards
Fry Hall 1983
This were taken in my leaving year of 1983,
when Peel was 6th form only with Mr Entwistle
and Miss Ferguson at the helm. I spent a lot
of
time under the big tree in the picture waiting
to be let
into that Nissen hut for Hums (Humanities) or
History.
The mobile in view was the computer block of
my day. I
think there was one BBC computer on site, and
it was
housed here. All a bit of a mystery for us, and
not very
interesting as the only "game" was something
to do
with setting the trajectory for a rocket mission
to the
moon! No Tony Hawk's skateboarding for us!!
Julie Espley (Roberts)

• Microsoft Word is first released.

For me, the Peel Fry pic starts the commentary
in
my mind of: "So that's the view the boys had.
..". I've
never seen it before and allows me to imagine
it from
their point of view. There was a lot of waving
and
messages and all sorts going on before boys
and girls
were mixed. Joanna Bassingthwaighte

More images
taken from the
Art department
calendar

Both taken from www.wcremembered.c

o.uk

Images taken from
the Art department
calendar

The ‘new’ Music and
Drama Centre
Almost unnoticed at the be
ginning of the school yea
ra
new Music and Drama Ce
ntre came into being. Lig
ht,
airy and spacious rooms
replaced the austere music
rooms in Hut 25 and the
lounge became almost
exclusively a centre for dra
ma,
both in and out of school.

College Events

The Music and Drama Centre
Located between the tennis courts and the staff
houses on what was once the athletics running track.
Built in the mid-60s, this was originally used mostly by
the day pupils before the official merger of the County
Grammar School into Wymondham College in 1971.

An extract from an articl
e
written by Roger Garra
rd in
the 1984 magazine.

• New Music and Drama Centre
comes into being - replacing the
music rooms in Hut 25.
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Panoramic view
from water tower

Running the
British Economy
College Events
• Norfolk's 1984-85 budget for
school buildings was cut, and
the College's future comes
under threat.

lege had entered
1984 was the first year that the Col
nning the British
Hewlett Packard's competition "Ru
held at Essex University
Economy'. The regional heat was
were delighted when
and our senior team of economists
to the final in Edinburgh.
they received a letter inviting them
to Scotland, and the
David Wigney transported the team
that they had won the
whole school was jubilant to hear
had entered. This
competition, for which 1200 schools
ale… greatly needed
proved to be a real boost to our mor
in the time of 'adversity'.
d.co.uk
Taken from www.wcremembere

The Chapel Project
The Chapel has been
attended by generatio
ns
of Wymondham Colle
ge pupils, and there
was
great anticipation wh
en, after Christmas [19
83],
it was closed for exten
sive renovation work
.
...The reasons for the ren
ovation of the Chapel
stemmed mainly from the
sorry state of Block 14
which, until recently, se
rved as the College cin
ema.
The shortcomings of em
ergency lighting, and the
absence of fire exits an
d joined seating, led to
a
closure order being se
rved on it. Many of the
qualities
required to comply with
safety regulations were
already present in the Ch
apel, and it was decided
to
spend the local authority
grant on the improveme
nt of
the Chapel to serve as
cinema and meeting pla
ce
, as
well as its original purpo
se.
...Perhaps the most ob
vious alteration to the bu
ilding
was the blanking off of
alternate windows down
both
sides, to provide vertic
al wall space for eight lar
ge
paintings in acrylic by stu
dents of the Art
Department. They trace
the history of the site fro
m
Roman times to its curre
nt use as a school. The
paintings were a mamm
oth task for those that
undertook them, and the
several postponements
of
the completion date we
re very much appreciated
.
Taken from 1984 Colle
ge Magazine

Paintings in the Chapel

Worldwide Events
• The United Kingdom and the People’s Republic of
China sign the initial agreement to return Hong Kong
to China in 1997.
• A year-long strike action begins in the British coal
industry.
• The Parents’ Action Group is
formed to save the College.
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• Prince Henry of Wales is born.

• Thirty six of Britain and Ireland’s top pop stars
gather in a Notting Hill studio to form Band Aid.
They record the song “Do They Know It’s
Christmas?” to raise money for famine relief in
Ethiopia.
• British Telecom is privatised.

• Apple Macintosh introduced.
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Sick Bay
retired
Sister Betty Godfrey, who
e
in 1985, knew all the Colleg
rs.
tricks after 24 yea

Mr JE Matthews, Head of Modern Languages
retired this year. This is part of his account of
showing a visitor around the School:

“Anyone who has had the task of
showing a visitor around Wymondham
College on a wet day in November will
know the feeling. There ought to be

some kind of early warning system for
them - Of course, I’m sure they
must have told you about us. I mean,
er, that the school looked, um, just a

bit different from what you might have
expected...”
Whoever ‘they’ may have been and
whatever pre-emptive shock absorption
‘they’ may have managed, the poor

wretch - let’s make him masculine still has that slightly stunned look in

his eyes when you join him in Admin,
where those nice ladies have done their
perky best to make him feel at ease.
You are only too aware of that first
incredulous impression one has of the

College
Events

• New format introduced for Mair Cup and the first
year that a draw took place for the order in
which the Houses competed.

o is ill
She said, “You get to learn wh
be!
to
nts
wa
and who is not but
Many are too obvious, such as
putting a thermometer on the
108,
radiator until it reaches about
coffin!
a
g
erin
ord
which would mean
a
led
foo
But I am sure I’ve been
said
couple of times too.” She also
ause
that she had stayed so long bec
inly
everyone was so friendly, but ma
so
re
we
o
wh
because of the children
lovely, so friendly and so polite.

College campus, having yourself once
taken that first right turn in Golf
Links Lane and having experienced the
momentary panic on imagining that you

Libellous limericks taken from
the 1985 College Magazine

had turned mistakenly into a thriving
battery hen complex or perhaps an

extensive pig farm....... You had better
get a move on, otherwise there will be
no time left.... for the one building in
the College worthy of its academic
achievements and aspirations, the
elegantly practical Lincoln
Ralphs Memorial Library...”

Worldwide Events
• Ruth Lawrence achieves a First in
Mathematics at Oxford University at just
13-years-old. She therefore becomes the
• ‘Live Aid’ pop concerts in London,
youngest British person ever to earn a firstPhiladelphia raise over £50 million for famine
class degree and the youngest known
relief in Ethiopia.
graduate of Oxford University.
• A joint French-American expedition locates
the wreck of the RMS Titanic.
• British Telecom announces it is going to
phase out its famous red telephone boxes.
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Another year of confusion
confusion.
ved to be another year of
The School Year 1985/6 pro
r review of
ittee announced that anothe
The new Education Comm
uld take place.
the future of the College wo
on a
the College’s favour, dependent
However, the decision was in
lding projects.
to share the costs of new bui
successful appeal by parents
its finances, the
re responsibility in managing
mo
n
give
s
wa
ff
sta
e
lleg
Co
The
erning body full
professionally and the new gov
parental appeal was planned
of enthusiasm and expertise.
atever our
magazine concludes, “But wh
The Headmaster, in the 1986
is people and at
for us in the future, a school
political masters have in store
ng and nonmarvellous people, staff, teachi
Wymondham College there are
why this is a great
ver the buildings, and that is
teaching, and pupils - whate
be successful.”
shall survive and continue to
school.....and that is why we
page 102.
See more on The Appeal on

Single Dorms in
Kett Hall 1986

Christmas
Ball menu
Worldwide Events

Spitfire flypast
A Mark 2 Spitfire swooped low over the College watched by several staff and
hundreds of pupils. The flypast was painted by Mr David Chedgey, Head of
Art, and then made into a limited edition of 500 prints which were sold to raise
money for the appeal fund (see page 120). The prints were signed by the
pilot, Flight Lt Jim Wild, Commander of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight,
Sqn Ldr Tony Bamfield, and Marshal of the RAF, Sir Michael Beetham.
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College Events
• After a review on the future of
the College, the green light to
stay open was given,
dependent upon a successful
petition by parents to share the
costs of new building projects.

• The United Kingdom and France announce plans to
construct the Channel Tunnel.

• Desmond Tutu becomes the first black Anglican
Church Bishop in South Africa.

• British journalist John McCarthy is kidnapped in Beirut
and three other people are found dead. McCarthy is
eventually released in August 1991.

• One of the reactors at the Chernobyl nuclear plant
explodes in Ukraine, creating the world’s worst nuclear
disaster. Thirty one people are killed directly by the
incident and many more die from cancer in later years.
Several thousand people are exposed to significant
amounts of radioactive material, making vast territories
in Ukraine and Belarus uninhabitable.

• Space Shuttle Challenger disintegrates 73 seconds
after launch, killing the crew of seven astronauts,
including school teacher Christa McAuliffe.
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College Events
• Hut 25 demolished.
• The pond is drained and tidied up, with the
involvement of the Conservation Club.
• The new Refectory comes into use.

In the bleak midwinter,
not so long ago…
it snowed. On the return to school
It snowed......and it snowed.....and
f
, through that white, cold, wet stuf
we fought once more, reluctantly
e’.
g, we awoke to the ‘Northfolk Pol
descending slowly. Come mornin
mos
not to be defeated, and the chief eski
However, the life of the college was
ble
week’ to be had by all. The remarka
swung into action with a ‘fun packed
the
to
d
pare
table appeared could be com
speed at which the emergency time
iously had enough after 40 years of
demolition of Block 25, which had obv
succumbed to the snow?
battling against the elements. Had it

Worldwide
Events
• The Great Storm of 1987:
Hurricane-force winds hit
much of south England, killing
23 people.
• The Order of the Garter is
opened to women.
• Nineteen year-old West
German pilot Mathias Rust
evades Soviet air defences
and lands a private plane on
Red Square in Moscow. He is
immediately detained (released
on 3 August 1988).
• A cross-channel ferry capsizes
outside the harbour off
Zeebrugge in Belgium; 180
passengers drown.
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their car-cum-snowmobiles.
Some staff managed to slide in with
ctive as others and had to be dug
Unfortunately, some were not as effe
rt cut across the fields. This gallant
out while others decided to take a sho
(!) to have lessons, mostly having to
effort meant some were lucky enough
rs, refusing to brave these igloos,
work in freezing classrooms, while othe
oundings of the houses. Between
worked in the more comfortable surr
as some watched the spectacle of
lessons, entertainment was provided
into a little light training on the
Messrs. Lowe and Osbourne getting
Wymondham College ‘piste’.
d of ‘superfit’ pupils who became
The freak weather brought a new bree
e
rons were ‘makin’ it burn’ - yes, Jan
evident, particularly in Kett where mat
times of crisis! The rest of us had to
Fonda can always be relied upon in
trying to convince ourselves it was
make do with our extra periods of PE,
r
g to follow the example of every othe
doing us good while secretly yearnin
school in Norfolk.
tplete without the annual snowball figh
Of course, winter would not be com
ain
but with a few high points such as cert
perhaps a little bit of an anti-climax,
The
!
6th formers, and acting accordingly
6th formers mistaking staff for other
plete
the 8ft high Lincoln snowman, com
‘piece de resistance’ must be though,
tops!
with a heart of ice and deodorant can
their
ks, cleaners and gardeners, etc., for
A special mention must go to the coo
bay
put up with spending the night in sick
magnificent efforts such as having to
and
They were much appreciated,
to be up bright and early the next day.
will triumph in adversity. Let’s hope that
proved once again that true British grit
bad!
summer is as good as the winter was
lege Magazine)
Liz Mowl & Nick Abbott (1987 Col

• The Refectory is opened officially by Sir
James Cleminson; Chairman of the
British Trade Overseas board. It is
referred to by the locals as a 'Nissen
hut with square walls.

Parasol - the
world stage
premiere

Central Dining
The steel framework takes shape.
At this time the new facility was
referred to as 'The Central Dining
Facility' - a cumbersome title
that didn't survive! The intended sea
ting capacity was for 350,
requiring staggered sittings. Sir Jam
es Cleminson (Chairman of
the British Overseas Trade Board)
performed the official opening
on Friday 4th December 1987.
Roving reporters for the 1987 Col
lege Magazine found that the
‘general feeling in the houses we visit
ed was one of avid
disapproval. Everyone could see that
it would save money, but
this still did not outweigh the less
savoury aspects, such as
getting up in all weathers at unearth
ly hours for breakfast!’

ision and screened
Parasol, written for telev
seen in any form
in 1960, had never been
turn of the century
since. The rights to this
a man with a great
piece of frivolity about
ne for loyalty, were
capacity for love and no
o where delighted
given to the College wh
prospect of the
by the privilege and the
to the £360,000
benefits it would bring
lcolm Arnold, who
building fund appeal. Ma
s the link. He lived in
composed Parasol wa
vice-chairman of
Wymondham and was
and Ned Sherrin,
the building appeal. He
h the late Caryl
who wrote the words wit
ise for the
Brahms, were full of pra
ce after attending
Wymondham performan
a rehearsal.

Debris found lurking in the murky
depths of the pond when it was drained.
• Some model boats /aircraft remains
• 1/2 bottle of cider
• 1 sponge
• 2 plimsolls
• 2 hockey sticks
• 1 golf ball
• 1 mug
• Pens
• CDT projects
• Cutlery
• School crockery
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Worldwide
Events

The Ballad of
Wymondham College
from the 1989
magazine

PREP AGAIN !
Back we march from having tea,
In the noisy Refecto ry,
To the lockers we all roam,
Grab our books and give a moan.
Time for prep has come again,
It really is a mental strain!
"We're here to work!" That's what I say
I just don't feel like it today!
I jumble through my choice of books,
There's none of which I like the looks!
Right at the bottom of the pile,
Is science, that'll take a while!
I start to work, the time drags on,
And only ten minutes have gone!
A secret note flies through the air,
The teacher gives a deathly stare.
Behind the pillar comes a noise,
"Stop that now, you naughty boys!"
The girls break out in fits of laughter,
"Nancy Gill, I'll see you after!"
I settle down, and finish working ,
While on me teacher 's eyes are lurking!
The clock strikes eight — it's time to go —
But only till tomorro w, though!
Nancy Gill, Year 4, 1988 College Magazine

College
Events
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The
Duke of Edinburgh
Award Scheme

• Pan Am flight 103 is blown up
over Lockerbie, Scotland, killing
a total of 270 people.
• Women are allowed to study at
Magdalene College, Cambridge,
for the first time. Male students
wear black armbands and the
porter flies a black flag.
• Benazir Bhutto is sworn in as
Prime Minister of Pakistan,
becoming the first woman to
head the government of an
Islam-dominated state.
• The Iran-Iraq War ends, with an
estimated one million lives lost.

e
An article in the 88/89 College magazin
still
gives a brief account of this scheme going strong in the College today.
n the
In recent years this activity has built up withi
College and has attracted a regular following.
in
However, this year witnessed a dramatic rise
a
As
part.
the number of people keen to take
consequence this has led to the number of
record-book holders almost totalling seventy.
New entrants have been at all levels, including
d at
many sixth formers embarking on the awar
Gold level.
The scheme offers countless activities and
to
opportunities, such as a planned expedition
ing a
Nepal, running a hospital radio station, follow
a
police service course, and many others. As
yone
result, there is always something to suit ever
in whatever direction one’s interest may lie.

• The sponsored 15 mile walk along
Peddars Way raising over £18,000 for the
Survival Appeal.

• The Wymondham College Association is
formed, with just over 100 past pupils as
members.
• Movement detectors were fitted in the Halls.

Wymondham
College Fashion
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The Wymondham
Dossers
intrepid fourth years left
On Saturday 13th May, Kett Hall’s
really like to sleep on
the College site to see what it was
city centre, all to raise
the steps of the Library in Norwich
rity.
money for St Mungo’s Housing Cha

Worldwide Events
• The Hillsborough disaster claims the life of 96
Liverpool FC supporters, through a human crush,
in one of the biggest tragedies in football.
• The Tiananmen Square Massacre takes place in
Beijing, covered by international television.
• The Soviet Union announces that all of its troops
have left Afghanistan.
• East Germany opens checkpoints in the Berlin Wall
allowing its citizens to travel freely to West Germany
for the first time in many decades. The next day, in
celebration, Germans begin tearing the rest of the
wall down.

The Hillsborough
Tribute
....When Peter Blair, Jason Banner and David Bugg, in all
their enthusiasm, suggested a 24-hour football event, it
was, as you can imagine, greeted with some trepidation
at first. However with a bit of persuasion, and a bit of
sweet talk, people began to warm to the idea.

board boxes, really
Sleeping rough for one night, in card
t people who have to
brought home to the students wha
They all had a
do this every night have to suffer.
the Headmaster
wonderful experience, with visits from
the Lord Mayor and
and many other College staff, from
riff of Norwich, but
Mayoress of Norwich and the She
on anyone.
agreed that they would not wish this

The last day of term, 1989 fell on the
200th anniversary of the Storming of the
Bastille - Bastille Day. The College ran a
whole programme of events including boules,
French cheese tasting, French cookery and a
Tour de Wymondham College.

So, after a short commemorative service, and an impressive
demonstration of football skills from the first eleven team, the
sixth formers got into gear for the ‘night-shift’. We set up our
sleeping bags, in the vain hope of getting some sleep! And
then each team started to psyche themselves up for the first of
their fifteen minute stints.
With team names such as ‘Orange Peel’, ‘The W Squad’,
‘Gregory Girls’, ‘Murderous Maidens’, Snooker Loopy’, ‘200%’
and ‘Wymondham Warders’, to name a few, you can imagine
some of the mentalities behind the teams...
...And so our night vigil continued, with ample supplies of hot
food and drink, by courtesy of the kitchen staff who also,
generously, donated their wages and moral support to the
cause. Thanks must also go to the resident teaching staff, who
gave up a night’s rest to encourage, comfort and administer
first-aid.

Science Block Foundation
Marshall of the Royal Air Force Sir Michael
Beetham lays the Science Block foundation stone
on the 15th of June 1989 “to record the gift of the
Norwich Town Close Estate Charity whose
generous support of the Wymondham College
Trust appeal enabled Norfolk County Council to
provide this Science Department for the School.”

Spirits remained high throughout the night, even if bodies tired.
It was not until we had staggered back to our respective
Houses, under the incredulous glances of curious main-school
pupils, and got into the queue for the bath, that fatigue hit us full
in the face. Then, when finally we staggered out of bed, we
experienced the PAIN. But we can safely say it wasn’t without
gain, we all derived something to remember from this
worthwhile event.
And, last but not least, we must say thank you to the mainschool who provided the continuity, playing for the remainder of
the day, plus all those whose indirect support and assistance
made the overall event such a success.

College Events
• Foundation stone laid for the Science Block by Sir
Michael Beetham, Marshal of the RAF, on 15th June.
• 6th Formers eat in Houses rather than the Refectory.
• An epidemic/bug did the rounds.

Cara Eves and Kirsty Gray in 1989 College Magazine
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The Appeal

Where did the
money come
from?

Under Threat!
By 1984, the living conditions of the students at the
College had vastly improved. Teaching conditions
however had not. Teaching was still done in Nissen
huts 40 years after they were erected as temporary
structures.
The huts were still heated by the same old boiler
house and still connected by pipes above the ground.
So, in that year, the future of the College seemed very
bleak as the county council, who were footing the
enormous maintenance and heating bills for the old
huts, and with the prospect of a much bigger bill to
replace them, questioned its financial involvement and
began talking of closure. Despite excellent results and

Through enormous generosity, educational
trusts, businesses and the general public of
Norfolk, the money was raised.

the appearance of Wymondham College in the Times
Educational Supplement list of successful Oxbridge
Award Schools, “To be or not to be; that is the
question...” was the thought uppermost in the minds
of parents, staff and pupils during the first half of
1984. The parents took up the standard and a
Parents Action Group was formed. A rescue plan
emerged which, like the College, was unique. The
survival plan included the parents undertaking to raise
half the £720,000 cost of the necessary building
works for the College to survive; the County Council
agreed to match them, pound for pound.

A great deal was raised by efforts within the
school and by parents through events such as
a Christmas Fayre, a fashion show, and a
weekend of sponsored action - Pupil Power!
During Pupil Power weekend, about 800
students, almost the entire College, took part
in sponsored activities including: swimming a
mile, orienteering, piano playing, disco
dancing and football.

Let’s Finish It Togethe

r!

Probably the high point
of the Appeal was the
sponsored walk along
Peddar’s Way on Sund
ay, 27
November 1988 which
raised just under £20,0
00.
This was a team effor
t co-ordinated by Mr
Mo
rley
for the school. Visco
untess Knollys said, “T
he
occasion was a succ
ess in every way and
will live in
the memories of all wh
o took part in it for a
very
long time to come”.

Kett are
awarded the
Golden Boot

Mr Peter Woodrow wrote
after the walk: “For tho
se who
completed the walk, ma
ny will have discovered
tha
t the
thought was worse than
the deed, especially wit
h the
companionship of friend
s. Those who did not
tak
e part,
for whatever reason, pro
bably now wish that the
y had
done so. However, the
net result was a display
of
loyalty
and overwhelming dedic
ation which befits Wymo
nd
ham
College.”
Mr GR Morley, Head of
Creative Design and Tec
hnology,
organised the walk and
devised the Golden Boot
trophy
for the House having the
most students to comp
lete the
course. Lady Ralphs, Pre
sident of the Appeal, pre
sented
the award to Kett Hall, wh
o got home one student
ahead
of Fry!
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Ian Wallace compered a concert at St
Andrew’s Hall to raise money and Dr Malcolm
Arnold gave the College the initial performance
of his play, Parasol, with lyrics by Ned Sherrin
and Caryl Brahms (see page 97).
A teacher, Miss Savage, raised money by
running the London marathon and Mr David
Chedgey, Head of Art, painted a Spitfire
swooping over the College with the prints
being sold to raise funds (see page 94).
Yet more was raised through a series of
reunion dinners organised by Mr
Norton. The money came in
through continuous efforts over
two years.

A truly magnificent gift!
Refectory
At the beginning of December 1987, the new
of the
man
was opened by Sir James Cleminson, Chair
oon, Mr
British Trade Overseas Board. During the aftern
cheque
a
Freddy Self of the Town Close Trust, presented
ees, on a
for £100,000 for the Science blocks. The Trust
high
visit to the College, had apparently noticed the
state of
lling
appa
the
standard of work and morale and
to help
the classrooms. They decided that they wanted
ce
Scien
to
the school by donating money, especially
of the
blocks. In 1989, at the occasion of the laying
Ralphs
Lady
,
foundation stone of the new Science block
ue, which
was interviewed and talked about another cheq
had been presented that day.
given by
“Our cheque today for the sum of £20,000 was
an earlier
Norwich Town Close Estate Charity, following
of the
cheque for £100,000 presented by the Chairman
s can be
Charity. Thanks to our second gift, tutorial room
not only
,
added to the building. We must also thank them
and
for the money, but for their interest and support
likewise our thanks must go to the Honorable
ted
Company of Mercers of London who also dona
money and time.”

Presenting of cheques
in the Sports Hall
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College Events
• Visit by the Duke of Edinburgh.
• The Science Block was opened,
allowing the huts between New
Hall and the Staff houses to be
demolished (numbers 40-42).

The Duke of
Edinburgh’s visit
Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh, visited
the College on 9 March 1990. The following
extract appeared in the magazine that year...
Walking down the line of extremely smart pupils
he reached a section of Sixth Formers and said
good-humouredly "You must be the Sixth Form
because you are the scruffiest lot of them all!"
....He then signed the visitor’s book and was
presented with Wymondham College colours.
Much to our amusement (and Mr Wolsey’s
embarrassment) the presentation speech went
slightly wrong: “These are awarded to pupils for
dedication, performance, courage, and

• Bean bag seating, carpets,
flowers, etc introduced in
Houses, to improve residential life
following comments in an HMI
inspection of boarding.

...”He was great,” enthused 15-year-old
Heidi Lynch. “He was so friendly and
seemed interested in everything. I told
him I was working in a French project.
He said, how awful, and smiled.”
...Prince Philip spent some considerable
time talking to students taking the Duke
of Edinburgh Award, including a group
who recently returned from a trip to
Nepal. Tim Vogel, 19, said: “He was
particularly interested in what we had
done, and explained he was familiar with
the territory having been there himself.
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“He was clearly impressed, although
we would perhaps never have considered
going there if such an award scheme
was not available. It was a proud
moment to meet him for all of us.”
From Eastern Evening News 10 March 1990

letter re
t form a
c
a
r
t
orfolk
x
e
An
riff of N
e
h
S
h
e Hig
from th

selfishness”.
“SELFISHNESS?” queried the Duke.
“No, I mean selflessness”, quickly corrected our
Headmaster!

Worldwide Events
• Margaret Thatcher resigns as Prime Minister; John Major succeeds
her as Party Leader and is appointed Prime Minister by the Queen.
• Channel Tunnel workers from the United Kingdom and France meet
40 metres beneath the English Channel seabed.
• Police seal off Brixton in South London following protests against
poll tax.
• East Germany and West Germany reunify into a single Germany.
• President F.W. de Klerk allows the African National Congress to
legally function again in South Africa. Nelson Mandela is released
after 27 years in jail.
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.. .I m ust recor
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Worldwide
Events
• Operation Desert Storm
begins with air strikes
against Iraq in the Gulf War.
• The Soviet Union recognizes
the independence of the Baltic
states and the Soviet Union
officially ceases to exist.

Mr Ronald Wolsey,
Principal wrote in
April 1991 in the
College Magazine
ing point in the
January 1st 1991 marked a turn
rporation of the
history of the College, on the inco
School.
school as a Grant-Maintained
relief that we are
“It is a source of sadness as well as
of the Local
no longer a member of the Empire
ause we owe our
Education Authority ... it is sad bec
school to the
very existence as a state boarding
Norfolk Education
initiative, enterprise and vision of the
cation Officer, Sir
Committee inspired by its Chief Edu
kept faith with the
Lincoln Ralphs in 1951. We have
espread
aspirations which received such wid
d of our Norfolk
acclaim....We shall always be prou
nty of Norfolk will be
origins and we hope that the Cou
We have had to
proud of our achievements also...
aring for Grantspend a great deal of time in prep
to improve our
Maintained status, we are planning
The future of the
boarding houses from the funds....
n for many years.”
College is brighter than it has bee

College Events
• Wymondham College becomes a Grant
Maintained school, independent of Norfolk
County Council
• The day boarder system begins

• Queen Elizabeth becomes first
British monarch to address
the United States Congress
• Freddie Mercury, the lead
singer of British rock group
Queen, dies from AIDS

• Sixth formers return to a refurbished Lincoln Hall
• On 27th April,
Wymondham
College celebrates
its 40th birthday

e’s
Letter sent to the Collegfrom
Head of Resources .
Washington D.C

W y m o n d ha m Co lleg
e 203 1 A .D
Celebrating 40 years
The College grounds and lessons inside the hut

On the 40th anniversary of the Col
lege, a group of third years were ask
ed to write their impressions, for the
College magazine, as to how Wym
ondham College might have change
d in 40 years’ time. The following
some extracts from their ideas...
are
Building and living conditions
“The walls of the old chapel hut are
now so old that they have to be spra
yed daily to kill off the rust and
preserve the building. Many members
of the R.P.S.A (Robots, Parents and
Staff Association) feel that the buil
ought to be pulled down; others thin
ding
k that it is a good influence on the
school to have a memorial to rem
of the past.”
ind them
Lessons and Discipline
“All teaching uses computer technolo
gy to pass on information, ideas and
even beliefs. This is helped by an
annual brain scan to see how the
pupils are progressing.”
“Work in 2031 will be more advanc
ed but it will be easier for the teac
hers to mark. Everything will be don
computer about the same size and
e on a
thickness of one of today’s exercis
e books. When you open it up on
you have the screen. It will be eas
one
side
ier to mark because the teacher type
s in what is required for the preps
transmitted to all the pupils in that
and it is
class no matter where they are. Onc
e this is done, it will also mark it. The
teacher then gets feedback confirm
ing that the pupil has done the wor
k.”
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Worldwide
Events
• Betty Boothroyd becomes the
first woman to be elected
Speaker of the British House
of Commons.

Mr Wolsey retires
Extracts from the
1992 magazine

This photo was taken in 1972 at
the time of Ken Bowman's retirement.
He started at the College in 1957
as Head of Languages and was
Housemaster of South (later
Gloucester) until he became Deputy
Warden in 1963. Ron Wolsey had
just taken over from Ray Metcalfe as
Warden. The photo was taken at the
southern end of the sports block.
College Events
• Ronald Wolsey retires as Head, ending with
a tour of schools in San Francisco, Vancouver
and Japan.
• John Haden becomes Principal.
• Peel Hall converted back to a Hall
of Residence.
• Dormitories equipped with fitted carpets.
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“Perhaps my greatest ple
asure,
however, comes when I
see
Wymondham College pu
pils
growing up into well-adju
sted
young men and women,
and when
at times I have felt a little
disappointed with the od
d pupil, folk
from outside have sung
the praises of the schoo
l and
commented on the court
esy and thoughtfulness
and poise of our
pupils in general, as well
as their academic achievem
ents. My
final comment on Wymo
ndham College pupils is
tha
t
I am rather
proud of them!” Mr R Wo
lsey
“I have once said that Mr
Wolsey relished a challe
nge. It was
fortunate that he was at
the helm when the big tes
t
came in the
early 1980s, when the loc
al authority tried to close
the College.
Tireless, resolute, resource
ful and dedicated, he left
nothing to
chance. Every possible wa
y in which our case could
be presented
was thought of, pursued
and acted upon. Wymond
ham College
would not be here today
if Mr Wolsey had not been
He
ad at that
moment of crisis. What mo
re fitting memorial can the
re be to one
man’s time of office than
that the institution he served
so well for so
long is still there?” Mr R Ga
rrard
“He has always recognis
ed that a good school ha
s a continuous
life and owes a debt to the
past. He has enhanced
tradition by
recognising that values,
principles and standards
are immutable
though their application
adapts to changing circum
stances...His
achievements go beyond
the permanent buildings
which have
marked his passage.” La
dy Ralphs
“The high reputation of the
school, locally and natio
nally, bears
witness to his qualities as
an outstanding headma
ster; he is
stimulating and vigorous
to work with and is still bu
rsting with
ideas for new opportuniti
es for his students.” Sally
Marshall,
Chairman of the Gove
rnors

• A fire breaks out in Windsor
Castle, causing over £50 million
worth of damage with a number
of important works of art, books
and furniture lost.
• Signing of the Maastricht Treaty
on 7th February, which founded
the European Union.
• Euro Disney opens in France.

Anglian Body Building
Championship
The College added yet another
sport to its repertoire when Chris
Bajak recorded a victory in the
Teenage Class at these
championships. Held at the Marina
Leisure Centre, Great Yarmouth, the
competitors received an enthusiastic
welcome from over 2000 spectators.
Chris’s class was the most tightly
contested, but his overall
presentation and confidence on
stage gave him the edge.

David
Kossoff:
The
Storyteller
On a Friday morning in
October, students made
their way to the Sports Hall to listen to the world
famous David Kossoff, storyteller supreme (and anti-drugs
campaigner). The first to third years were entertained in a
‘startling fashion as he retold the Old Testament in his own
modernised, bizarre spell-binding language for one and a half
hours - with the occasional interruption for us to have a wriggle!‘
(Tom Legrice and James Reed, 1992 Magazine)
The seniors experienced a ‘Review of the Late Great Paul” and the
following are extracts from Chloe Erlam’s article in the College
Magazine:
“How could such a breath-taking performance be created from such a
simple set, so few props?...As David Kossoff began to fill out the story
with dates and facts, the audience were stunned; everything became
silent. All sat with eyes wide open, obviously many finding out for the
first time in a true “flesh and blood” situation the devastating effect of
drugs. A talented, popular and famous musician, Paul, the much loved
son of David Kossoff, had simply thrown his good fortune to one side
for nothing more than a variety of pills, cigarettes and substances
injected by needles....
An audience of once giggling teenagers, we soon turned silent,
fascinated by the amazing strengths of this man recreating for us the
story of his son - a drug addict. He had money; he had friends, he was
world famous....
Without any heavy moralising, David Kossoff left us all with a
devastating sense of tragedy, and above all, a sense of the WASTE of a
promising talent.”

In September 1992, Mr John Haden became Principal.
Impressed by the energy of the place but dismayed by the rusty
Nissen huts, now almost 50 years old, his aim was to get
funding for ‘new buildings worthy of the school and the people.’
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Vampire.... to haunt the school for several years
The T22 Sea Vampire aircraft arrived at the College in
pieces. It will be cleaned, repaired and eventually put
back together by pupils.
For some time the Aircraft Restoration Group has
restored parts of aircraft for the Imperial War Museum at
Duxford. The next step is this entire aircraft. The
College have it on long term loan for restoration. There

are only three of these T22s in existence and the
restoration will take several years. After the group have
repaired any damage, dealt with corrosion and carried
out a complete repaint, the aircraft will be returned to
Duxford for permanent display as part of the National
Collection.

Fashion
The College raised over
£75 for Comic Relief when
they were given a glimpse
into the high-flying world
of fashion.
Students of all different ages
held a special fashion day,
including visits to fashion and
accessories manufacturers, a
colour analysis workshop, a speech on theatrical costume
and a fashion show. The fashion show displayed
creations from the students with themes including rebels
and rubbish, rave and grunge, styles through the
decades, futuristic as well as recycle-ment - using
different coloured dustbin bags.

Kett House
formal

College Events
• Nissen huts have their own
heating systems, green paint
and replacement windows.
• Tomlinson Hall, staff chalets
and old gym demolished.
• Technology Block under
construction on the site of hut
28 with a grant of £500,000.
• Morley Hall closed by Norfolk
Education Committee and put
up for sale. This was previously
the Coraver-Browne family
home.
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Worldwide Events
• The public is allowed inside Buckingham Palace for
the first time.
• Benazir Bhutto becomes the first woman elected to
lead a post-colonial Muslim state in Pakistan.

• The World Wide Web is born at CERN.
• Palestine Liberation Organisation leader Yasser Arafat
and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin shake hands
in Washington D.C. after signing a peace accord.
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Mercury 21 October 1994

Worldwide
Events
• The Channel Tunnel, which
took 15,000 workers over
seven years to complete, finally
opens between England and
France, enabling passengers to
travel between the two
countries in just 35 minutes.
• The Church of England ordains
its first female priests.

New Technology Block

• New Sunday Trading Laws
allow shops in Britain to open
legally on Sundays.

Hut 26 was built in 1943 and served as an Officers'
Ward of the United States Army Air Force (USAAF)
77th (later 231st) Station Hospital until its closure in
June 1945.

• Nelson Mandela is inaugurated
as South Africa's first black
President.

For most of the next five years, 26 was part of 'Butler
Court,' the accommodation area for men undertaking
emergency training courses to meet the post-war national
shortage of teachers. As Dorm 26, the hut was home to
many Wymondham College boys through the 50s and well

• Three-time Formula One
world champion Ayrton Senna
is killed in an accident during
the San Marino Grand Prix in
Imola, Italy.

into the 60s, when it then formed part of overspill
accommodation arrangements until New Hall was opened
in 1967. Dorms 26-31 were connected by a fully enclosed
covered way that was built c1952 and mostly demolished
in 1977.

Mercury 24 June 1994

When its use as a dormitory ceased, 26 was used by the
language department and then the technology department.
The new Technology Block was opened by the Rt Hon
John MacGregor MP. He and a host of other VIPs
assembled for the unveiling of the plaque to commemorate
the finishing of the first phase of the new block. Mr Booth
and other members of the technology staff then proudly led

Hut 26 being dwarfed by
the new Technology Block

them on a guided tour of the new facilities.

College Events
• New Technology Block opened
by John McGregor, MP for
South Norfolk
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For the 1995 College Magazine,Year 10s were asked
to recollect their first memories of coming to the College...

Mercury
24 November 1995

College Events
• Old workshops become the
Language Department, allowing
3 more huts to be demolished
adjacent to Golf Links Road.
• Peel Hall becomes a junior
House (Year 7), Principal's Office
and Administration Office.
• Lincoln Hall is occupied by the
Upper 6th Form, with their own
Dining Hall.
• Lower 6th become House
Prefects.

Worldwide
Events
• The United Kingdom's oldest
investment banking firm,
Barings Bank, collapses after
securities broker Nick Leeson
loses $1.4 billion by
speculating on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange.
• For the first time in 26 years,
no British soldiers patrol the
streets of Belfast, Northern
Ireland.
• The DVD, an optical disc
computer storage media
format, is announced.
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Peel - a Year 12

view

The major chan
ge to Houses in
1995 was the
establishment
of Peel as hom
e
to
Year 7, boarders
day pupils. Kev
and
in Chatten was
on
e
of several Year
students who op
12
ted to help out.
“As the experimen
tal year of a Year
7 house, this year
proved to be both
has
busy and challeng
ing. Seldom a da
by in peace as th
y goes
e energetic Year
7 raid the break
11.30 or as they
ro
om
at
gather for lunch.
Learning each na
first task but of co
m
e is the
urse some names
are committed to
memory from the
word go! Brave
Year 7 House staf
lower sixth studen
f and
ts take on heavy
responsibility with
younger ones an
the
d help introduce
them into second
school life. Com
ary
mitment is heavy
and opting to he
Peel is no easy ta
lp
out in
sk. Patience, de
termination and to
all go with the job
lerance
- if that fails then
two aspirin usua
the trick. The ye
lly
does
ar has been an ev
entful and enjoya
Prospects for Pe
ble one.
el Year 7 House
look good for the
fu
ture.”
From the 1996
College Magaz
ine
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New Sick Bay!
Planning permission was
y,
obtained for a new Sick Ba
linking
by
which would be created
It
two staff houses together.
6.
began use in November 199

College Events
• Planning permission obtained
for new Sickbay (by linking two
staff houses). It begins use in
November.
• The College is granted
Technology status.
• Music and sports scholarships
first offered.

sen
During its time in a windy Nis
rating
ope
the
hut, which started as
spital
theatre of the 231st Station Ho
the
(pictured), the Sick Bay, and
ed
people associated with it cop
lt.
dea
with anything they were
There were many epidemics,
gitis
including influenza and menin
was
and sometimes the Sick Bay
sick
full, but the staff supervised
g
pupils cared for in the boardin
houses by matrons.

Worldwide Events
• In Roslin, Scotland, scientists announce that an
adult sheep named Dolly had been successfully cloned.
Dolly is the first mammal to be cloned from an adult
somatic cell. She was born in July 1996
and died in 2003.

• Unemployed former shopkeeper Thomas Hamilton
walks into the Dunblane Primary School in Scotland and
opens fire, killing 16 students and one teacher before
then shooting himself.

• An IRA ceasefire ends when a half-tonne bomb
explodes in London's Canary Wharf district, killing two
• Martina Hingis becomes the youngest person in history
and causing over £85 million worth of damage.
to win at Wimbledon in the Ladies' Doubles event, aged
15 years and 282 days.

Visit of the Under-Secre
tary
of State for Education,
Mrs Cheryl Gillan MP
On 24th May, in typical Wymo
ndham weather conditions
for an
important visit, Mrs Gillan visi
ted the College. She was her
e to see the
new boarding arrangements
for Year 7, to tour the new Tec
hnology
Block and examine the work
of students from Year 7 to Yea
r 13.
... After lunch, Mrs Gillan pre
sented many awards to stu
dents during
the College Assembly. Am
ong those presented were
several of the
prestigious ‘College Lions’,
which Mrs Gillan in her spe
ech described
as “the award every pupil at
Wymondham College should
strive
to achieve’.
EDP 2 May 1996
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Extracts from the 1996 Co
llege Magazine
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College Events

Princess Anne
taking in the
Wymondham
College project

• Phase 1 of the Science extension (2 labs) being
erected
• Grant obtained for the second phase of the Technology
Block (Art & Design rooms). When complete, hut 30
and half of hut 26 will be demolished.
• All old covered ways are demolished.
• The first meeting of the Wymondham College
Trust (WCT).
• The only remaining huts are the Chapel, 11 (History),
12 (Art, Craft & Restoration), 30, 32, 34 and 36.

Best Industry Education Link
The Business GNVQ students reached the finals of a
aim
regional competition, called the Norfolk Challenge. The
ely
of the Challenge was to involve students constructiv
g
with companies and organisations in the food and farmin

"The bad news is that Mrs Tablock
and I will have to retire, children.
After many years of teaching in
Nissen huts we're the wrong shape for
normal classrooms."

industry.
and
Being finalists we had to present our report at the Norfolk Show,
er holidays,
repeat the presentation again at the beginning of the summ
to an audience of 400 people at Easton College.

GNVQ Class in Mobile 1997
From left: Gareth Teage, Alan Peukethman,
Adam Beeson, James Linder, Dean Pullen.

Worldwide
Events

s, where
This project was also submitted for the EDP Business Award
Link
we were delighted to be named as Best Industry - Education
£2,000 for
Winners 1997; an award that won the Business department
win, and
new equipment. This was a very prestigious award for us to
raphs
what followed was a ream of presentations, interviews, photog
and gala luncheons.

• Diana, Princess of Wales, is
involved in a car crash in the Pont
de l'Alma road tunnel in Paris.
She is pronounced dead four
hours later, at 04:00 a.m.

Taken from the 1998 College Magazine

• The House of Commons votes
for a total ban on handguns.
• Scotland votes to create its own
Parliament after 290 years of
union with England.
• Wales votes in favour of
devolution and the formation of a
National Assembly.
• Bloomsbury Publishers publishes
JK Rowling’s Harry Potter and
the Philosopher’s Stone.

Those involved were Tom Mead, Tom Payne, Matt
Worman, John Burridge, Charlie Maddocks, Polo
Wong and Lorenza Fontana.

• The comet Hale-Bopp makes its
closest approach to Earth.
• The United Kingdom hands
sovereignty of Hong Kong to the
People's Republic of China.

Mercury 4 July 1997
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College Events
Over the course of this year, a number of
developments popped up around
Wymondham College:

• English block, we added a disabled access ramp so
that now wheelchairs have easy access to every
department.

• Science Laboratory extension, two new laboratories
between Technology and the main Science block.

• New roadway outside PE and New Hall.

• Two new Maths classrooms, converted from small
Science laboratories in the main Science block.

Construction of the
Memorial Garden

• The completion of the Design and Technology block,
this give us ten new classrooms for Art, Business
Studies, Geography and Learning Support.

• Fry internal decorations as well as sinks, basin and
bath upgrading.

ster
A group of College students and Headma
y School
John Haden visited the Mvara Secondar
summer of
in the West Nile area of Uganda in the
s that
1997 and helped to build rainwater tank
would supplement a borehole supply.
the
When 15 Mvara students and staff came to
do
to
College in 1998 they expressed a wish
something in return and this resulted in
construction of a garden and sanctuary in
memory of the 8th USAAF.

of the
The chosen area for the garden was the site
drawing office,
231st Station Hospital morgue, later technical
.
then a computer laboratory and finally a store
In November 1998 members of the 2nd Air
ge for a
Division USAAF Executive visited the Colle
Base
very moving reunion with their old wartime
Hospital. The 2nd Air Division flew from 14
airfields in Norfolk and North Suffolk from 1942
until the war ended in 1945 and lost over 6700
young airmen in that period.

the
These veterans were deeply touched to see
at the
new American Memorial Garden now built
ents in
stud
College and were delighted to meet the
their
the old wartime Nissen hut Chapel and hear
Dick
.
fanfare played so well by the College Band
for
Butler, one of the aircrew who was treated
d the
combat wounds at Morley Hospital presente
in
College with a painting to mark the occasion,
ge by
addition to the cheque presented to the Colle
the 2nd Air Division Association.
e (David Hastings is a
David Hastings, 1999 College Magazin
with the Second Air
Governor of the College and presented us
to the House which
Division Trophy which is awarded each term
ts).
has collected the most amount of House poin
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EDP 24 October 1998

Worldwide Events
• Europeans agree on a single currency,
the Euro.
• The European Court of Human Rights
is instituted.
• The death penalty is formally
abolished in the United Kingdom.
• Google Inc. is founded by Stanford
University Ph.D. candidates Larry
Page and Sergey Brin.
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College Events
• Rear section of hut 32 removed in 1951 this hut was the dormitory
for boys of the Easton School of
Agriculture.
• Phase 2 of the Design &
Technology Block was opened by
Charles Clarke MP (UnderSecretary for School Standards).
• Last year of being a grantmaintained school, the school
becomes a Foundation School
in September.

Flagship for
Enterprise
G-Design was set up to design web pages, at low
cost, for local businesses, a task the young
students embraced. As a young business, they
discovered the difficulties of experimenting with the
delicacies of the technology of the future. The main
aim was to develop strategies. The experience gained
through interacting, as a website design company was
crucial in developing teamwork by co-operating with
their fellow peers.
G-Design triumphed in the Norfolk area final of the
EDP Young Enterprise Business Awards, a reflection of

• Completion of Humanities and
English Block in July.

Worldwide
Events

sales to Dingles Motor Group Ltd., and to Flexiprint.
Winning Team: From right, Tristan Botly (managing
director), Paul Middlege (operations director), Paul
Clarke (sales and marketing), Jeffrey Neal (personnel)
and Alex Halls (company secretary).

• The first Welsh Assembly in over
600 years opens in Cardiff.
• NATO launches air strikes
against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, which refused to
sign a peace treaty. This marks
the first time NATO has attacked
a sovereign country.

Excerpt from Young Enterprise by P Middlege
and M Conway in 1999 College Magazine

• The International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
indicts Slobodan Miloševic and
four others for war crimes and
crimes against humanity, all
committed in Kosovo.
• Tori Murden is the first woman to
cross the Atlantic Ocean solo by
rowboat.

Mercury 26 November 1999

• World population reaches six
billion, as the United Nations
declare the six billionth person is
born in Sarajevo, Bosnia and
Herzegovina.

Charles Clarke MP, Minister for School Standards at the
opening of the second phase of the Design and Technology
Building in May 1999.
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College Events
• Mr John Haden departs, and
Mrs Victoria Musgrave becomes
Principal.
• The College is awarded
Sportsmark Gold, for the
second time!

Mr Haden departs
summer
Mr Haden left Wymondham College at the end of the
tion having
term in 2000. He moved on to another post in educa
penultimate
achieved a massive amount of funding and with the
Nissen hut about to be pulled down.

Worldwide
Events
• Y2K passes without serious
failures, despite fears of the
Millennium Bug breaking
down computers.
• Dr. Harold Shipman is found
guilty of murdering 15 patients
between 1995 and 1998 and
is subsequently sentenced to
life imprisonment.
• The Tate Modern Gallery
opens in London.
• Air France Flight 4590, a
Concorde aircraft, crashes
into a hotel in Gonesse just
after take-off in Paris. All 109
passengers are killed, in
addition to four people from
the hotel.
• The United Kingdom fuel
protests begin. Refineries
are blockaded and therefore
supply to the country's
network of petrol stations
is halted.

to get
John Haden had great drive and energy, with a determination
, and his
funding for new buildings worthy of the place and the people
ht in
broug
be
to
d
insistence that new faces as well as his own neede
or complacent.
ensured that the College did not become inward looking
by his
shown
are
The values by which Mr Haden wished to be judged
g young
own comment on what he found most rewarding, “Seein
do.”
people achieve things, which they didn’t think they could
e Magazine,
Paul Spencer Ellis (Vice-Principal) writes in the 2000 Colleg
place the
“Waiting lists for boarding places, examination results which
and the
ry
College among the highest-performing schools in the count
d World
disappearance of what he calls ‘the largest collection of Secon
sses achieved
War Nissen huts in Western Europe’ are among the succe
the first to
by John Haden over eight years as Principal. He would be
and
say that the success of any school stems from quality staff
l importance
crucia
the
nise
students, but both parents and Ofsted recog
g its ethos.
of the quality of a Principal in leading a school and definin
We wish him well in his new endeavours.”

Master Classes
Master classes on
a Saturday morning
for Years 5 and 6?
Do you think there
will be enough inte
rest?
That was the respo
nse of many when th
e
College launched th
is initiative in four su
bje
cts:
Science, Maths, De
sign-Technology an
d
IC
T in
2000. But there we
re almost 200 appli
ca
tions
for the 100 places av
ailable, so success
was immediate.
A band of willing six
th form helpers enter
ed into the spirit of
and guided the youn
the exercise
gsters, making sure
that everyone had a
jolly time.
The masterclasses
were an enjoyable an
d worthwhile experie
the youngsters fully
nce and
deserved the certifica
tes awarded by the
on the last Saturday
Pr
incipal
.
Taken from the Co

Drugs Education Group
This was the second year of the the Drugs Educ
ation Group, who
received funding from the Barclays New Futures
Scheme. The group
were featured in the Daily Telegraph newspape
r when the paper did a
series of articles about drugs education. They were
also invited to
attend the New Futures Conference and make
a presentation to
schools considering joining the scheme. The confe
rence was chaired by
Blue Peter’s Diane Louise Jordan. The Group were
also asked to go on
the Kilroy Silk Show, twice, when young people
and drugs were the
subject of the show, filmed in the home of Easte
nders. And finally, the
group were invited to send a student representa
tive, Hannah
Chalmers, to a meeting in London to decide on
distributing
£2,000,000 to future award winners.

Sportsmark
Gold
riety of the
The quality and va
provision is
College’s sporting
ly when Sport
recognised official
for the second
England awarded,
ark Gold - the
time, the Sportsm
able, earned by
highest award avail
d or independent
very few maintaine
The award is
schools in Britain.
partment, the
credit to the PE De
ents, the many
enthusiasm of stud
her departments
colleagues from ot
games, and
who also help with
ort and help.
parents who supp

Andy Boorman with students Robbie Fowle
and David Harrison-Jones accepting the
Sportsmark Gold Award

llege Magazine, 20
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Passing Times:
Reflections on ‘Foot
and Mouth’

Young Engineers for Britain
formed polycarbonate, won its
A car body, built out of vacuum
a second prize at the Young
Wymondham College inventor
petition (Class A Individual;
Engineers for Britain 2001 Com
11-14 Years).

full-sized car bodies in similar
Robin Shute had the idea of building
those used to make the bodies
ways, and from similar materials, to
ur with Lotus, based nearby, and
for model cars. The idea found favo
ce body for a 340R sports car.
led to the manufacture of a four-pie
y used include: reduced weight,
Advantages over the GRP currentl
reen and headlight covers. The
lowered costs and integral windsc
resistant to low speed collision
body is also recyclable and more
on
damage. Although the demonstrati
ions
vers
body is transparent, production
could be made opaque, maintaining
transparency for the windscreen and
headlight covers.
Taken from
www.wcremembered.co.uk

As you approach, signs of ‘warning’, ‘caution’
‘No Entry’ and instructions catch one’s eye.
You feel surrounded, as though you are

Taste of Success
Thomas Dring (Year 10) achieved
success as a Taste of Success
Outstanding Achievement Award winner
at Gold level. Only six students in the
country, two at each level, have the
honour of attending the Good Food
Show in Birmingham; this year Tom
was able to do this as a result of his
project ‘East meets West’ based on
oriental cooking.
Tom had the opportunity of watching
Jamie Oliver cook various dishes and
then each award winner was called on
to the stage individually and presented
with a signed copy of Jamie’s latest
recipe book. Apparently, the ‘whole
day was pukka!’
From the 2001 College Magazine

Entering a possessed world, really it is
your home.
The barns are empty, no suggestion of life,
And you shudder; a feeling of dread comes
over you.
You turn away, knowing the past, what you
Remember now gone, and, taken away, your
way of life.
The event still goes on, unsolved and real.
The consequences nobody yet knows.
Ella Howell, Year 9

Worldwide
Events
• Foot and Mouth Disease crisis
begins in the United Kingdom.

College Events
• The College celebrates its
50th Anniversary.
• Opening of the new
Mathematics Block.

• Politician and novelist Jeffrey
Archer is sentenced to four
years in prison for perjury and
perverting the course of
justice.
• Almost 3,000 people are killed
in the ‘9/11’ terrorist attacks in
the United States.
• Sherpa Temba Tsheri
becomes the youngest person
to conquer Mount Everest, at
the age of just 16-years-old.
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50th Anniversary
As part of the 50th anniversary celebrations, the
Art Department liaised with the Technology
Department to design and build the water
feature for the middle of the Technology block. It
was designed by Mr Chambers, Head of Art,
and sponsored by Hartford Manufacturing.

Music
One of the most prestigious eve
nts of the year took place in No
rwich
with both the Concert Band and
the Jazz Band being invited to
take
part in the USAAF 2nd Air Div
ision celebrations. Firstly the
Jaz
z Band
provided an evening’s enterta
inment at the Hilton Hotel at
No
rwi
ch
Airport for the American vetera
ns upon their arrival on Sunday
4
November, much to their deligh
t. This was followed, on Wedne
sday
7 November, with the Conce
rt Band performing at the cer
emony for
the official opening of the new
2nd Air Division Memorial Lib
rary at
The Forum, Norwich. We we
re honoured to play the ‘2nd
Air Division
Fanfare’ and ‘Acclamation’ as
part of the ceremony, followe
d by
some of our more informal mu
sic to entertain the veterans
over lunch. These events we
re
attended by the Lord
Lieutenant of Norfolk, Sir
Timothy Colman; General
Kenneth Hess of the
USAAF, and all forms of the
media. Both Mr Day and
Mr Donley received medals
from the 2nd Air Division
Association in recognition of
their hard work.
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The College Entrance
For a new visitor this would be one of
the first views upon arriving on site. The
old Admin Hut and Tuck Shop are no
more and the void left is now car
parking spaces. Some of the school
administration offices are now in Peel
Hall, on the left, as are all the first year
students.

Worldwide
Events
• Euro notes and coins are issued in
France, Spain, Germany, Italy,
Portugal, Greece, Finland,
Luxembourg, Belgium, Austria,
Ireland and the Netherlands.
• Princess Margaret, the Queen’s sister,
dies in hospital after suffering a stroke.
• The Queen Mother dies in her sleep
at the Royal Lodge: she was
101-years-old.
• The Queen celebrates her Golden
Jubilee.
• Terrorists detonate bombs in two
nightclubs in Kuta, Bali, killing 202
people and injuring over 300.

College Events
• New computers in the boarding
Houses, laptops for all teaching
staff and networked computers
throughout the College.
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A record breaking yea
r for
the Principal’s Council
Every year, a selected
group of students work
unstintingly
hard for the College the Principal’s Council
. Whilst
preparing for exams the
y still find the time to
show visitors
around the College, to
entertain guests, organ
ise charity
events and meet week
ly with the Principal wi
th an update
on what is important to
the students of Wymo
ndham
College.
The highlight of the year’s
work is the Sixth Form Fo
rmal, enjoyed
each year by staff and stu
dents. But another import
ant sector of
the Principal’s Council is
the charity fundraising. In
academic year
2001/2002, a record of jus
t under £3,000 was raised
through various events inc
luding
‘Jeans for Genes’
Day, ‘Pop Idol’ and
Red Nose Day.

Fry and Cavell Halls
Occupants of Fry and Cavell Halls now
have unobstructed views across an
open grass area toward Golf Links
Road. This is the area that used to be
the location of Tomlinson Hall and
other Nissen huts along a covered
walkway. These huts included at
times classrooms for music, art,
technical drawing (when that moved
from the old mortuary) and one hut
converted into a cinema for the
Saturday evening film shows.
The old sickbay hut used to be just
to the right of the camera location
and the annexe, an overflow
dormitory used mostly by 2nd year boys in
the late 60s and early 70s, was the hut
next to that. The original gymnasium was
at the farthest end of this area.

New buildings dominate the areas
beyond but still standing tall over the
whole site is the water tower, seen in the
distance over the new refectory, but its
outline is now bristling with cellphone
and other communication antennae. The
former workshops, visible beyond Peel
Hall, are still in use as classrooms but
now by the Languages Department.

High Street
Gone are the days of hand-drawn carts loaded
with supplies moving slowly up and down the
High Street from the Main Dining Hall to the
kitchens in each of the halls. Now there are
speed bumps. The hand-drawn carts have
been replaced by an electric milk float, as seen
parked outside Fry Hall on the right, that is
used to ferry equipment around the site.
Gone also is the old library hut that used to be
on the left side but now the High Street is
bordered by neatly trimmed hedges that have
grown up over recent years.
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College Events
• Opening of the Tom Eaton
Centre.

England Cap!

L.A.S.T is here
(at last)
(Listening And Support Team) This is a
group of 6th form listeners. There are 12
volunteers in total and they have received
training in listening skills and child protection
both in school and from external agencies,
e.g. Childline.
This is an exciting development as it has long
been recognised that children will often talk
to their peers or others near their age rather
than divulge their worries to adults. The
College feels that a well trained and carefully
selected group of responsible and willing
volunteers will provide an additional resource
for troubled children.

Mrs Victoria Musgrave - Principal
and Mr Tom Eaton OBE TD DL

Taken from the 2003 College Magazine

Opening of the
Tom Eaton Centre
This year we followed the Founders’ Day service with the opening
of our new sixth form block, The Tom Eaton Centre - a teaching
block for Law, Psychology, Sociology and IT.
Tom Eaton OBE TD DL has been a good friend to the College, a former
Chair of Governors and, in 2003, a trustee, He fought for the College
when it was under threat, with a team of supporters, and we were
delighted to name the new building after him in recognition of his
contribution. He was joined on that occasion by the senior officer from
USAF Lt Col Chevalier Cleeves which made the event even more special
as our links with the United States are still strong via the 2nd USAAF
group who manage the memorial library in the Millennium Forum.

Worldwide
Events
• More than 10 million people
protest against the Iraq war in
over 600 cities worldwide. This
is the largest protest to have
ever taken place before a war.
• U.S. forces seize control of
Baghdad, ending the regime of
Saddam Hussein.
• The Concorde makes its last
commercial flight.
• The use of hand-held mobile
phones while driving is made
illegal in the United Kingdom.

The individual highlight of the rugby season was
Damien Reilly’s selection for the England ‘A’
International matches against Wales (Home and
Away). This selection was on the back of
outstanding performances for the College 1st XV,
Norfolk Eastern Counties, London Division and in
the National
Trials. Damien is
pictured here
holding exstudent, Howard
Bambridge’s
England vs
France rugby
jersey from
April 1967.

DNA story goes on tour

Behind the Scenes
The catering at the College is carried out in hous
e by a
team of 43 dedicated people who strive to provide
the
best possible food and service to the pupils and
staff
on site.
They provide three meals a day, seven days a week
for
36 weeks of the year through three separate kitche
ns
as well as an extensive range of internal functions
such
as buffets, BBQs and Summer Balls. The holida
ys
bring little respite as they cater for other groups that
stay at the College such as music courses, Budd
hist
groups, World Challenge groups and reunions.
They are also responsible for their own decorating
and
for maintaining hygiene standards and are justifiably
proud of their record of attaining the Gold Top Spot
Award certificate of achievement for hygiene for no
fewer than seven consecutive years.
Facts and figures:
438480 meals are provided in the school year using

:

• 293160 slices of bread
• 7560kg baked beans
• 9720kg potatoes
• 175140 biscuits
• 1368kg assorted pasta
• 1000kg rice

• 12960 bread rolls
• 7920kg chips
• 720kg Cocopops
• 756kg Cornflakes
• 720kg Frosties

Taken from the 2003 College Magazine

To mark the 50th anniversary of the discovery of the
structure of DNA, the Science department produced a
multi-media show. This show introduced pupils to the
story of the first discovery of DNA from the first
realisation that characteristics were inherited, passed
from parents to children, through the experiments on
peas by the monk Gregor Mendel and on to the way the
genetic code works.
On 3rd April, pupils from Wicklewood Primary, were
soon learning about fruit flies' wing-size and eye-colour
and how these were set by different genes. They heard
the story of how James Watson and Francis Crick
discovered the structure of DNA in a pub in Cambridge.
They also learned that without the help of Maurice
Wilkins and the data they pinched from Rosalind
Franklin the pair might never have succeeded.
The pupils helped build a model of DNA, which looks a
bit like a ladder twisted into a spiral. They were soon
making an "identifit" face by matching one strand of the

DNA ladders' sequence to its counterpart. The whole
class agreed that the best bit of all was building a model
of DNA from sweets, cocktail sticks and kebab skewers
mainly because they got to eat it in the end!
Who says science can't be fun?
Dr. A. Bavage in College magazine

Taken from the 2004 College Magazine
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College Events
• 25th birthday of the Lincoln
Ralphs Library and Resources
Centre

Lincoln
Ralphs Library
Celebrates its
25th Birthday

Drugs Education
Group

This year on 30th March, a 25th
anniversary party was held within the
Library itself, organised by the Librarian
Jane Bull, assisted by her student

Started in 1999, the Drugs Education Group (see
page 125) went from strength to strength. The
2003/2004 academic year started with the annual
visit from Brian and Norma Jackson. They are
great supporters of the group and came to see
the cup which they donated being presented,
this year to Chloe Renwick. They explained to
the group what it is like to live with and then
lose a much loved son to drugs....
...We were also pleased to have members of the group
awarded the Princess Diana Memorial Award for the
fourth year running. Charlie Beaumonth and Becky
Cadman were recognised for their work at teacher
conferences last year...
...After Christmas the group was asked to run
workshops for teachers at the annual meeting of the
State Boarding Schools’ Association. It is almost
unheard of for students to run such workshops. We
took four A level students to the two day conference at
the Alexandra and Albert School in Reigate. There were
over 100 teachers present, mostly heads and senior
boarding staff. There were two sessions in each of the
four workshops that were running. We expected 19 in
the first, and 19 turned up....we expected 19 in the
second and we had 35! The first group had gone out
and told everyone that they must not miss the
Wymondham College students. During dinner later that
night a constant stream of people asked for an extra
unscheduled session the next morning and by the end
of the conference almost everyone had been to one of
our workshops - a great tribute to the impression made
by the four students, Chloe Rensick, Vicky Evans,
Charlie MacCormick and Abby Biggs.
Extracts from 2004 magazine article by Mr Sayer
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librarians.

Worldwide Events
• The Queen christens the RMS Queen Mary 2
cruise liner, the largest passenger ship afloat.
She sets sail on her maiden voyage four days
later.
• A large group of Chechen terrorists take
between 1,000 and 1,500 hostages, mostly
children, at a school in Beslan. They demand
the release of Chechen terrorists imprisoned in
neighbouring Ingushetia and the independence
of Chechnya from Russia. The siege lasts for
almost three days, involving a bloody shoot-out
between hostage-takers and Russian security
forces. At least 350 people are killed.

On the guest list was Lady Ralphs who
cut the cake (appropriately shaped as a
library book) and who expressed her
thoughts on how the College Library has
evolved over the years and given the gift
of literacy to many generations. Also
present as guest speaker was the award
winning authoress, as well as Professor of
creative writing at the University of East
Anglia, Patricia Dunker.
The event was enjoyed by all who came
and the celebration was a great reminder
of how the College Library has
significantly served the countless students
who have walked through its doors to
acquire knowledge, assistance or just a

Mildenhall
In 2004 the College started a relationship with the
USAF
base at RAF Mildenhall, a large and historic airfiel
d, originally
built in the early 20s to counter a perceived threa
t by France.
It was the starting point for the greatest air race
of all - the
1934 MacRobertson Mildenhall to Melbourne race.
Each visit (one a term) begins in the late morning
and getting
onto the base is a lengthly business. The minib
us is
thoroughly searched, photo IDs scrutinised, detai
ls taken and
checked and all under the constant supervision
of two large
machine guns. Once on the base, however, all
is relaxed
and welcoming.
First stop is the Galaxy Club for a lunch of pizza
and soda as much as you want. On the first visit they had
to make
extra pizza but they know us now.
Next stop, a visit to one of the facilities on the base
. On the
first visit we went to the fuel handling depot, vital
for refuelling
tankers whose area goes as far as Russia and
South Africa.
The second visit went to the passenger terminal.
We were
also able to go into the VIP suite where visiting
Presidents
stop to recover from their journey.
Finally the highlight is a visit to the 100th Air Refue
lling Wing
to meet the crews and see their aircraft. The 100th
traces its
history back to the 100th Bomb Group that flew
B17s out of
Thorpe Abbotts during WWII.
The team could not have made us feel more welco
me. The
term College caused some confusion and there
are some
airmen who still think that university students wear
uniform
and Wymondham is for geniuses who go to unive
rsity at
fourteen or fifteen.
Extracts from article by Mr Sayer in 2004 mag

azine

good book to read.
Laura Liddel - 2004 College Magazine

• The Boxing Day Tsunami: One of the worst
natural disasters in recorded history strikes
Southeast Asia, when the strongest earthquake
in 40 years, 9.3 on the Richter scale hits the
entire Indian Ocean region. The official death toll
in the affected countries stands at 186,983
while more than 40,000 people are still missing.
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Worldwide Events
• The Internet site ‘YouTube’ goes online.
• Pope John Paul II dies; over four million people travel
to the Vatican to mourn him.
• Pope Benedict XVI succeeds Pope John Paul II,
becoming the 265th Pope
• The marriage of Prince Charles and Camilla Parker
Bowles takes place after being briefly postponed
following the Pope's death. Camilla assumes the
titles ‘Her Royal Highness’ and ‘Duchess of
Cornwall‘.

Year 10 Private View
On Wednesday 26 January, Wymondham Colle
ge
was delighted to welcome Norwich City Football
stars Robert Green and Darren Huckerby to the
inaugural Year 10 Art and Textiles Exhibition. The
exhibition was a celebration of work from the them
e
‘sky and water’ with students having produced
oil
paintings, sketchbooks and textile garments inspir
ed
by Norfolk’s coastal surroundings.
Art teacher Mr Moulton organised the event and
the
intention of the evening was to provide opportunit
ies
for members of local businesses and parents to
view
and admire the artistic talents and skills of
Wymondham College students in a gallery
environment. He said, “We are aiming to prom
ote
the high standard of achievement of our students,
and look upon this as a joint venture between the
College and local businesses... I wanted everyone
to
appreciate how important it is for young talent
to be
recognised and encouraged.”

Pride of place this year goes to the
1st XV for an unbeaten season - the first
ever recorded in the history of the College.
Josh Ives followed Damien Reilly this year, having been
picked to play Rugby for England. He made his
international debut, playing for England U16 against Italy’s
U17 team. He continued to hold his place in the squad
throughout the U16 Home Internationals.

• ‘Live 8‘ concerts, take place throughout the world,
raising interest in the ‘Make Poverty History’
campaign. They are designed to precede the G8
summit and place pressure on world leaders to drop
the debt of the world‘s poorest nations and increase
both aid and Fair Trade.
• The International Olympic Committee awards the
2012 Summer Olympics to London.
• The United Kingdom is targeted in a terrorist attack.
Four explosions - three on the Underground and one
on a bus - rock the transport network in London,
killing 56 people and injuring over 700.

College Events
• The 1st XV have an unbeaten
season
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A tribute to Mrs Musgrave, by
one of her students, Luke Flynn
When Mrs Musgrave came to replace
the
departing Mr Haden in September 2000
, a new
era began for Wymondham College.
She took
what was already a highly respected
educational establishment and guided
it into
the 21st century, equipping it for the
new age....
...When I came here in Year 7, the Peel Clas
s of
2000 were not the only new faces getting
used to
school routine. Mrs Musgrave shared the
experience with us and helped us to settl
e in, as we
did her. She has embraced the experienc
e of
learning new things in a way which has had
an effect
on the entire school, not just the new pupi
ls making
the step up to higher education.

Her welcome smile and her ethic of work
and care
are just a few of the features that have help
ed shape
the school in the past six years. Her affec
tion for all
the students and the way she has given
us the
motivation to learn is outstanding and the
effects can
clearly be seen in improving exam results,
by which
all schools are now judged.
It was no accident that my year, who met
with a new
Principal when they came to College in 2000
, have
achieved the best set of GCSE A-Cs the
school has
seen to date...
...She has always been approachable and
has
always cared about us all as individuals,
not just
names on the registration book. She has
always
maintained that the College exists for the
young
people who come here as students. She
realised
that she and the College would play a vital
part in the
shaping of our lives. Her concern when
she came
here was to make Wymondham College
an
enjoyable place to be. Her first question
to staff and
students when she arrived was: “Are you
happy at
Wymondham College?” Without exception
, the
answer was yes and I believe that answer
is now
even more so....

Worldwide Events
• A swan with Avian Flu is discovered in Cellardyke in
Fife, Scotland. This is the first case of ‘bird flu’ found
in the United Kingdom.
• Israeli troops invade Lebanon in response to
Hezbollah kidnapping two Israeli soldiers and killing
three others. Hezbollah declares open war against
Israel two days later.

College Events
• Mrs Victoria Musgrave leaves after six years of service
to the school. She is replaced for the 2006-2007
College year by Acting Principal Mr Dominic Findlay.

• London Metropolitan Police make 21 arrests in
connection to a terrorist plot involving an aeroplane
travelling from the United Kingdom to the United
States. Liquids and gels are banned from hand
luggage and airports are plunged into chaos due to
lengthy security checks.
• Saddam Hussein, former Iraq president, is executed
in Baghdad.

EDP 20 June 2006
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European
Day of
Languages

Top Cricketing Honour
Worldwide
Events
• BBC journalist Alan Johnston
disappears in Gaza City on the
Gaza Strip. After being held
captive for 114 days, he is freed
by his Palestinian kidnappers.
• The 19th century ship ‘Cutty
Sark’ is badly damaged by fire in
London.
• ‘The Concert For Diana’ is
held at Wembley Stadium to
commemorate Diana, Princess
of Wales.
• Foot and Mouth disease is found
on a farm at Wanborough, near
to Guildford in Surrey. A ban on
the movement of all livestock
begins in the United Kingdom on
the following day.
• Athletics star Marion Jones
forfeits the five gold medals she
won at the 2000 Olympic
Games, after admitting to taking
performance-enhancing drugs.
• Benazir Bhutto is assassinated.
At least 20 others are also killed
by a bomb blast at an election
rally in Rawalpindi.

In 2007, Wymondham College was
awarded the Forty Club Trophy
(Henry Grierson Cup) and in so doin
g, was the first state school
ever to receive this accolade.
An award of a silver cup is made eac
h year to the school adjudged to hav
e
performed best against the Forty Club
. Named the Henry Grierson Trophy
after the founder, it was initiated on the
Club's 50th anniversary and is
awarded for captaincy, batting, bow
ling, fielding, turnout, and behaviour
on
and off the field. Chivvied at the age
of 45 by cricketing friends for
forsaking the game for golf, Henry Grie
rson, a Cambridge Blue of 1911
and a promising member of the Bed
fordshire XI, concluded in 1936 that
if
he could ‘raise a sufficient number of
good players of 40 and over, ‘we
might be sharp enough to handle som
e of the school sides'. He put the
idea to leading players and was enc
ouraged by its reception. It was to be
a
crusade – high-class players were to
be an example to youth both in
standards of play and general behavio
ur.
Our Principal, Melvyn Roffe said, ‘We
are extremely proud of having been
singled out for this honour and are grat
eful to the Club for recognising the
College in this way. This is a rare acc
olade and is all the more welcome as
it is made in recognition of performanc
es both on and off the field. I am
delighted that cricket thrives at Wym
ondham College and I am sure that
the award of this trophy will be seen
as an enormous vote of confidence
in
the staff and students who sustain the
sport here.’
The presentation is always a highlight
of the Forty Club Annual Dinner,
acclaimed as being one of the most
prestigious in the cricketing world.
About 400 guests attended at the Sav
oy in London on Friday 19th
October. The College was represented
by Mr Kevin Blakey, Assistant
Principal who coached the first team
and vice captain of the team Jack
Marczewski who deputised for the
captain, Dan Martin who was
attending a cricket coaching
school in New Zealand.

Jack Marczewski receives the Henry Grierson Cup
from Mike Brearley, OBE, ex-England Cricket
Captain and President of the MCC.
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There are over
6000 languages
spoken in the
world. And behind each of them lies a rich and diverse
culture. The European Day of Languages (EDL) aims to
celebrate this - by showing people across Europe how
important languages are, and what fun can be had
learning them.
In 2006 a nationwide competition was organised by the
National Centre of Languages for students to come up
with a figure or character to be used in promotional
material for EDL resources. Mr Moyle (Language
College Director) and Mr Moulton (Art teacher) got
together to form an entry and were thrilled when Year 9
student, Rebekah Giddings’ design of a Swahili Surfer
was selected to be included on the front of an on-line
guide to EDL resources. Her design was to be shown
on all EDL web pages which will mean that the whole
world will be able to view Rebekah’s winning entry.

Young Engineers
Lotus
Winner: Wymondham College and
Engineering
eme, Lotus
Through the Engineering Education Sch
sixth
Engineering asked Wymondham College
could
formers to design and build a test rig that
s after
orist
measure the brake-pedal power of mot
undergoing knee surgery.
Norfolk and
Working with Lotus engineers and the
ted a
crea
Norwich University Hospital, students
brake safely.
simulator that tests whether drivers can
nership and
It was another brilliant year for this part
among other
their invention provoked much interest
lic.
pupils, staff, parents and the wider pub
impressive
According to the judges, the ‘constantly
ge and
partnership between Wymondham Colle
.
Lotus Engineering is in a class of its own
ies this
entr
of
dard
Despite an extremely high stan
clearly
year, the link proved hard to beat and has
at the
p
er-u
developed further since being a runn
2006 EDP Business Awards’.

A Tribute to Mr Findlay
We will be very sorry to
say farewell to Dominic
Findlay at the end of
term. Dominic’s rise
through the College has
been nothing short of
meteoric during his ten
years at Wymondham.
As an old boy of the
College, we still have members of
staff who can
remember teaching the young Find
lay...
...Dominic joined the staff of the Col
lege in 1997 as
Head of Sports Studies and Deputy
Head of Cavell,
becoming Head of House the follo
wing year. In 2002
he succeeded Alison Scott as Dire
ctor of Boarding,
transforming the boarding experie
nce into what is
expected and demanded by parents
in the 21st
century. In 2005 he became Acting
Principal during a
time of turbulence and change at
the College, rising
to the challenge as always.
During his time with us he has con
tinued to develop
into a very accomplished professiona
l. It is rare for an
old boy of a school to progress to
be its Principal,
especially at his very young age. For
this he can be
justly proud.
Dominic, we will miss your youthfu
l good looks, ever
present smile, optimism and sense
of humour. You
have left a legacy that will always be
remembered at
Wymondham College.
By Peter Rout, Chair of Govern

ors

College Events
• Mr Dominic Findlay leaves the College and Mr Melvyn
Roffe joins as Principal in September.
• Wymondham College becomes the first state school
to be awarded The Forty Club Trophy (The Henry
Grierson Cup).
• The first head of the Grammar School, Mrs Joan
Tebbutt, celebrates her 90th birthday at the College.
• Wymondham College was given an 'outstanding'
Ofsted rating, with a similar verdict delivered for almost
every department and aspect of the school and its
sixth form centre.
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International Links
In 2008, Wymondham College was granted
International School Status, presented by George
Alagiah, in recognition of our international links and
enthusiasm in preparing our students for the changing
global environment. These links which include
exchange programmes, a transatlantic book club,
curriculum links and joint cross-curricular projects,
have been developed over several years and are
constantly being further developed.

Lincoln Hall
Lincoln Hall was greatly extended this year,
to provide
accommodation for all Year 12 and Year 13
students. The
new Enid Ralphs Building provides first class
en suite
accommodation for all Year 13 boarders and
has
exceptionally well appointed social, study and
recreational areas for all sixth formers. Year
12 students
are now accommodated in the original Linco
ln Hall which
has been remodelled over the years to prov
ide
comfortable single and twin bed accommo
dation with
shared facilities.
The new building represents what is certainly
the largest
single piece of boarding infrastructure built
at a state
school since the second world war, and repre
sents an
extraordinary vote of confidence in the work
of the
College. The sixth formers now enjoy an envir
onment
which is more akin to a university college than
a school
sixth form, but which is underpinned by Wym
ondham
College's traditional standards, sense of com
munity and
care for the individual.

Our partner schools as at March 2011 are:

• Lycée Jeanne d’Arc, France
• Malek Academy, Southern Sudan
• Shree AK Patel English Medium School, India
• Thetford Academy, Norfolk, UK

• NIG Bad Bederkesa School, Germany
• Open Gate School, Czech Republic

Launch of Radio Wym
A live radio station, run and presented by stud
ents
for the students! In the summer term of this
year
Wymondham College students launched their
own
radio station. Students of all ages took the
opportunity to record shows and play out to
their
friends and fans across the campus. The statio
n
launched at a party hosted by Year 10 boys
Will
Arundell, Josh Davies and Tom Thrower. Their
eclectic mix of upbeat music was only bette
red by
their runaway tongues and quick witted bant
er.

Judges of the South Norfolk Council Design
Awards were so stunned by the quality of the
Wymondham College sixth form centre that they
broke with tradition and created a special award
for design excellence.
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• St George’s College, Argentina

• Nanyang High School, China

6th form centre wins an award

• The Enid Ralphs building is completed and
opens to sixth form students. The building
also wins a design award.

• Ndejje Senior Secondary School, Uganda

• IES Pablo Picasso, Spain

Radio WYM is a fully licensed radio station
and
can be heard via the intranet on site.

College
Events

• Park Tudor School, Indiana, USA

• The College is recognised with an International
School Award.
• New interactive College website launched

Ready,
teddy, go!
As part of a young
enterprise scheme, Mr
Keates’ Year 10 tutor
group decided to attempt
a world record - for the
longest human-teddy
bear chain!
671 humans and 671
teddies joined together to
break the previous record by
over 30 teddies. The event
saw giant eagles and whales
as well as prehistoric creatures
all linking paws, hands and
claws with more conventional
teddies, and humans. The
great chain encircled the
Cavell/Fry playing field, and
included participants from Year
7 to Mr Roffe himself.
Despite being crowned teddy
bearing champions of the
world, Wymondham College
had the more rewarding
achievement of raising a total
of over £600 for Brian Gunn’s
Leukaemia Charity.

Worldwide Events
• The British government introduces
emergency legislation to
temporarily nationalise Northern
Rock, the fifth largest mortgage
bank in the United Kingdom, due
to the bank's financial crisis.
• American swimmer Michael Phelps
surpasses Mark Spitz in Gold
Medals won at a single Olympic
Games. He wins a total of eight.
• Barack Obama is elected the 44th
President of the United States,

becoming the first ever
African-American President-elect.
• Pakistan-based Islamic militants
launch a series of terrorist attacks
in Mumbai, killing 195 people and
injuring a further 250.
• NASA's “Phoenix” spacecraft
becomes the first to land on the
northern polar region of Mars,
enabling research into microbial
life and the history of water on
the planet.
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Activities Week
In the summer term of 2009, there came a
new addition to the College calendar Activities Week.
A pre-scheduled week of numerous activities took
place between 1 and 7 July for all year groups
except Year 11 and Year 13 who had already
finished exams and officially ended their term.
The week started off with the incredible success of
Multicultural Day for the Year 7s. Throughout the
week various members of each year, as well as the
concert band, took part in the Royal Norfolk Show,
which was the main theme of the week. Themed
events such as Home Front Day for Year 9 and
Medieval Day for Year 7 were huge triumphs. In
addition to all of this there was also: a Year 10 trip
to Madrid, a Year 8 trip to Boulogne, a
Pleasurewood Hils trip over the weekend, as well
as an Enterprise Day for Year 9. The final day was
host to the Languages Fun Day for both Years 7
and 8. There was even a day of skydiving for nine
of the Year 12s!

College Events
• College students represent the United Kingdom at the
meeting of the model European Parliament in Stockholm.
• The inaugural Lincoln Lecture is given by Professor
Richard Carwardine at the College.
• Activities Week is launched.
• Principle, Melvyn Roffe, appears on BBC Breakfast
in his capacity as Chairman of the Boarding
Schools’ Association.

“The 2009 leavers should be especially
congratulated for achieving a remarkable
70% of their results in their core A level
subjects at A or B grade. This was the highest
ever achieved at the College...”
Melvyn Roffe in the Principal’s address
from the 2010 College magazine.

An original and creative way of learning, truly
enjoyed by all who took part.

The Royal Norfolk Show
EDP 4 July 2009

Worldwide
Events
• British forces end their
operations in Iraq after six years.
• The World Health Organization
declares H1N1 influenza strain,
commonly referred to as "swine
flu", as a global pandemic.

Every year the school's Concert Band
and Jazz Band perform on the
bandstand. Over 100 students take
part in this event and perform on seven
occasions over the two days.

• Michael Jackson dies in strange
circumstances and brings
worldwide outpouring of grief.

Alice Harvey and Emma
Watkins meet Prince Harry

• Barack Obama is inaugurated as
the President of the United
States of America.
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Wymondham College has long had an
association with the Royal Norfolk
Show. 1989 was the first year we
actually had a stand at the Show, and
since 1993, students from the College
have played a major role in the smooth
running of the show, willingly
volunteering in the grand ring arena
party and as judging ring runners.

EDP 8 January 2009
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British Young Juggler
of the Year
EDP 20
January 2010

Worldwide Events
• Britain faces its first hung parliament since 1974
resulting in a coalition between the Conservative
Party and the Liberal Democrats.
• After three days and 183 games, the American No
23 seed John Isner finally defeats France’s Nicolas
Mahut in a record-breaking Wimbledon epic, 6-4,
3-6, 6-7, 7-6, 70-68.
• An ash cloud over Europe causes the worst travel
chaos since 9/11 as the eruption of Iceland’s
Eyjafjallajokull volcano closes airports, stranding tens
of thousands.
• Floods in Pakistan caused by higher than normal
monsoon rains leave 20% of the country flooded.
• A magnitude 7 earthquake hits Haiti and devastates
the country.
• After 69 days trapped underground, 33 trapped
Chilean miners are slowly winched to safety amid
scenes of jubilation from relatives camped at the
San Jose mine.

Model European
Parliament
ents from the College
Grace Roffe was amongst the stud
at the meeting of the
to be selected to represent the UK
nbul in October 2010.
Model European Parliament in Ista
from all the EU states
"The MEP consists of delegations
t twice every year to
plus others (like Turkey) which mee
and concern to
debate and discuss issues of interest
As the UK we have
young people across the continent.
al than some about
a reputation for being more sceptic
and preconceptions
things European - but stereotypes
people are forced
quickly fade away during a week and
pectives....Above all
to see things from very different pers
people from all over
visiting Istanbul in the company of
...."
Europe was a fantastic experience
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A Tribute to Tom Eaton

College Events
• The College takes the lead in
opening the Thetford Academy.

the British Juggling
Johnny Malcolm, Yr 8 Kett student, attended
. He entered the British
Convention in Huddersfield on 8th -11th April
petition with a routine with
Young Juggler of the Year (BYJOTY) Com
won the Judges’ Award for
seven balls and five clubs to music. Johnny
title of British Young Juggler of
Best Act, the vote by the audience for the
rd which is an invitation to
the Year, and the Crawley Convention Awa
also offered sponsorship by
perform in a public show in August. He was
forward to The European
Oddballs for all his equipment. He is looking
he is applying for sponsorship
Juggling Convention in Finland in July and
Las Vegas, Nevada.
to go to the World Juggling Federation in

• The first Charity Week is held in
May.
• The College submits a bid for
Academy status.

EDP 14 May 2010

A Wymondham College Governor for many years
and Chairman for his last two terms, Tom Eaton
was also a Trustee of the College from 1996 – 2009.

Charity Week

Wymondham College was threatened with closure in the
mid-80s. By chance this came to the attention of Tom
Eaton, lawyer, who at the time had no connection with
the College.

In May, the College dedicated itself to raising
money for a number of different charities for our
first whole-school Charity Week.

Having been wounded in action whilst serving with the
4th Battalion Royal Norfolk Regiment, and surviving three
years as a prisoner of the Japanese in the notorious
Changi POW camp in Singapore, Tom would once again
be called upon to raise his game. His Charitable Trust
connections, legal guile, and a burning desire for justice,
would be brought to bear in helping some very
determined governors and parents, led by Principal Ron
Wolsey, in the ensuing battle against those who dared
suggest Dr. Lincoln Ralphs’ famous experiment should be
terminated. The battle was duly won.
Tom immediately joined the Board of Governors, and
eventually became Chairman. His interest in the College
never waned, and it was his foresight which was
instrumental in ensuring the Wymondham College Trust
was maintained in preparation for the day when its use as
a financial vehicle could benefit the College and its
students. He served as a Trustee up to his 90th birthday,
and his last day as a Trustee was spent at the College,
inspecting the new Lincoln Sixth Form Centre. The
pleasure this gave him was a joy to see, and a fitting
reward for a man who had done so much for the College.
Extracts from: A Tribute to Tom Eaton OBE, TD, DL.
(Oct 13th 1918 – Jan 19th 2010) By David Spinks
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Fry began the week with ‘Frufts’ dog show which
raised £105 for MacMillan Cancer Support. On
Tuesday, New Hall students ‘swam the Channel’
before breakfast, held a lunchtime summer fayre
and washed cars after school to raise £214 for
Addenbrooke’s Special Care Baby Unit.
Kett Hall’s much awaited ‘Blakey goes Baldy’
event followed on Thursday, which along with
the ‘Risk it for a Biscuit’ assault course raised
£600 for Child First. On Friday, Cavell Hall
conducted a game of Man-hunt for the whole
school and held a disco, raising £150 for the
Make-a-Wish Foundation. The week ended
with Peel Hall’s féte on Saturday, raising £600.
A fantastic effort, full of fun, raising a total of
£1669 for very deserving charities!
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Wymondham College becomes an Acad

emy

The College became an Academy on 1st
February
2011, a move which was welcomed by Gov
ernors,
Norfolk County Council and the Secretar
y of State
for Education who praised the College on
the floor
of the House of Commons.
As the College reaches its 60th Anniversary,
Academy
status will put it in a much stronger position
to thrive
through times that are likely to be quite diffic
ult due to
government funding restrictions.

An England Cap

College Principal, Melvyn Roffe comments “Nor
folk
County Council has been an enthusiastic supp
orter of
our bid for Academy status. It feels much more
like a
maturing of a relationship between College and
County
Council than the end of that relationship. We
will still be
inextricably linked with the Norfolk family of
schools but
the College will no longer be dependent on
or controlled
by the County Council.”

es Crossley is
Wymondham College Head Boy, Jam
Clubs and Schools
selected for the England Under 18
ad to play Ireland Under
squad. He was named in their squ
r Dublin. James, captain
18s Clubs at Ashbourne RFC nea
during a selection
of the College 1st XV was chosen
sional Festival,
process which was held at the Divi
Broadstreet RFC, Coventry.
ty Images Sport
Photo supplied by Tom Dulat - Get

“We will have much greater freedom to char
t our own
future, to develop our own curriculum and man
age the

English Speaking
Union Public
Speaking
Competiton:
First Round

College Events
• The college celebrates its 60th anniversary.
• New International Centre under development.
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The College Team won the Norfolk Round of
the ESU Public Speaking Competition held at
Wymondham High School on Friday 4th
February 2011. The Wymondham College
Team coached by Grace Roffe (Y12)
comprised William Cox (Y11), Gabriel Chiu
(Y11) and Oliver Large (Y11). Gabriel won the
accolade as best speaker and Oliver was
named as best questioner. The team went
on to represent Norfolk in the Eastern
Counties Regional Round at Fitzwilliam
College, Cambridge on Saturday, March 12th
2011 at Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge. They
were regional runners up, with Gabriel and
Oliver again winning their categories.

terms and conditions of our own staff. In diffic
ult times, it
will be easier for the College to thrive and cont
inue to do
the things it does best - to educate and look
after
children and young people to a very high stand
ard.”
Alison Thomas, Cabinet Member for Children's
Services
in Norfolk commented, “Wymondham College
is an
outstanding school and I am sure in its new
status as an
Academy it will continue to make fantastic prog
ress.
We want to continue to work closely with the
school to
ensure that its unique place as Norfolk's only
state
boarding school continues to benefit very man
y young
people, both at Wymondham and elsewhere
in the
county.
As lead sponsor of the Thetford Academy, we
know that
Wymondham College is keen to share its skills
and
expertise with other schools across the coun
ty and we
will continue to work in partnership, where we
can, to
support Norfolk's children and young people.”
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s). But not for very
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n Parliament.
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Worldwide Events
• A revolutionary wave of demonstrations and
protests take place in the Middle East and
North Africa. To date Tunisia, Egypt and
Libya have seen events of historical
consequence.
• Two massive earthquakes strike within a
month of each other. One in Christchurch,
New Zealand, devastating as it struck in the
heart of the city. Another in Sendai, Japan
results in a massive and extremely
destructive tsunami.
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Afterword by Melvyn Roffe
wider education system and we are
looking to ensure that a boarding
education at Wymondham College
could be available to more of those
who would benefit from it.
The recent opening of some splendid
new buildings has further changed the
look of the College. It is now almost
totally unrecognisable from the forests
of Nissen huts that once spread across
the site and which housed the first
students and staff six decades ago.
But as Betty Watling came to realise
after she arrived as one of the College’s
first pupils (see page 16), you should
never seek the true nature of any
school simply by looking at its
buildings. That was clearly true of the
College in 1951 and I trust that it is still
true today.
I hope that you will agree that this
history has provided a fascinating
and visually stunning insight into
how the College, and the wider
world for which it prepares its
students, has changed over the
past 60 years and more.
From post-war austerity, through boom
and bust (several times) to the uncertain
challenges of our seventh decade, the
College has charted a supremely
successful course through the often
stormy waters of educational and social
change. Neither afraid of innovation nor
seduced by mere passing fashion
(except, photographs bear witness,
when it comes to clothes and
hairstyles), it seems to me that the
College has always navigated its way
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by asking the same question of itself
from decade to decade – how do we
give the best possible start in life to
young people?
Now as one of the country’s first
boarding academies, we begin the next
stage in our development with the
same question on our lips. With
academy status has come new
flexibility in our organisation and
welcome freedom from the sometimes
problematic strictures of local and
national government. But there are also
new responsibilities. Although our
principle responsibility will always be to
the students who are presently at the
College, we are also seeking ways in
which we may increase the beneficial
impact that the College has on the

I hope that what emerges from this
history is the sense that although the
buildings and the faces may have
changed – and certainly the clothes
and the hairstyles have changed – there
is a continuity of purpose which knits
together all those who have enjoyed the
privilege of association with the College
through the years. It is a continuity of
purpose which, I trust, will ever inform
the way in which Wymondham College
conducts itself and which can perhaps
be best expressed in the words with
which we are all so familiar:
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Melvyn Roffe
Principal (2007 - present)

College Prayer and Song
Floreat Sapientia - The College Song
Both words and music of the
College song were written
by Dr. Lincoln Ralphs.
The first public singing of
Floreat Sapientia,
meaning Let Wisdom
Flourish, was to end the
ceremony to mark the
laying of the foundation
stone of Peel Hall, on 16
July 1955.

Dr Ralphs also wrote the
words of the College prayer:
“Almighty God, who hast called
us to thy service, enable us by
thy grace so to perceive and
pursue thy will that in this
College truth may abound and
wisdom flourish. May thy Holy
Spirit inspire its life, thy power
sustain its enterprise and thy
purpose command its loyalty;
that in and through this College
both young and old may be
brought into that service which
is perfect freedom and into that
life which is eternal; through
Jesus Christ, Our Lord. Amen.”
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Mair Cup Winners

to date

Year Winner

Year Winner
Durham House
Canterbury House
Westminster House
Canterbury House
Norwich House
Norwich House /
Washington House
use /
1973 Winchester Ho
Gloucestershire House

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
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1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Lincoln Hall
New Hall
Lincoln Hall
Lincoln Hall
Fry Hall
Kett Hall
Kett Hall
Cavell Hall
Cavell Hall
Kett Hall
Kett Hall
Cavell Hall

Year Winner
ll
1986 Cavell Ha
ll
1987 Cavell Ha
1988 New Hall
1989 Fry Hall
1990 New Hall
1991 Kett Hall
1992 Kett Hall
1993 Kett Hall
ll
1994 Cavell Ha
1995 Kett Hall
ll
1996 Cavell Ha
1997 New Hall

Judging the Mair Cup 2004

Year Winner
1998 New Hall
1999 New Hall
2000 New Hall
2001 New Hall
2002 New Hall
2003 New Hall
2004 Kett Hall
2005 New Hall
2006 New Hall
2007 Cavell Hall
2008 New Hall
2009 Fry Hall
2010 New Hall
2011 Cavell Hall
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Thanks
We would like to thank
everybody associated with
Wymondham College; staff,
Old Wymondhamians, current
students and parents, all of
whom have in some way
contributed to this book.
Our sincere appreciation goes to
Lady Enid Ralphs. It is entirely apt
that our Foreword should be written
by her. She has shown a dedication
and interest in every aspect of
College life over the past 60 years.
Thank you!
Grateful thanks must go to Bill
Atkins, without whom the website,
www.wcremembered.co.uk, would
not exist. We have endlessly turned
to this incredible archive of material in
compiling this book and many
memories have been reprinted here.
What started as a hobby for Bill, who
originally launched the website and
painstakingly pieced all of the
information together, has resulted in
an engaging, humorous and often
touching collection which is a unique
history of the College, its staff and
students. Bill handed the ownership
of the website over to the Old
Wymondhamians in 2009 and thanks
should also go to Julie Harding who
now edits and manages it, as well as
all of the contributors who have been
willing to share their memories.
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Anne and Adrian Hoare deserve a
very special thank you. Not only
have they held on to College
ephemera when others may have
discarded it, they have willingly
loaned these to us and have also
spent hours sharing delightful
memories, proofing and sense
checking text and indeed writing
various sections with us.
Specific thanks go to the College
magazine committees over the years.
It is terrific to have the wonderful
archive of College history which we
do as a result of their hard work and
creativity. We also particularly
acknowledge the work of Michael
Brand and Roger Garrard who
produced ‘Wymondham College the First Fifty Years’. We have
borrowed numerous anecdotes,
images and sections of text from
both this publication and all of
the magazines.
Particular acknowledgements
should also go to all those who so
generously agreed, and gave of their
time to have their oral histories
recorded by a team of A level history
students, as part of the College 60th
Anniversary project. We are so
pleased to have these memories
preserved for posterity.

Barnwell Print Ltd
To the team of proofreaders and the
volunteers, from every decade, for
checking details and reading text,
thank you so much for your time and
for your input into the final
publication which we have here.
We are grateful to Archant and Getty
Images for their permission to use
archived material.
And very importantly, our thanks
go to Naked Marketing - for their
assistance, and patience, in all
aspects of design, compilation
and production.
In the compilation of this material it
is highly possible that we have made
occasional mistakes! We would like
to apologise for any errors in dates
or name spelling or indeed any
factual errors.
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